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Ladies and Gentlemen,
we are pleased to welcome you in our digital catalogue 2011 and would like to explain here in brief
how easy it is to use.

digital Catalogue 2011

Click here for next page

Our table of contents on page 4 and 5 serves as simple navigation centre. One click there leads you
to every product group resp. every desired product directly. Just try it by placing the mouse and clicking on whatever attracts your interest.

You can return to the table of contents by clicking onto the yellow wheelchair symbol in the top left
corner.
For changing to the next page you click onto the right hand page number or into the blue register
bar.
You would like to browse our catalogue with bookmarks? Naturally, they are available.
To those who wish to gain knowledge, curious ones and other professionals we recommend the fulltext search.
Of course, all Adobe Acrobat menu functions can be used as usual.

Meyra-Ortopedia is and remains the
reliable pioneer for handicapped people – worldwide.
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PREFACE

THE MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA
COMPANY GROUP

75 YEARS MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA 75 YEARS OF COMPETANCE AND QUALITY
Handcapped people who set great store in especially qualitative and individual care have been trusting
Meyra-Ortopedia for 75 years. The consumers‘ high
level of trust is a factor in our success, as is competent product and service consultation in trade shops.
Meyra-Ortopedia would not be a market leader in
the rehab field without the support of trade shops.
So our thanks go to the many co-workers of our
partners who work hard every day for the handcapped people who depend on their commitment.
Our thanks also go to our many committed co-workers worldwide. Together with exemplary research
and development in cooperation with therapists,
users, technical universities and trade shop partnerships we are constantly working to strengthen our
consumers‘ trust in the Meyra-Ortopedia brand.

Thus as a German company we are optimally positioned for global competition and will continue to
grow worldwide in the future.
With quality products and a high standard of service
Meyra-Ortopedia has and continues to have the power to prepare the way for people with handicaps.

Member
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Company portrait

THE MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA
COMPANY GROUP
The more extreme the handicap, the more important are even the
smallest steps that mean movement.
As a company group we utilise the combination of experience and
abilities in order to allow further potentials to arise from the synergies. Ideas and innovations are melded into the products that can
be offered at a high level at marketable prices. Our international
market has a future - together we are better prepared.

FOCUS

IS ON THE

PERSON
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OUR MISSION

THE SITES

Our main focus and highest goal is always maintaining or re-implementing the unrestricted integration
of handicapped people in the society.

The main site Kalldorf, Germany, on an area of
100.000 square metres today consists of several
building complexes. Development, production, administration, education- and exhibition rooms are
strategically placed within. The modern high rack
warehouse, computer controlled, has a capacity for
14,000 wheelchairs! Today and in the future we are
able to quickly, flexibly and economically serve the
growing market through our further production sites
and sales offices in Europe.

Portrait
portrait
HISTORY

OUR RESPONSIBILITY

Since 75 years MEYRA has successfully developed
and manufactured wheelchairs. 1995 with Ortopedia, a second strong and Europe wide active brand
was integrated into the company group. 2006 both
brands were put together and since then together
provide the European as well as other markets with
innovative, demand oriented products.

We have a responsibility toward the people whose trust we have savoured for years. This trust
spans through generations. This is why we develop
wheelchairs and rehabilitation aids of highest quality
and with optimal operation features. Our products
help and motivate handicapped and sick people in
everyday life, during sports, in rehabilitation and
care.

SPANNING GENERATIONS
The family enterprise is now being lead in the third
generation. The owners and management of this
enterprise are firmly convinced that productivity, innovation, knowledge and experience will even in the
future remain milestones successful development.
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SERVICE AND PRODUCTS
As a competent sales force our sales representatives as well
as the sales force on site are at your service. We can be reached by fax or e-mail around the clock, by phone on working
days between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. and fridays until 4 p.m.
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Service

Quality

Zur umfassenden Produktbetreuung gehört auch
eine funktionierende Ersatzteilversorgung. Diese
fängt bei einer übersichtlichen Ersatzteilliste an, geht
über eine kompetente Beratung und endet bei der
Verfügbarkeit der Ersatzteile. Die Ersatzteillisten sind
sowohl als Ausdruck oder digital als Download aus
dem Internet bzw. von unserer jährlich aktualisierten
CD-Rom erhältlich.
Bei Bedarf bieten wir für unsere Rollstühle einen Reparaturservice am Standort Kalldorf und über unsere
Tochtergesellschaft OMS in Kiel an.
Last but not least kümmern wir uns um die Fortbildung. Einen Überblick über unsere Seminare erhalten Sie in einer Broschüre oder im Internet.

MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA wheelchairs are designed on
state-of-the-art CAD equipment. This permits an
inspection and testing of the design already within
the planning phase. The electronic laboratory is
able to develop and test complex micro-controllers
for electronic wheelchairs. A computer controlled
testing platform permits independent running of
driving cycles on electronic wheelchairs in non-stop
operation tests that every newly developed electronic wheelchair has to undergo. Despite of extensive
testing platform technologies properties such as the
handling can only be supervised in practical trials. For
this we have a testing area available at MEYRA with
different surface conditions and norm inclinations.
Furthermore test rides are conducted over several
days with handicapped people for whom the new
wheelchairs have to prove themselves in the daily
use. MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA applies a quality-management-system according to DIN EN ISO 9001 and ISO
13485, for which the structure and organisational
process are defined within a special QUALITY-MANAGEMENT handbook.

Portrait
portrait
RAW MATERIAL

SURFACE REFINEMENT

The responsible handling of raw materials is natural
for the MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA design engineers. Each
new development sets demands of optimal fulfilment of aspects such as “weight“, “durability“ and
“recyclability“. As much as possible pure raw materials are implemented that can be recycled without
any problems. Larger plastic parts are marked with
their material description in order to ease the sorting
and disposal process.

A complex surface technology protects the
wheelchair with powder coating into the tightest
and almost unreachable angle. Before the colouring
polyester powder coat is applied and burned in at
220°, our material undergoes several pre-treatment
processes. Coloured wheelchairs appear friendly. We
powder coat the frames electro statically. This gives a
good surface quality and conserves the environment.
The tubes are additionally galvanically pre-treated in
order to prevent a flaking off of the coat so that the
wheelchairs are protected against corrosion even after a longer period of use. Yellow chromate and zinc
phosphate are the best pre-treatment steps for our
high value powder coating of aluminium and steel
tubes. According to the current used vehicle regulation vehicles may contain max. 2 g chrome (VI). On
MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA wheelchairs this value is 90%
below the max. permitted value. Of course the fastidious environmental aspects are observed during
surface treatment.

Our company group has already won the IFEcology- and the IF-Material-award for the products.
Usually to be viewed as critical for the environment
is the surface treatment. At MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA we
have always valued the achievement of a high level
of protection against corrosion as well as ensuring
environmental compatibility. During galvanisation
the process is closely supervised and the steel tubes
protected against corrosion through double nickel
plating. The coating layer consisting of trivalent, environmentally safe chrome ensures a good protection against scratches and nicks. The waste water
from the galvanisation process is purified: 90% of
the water is redirected into the production process.
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THE CORRECT CHOICE
A folding wheelchair will only be of optimal help if you have
made the correct choice
Following issues should be observed closely:

WHAT NEEDS

TO BE
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OBSERVED?

Seat Width

ARM SUPPORTS

Generally you should sit comfortably and if necessary be
able to wear a coat. Very slim
people select the seat width 38
cm/15.0 inch (Code-no. 38) or
40 cm/15.8 inch (Code-no. 40).
Seat width 43 cm/17.0 inch
(Code-no. 43) is always supplied if no special seat width is ordered since it will fit
in most cases. For big people seat-width 48 cm/19.0
inch (Code-no. 48) is designated. Above that special
models in seat widths of 53 cm/20.9 inch (Code-no.
53), 56 cm/22.1 inch (Code-no. 56) and 58 cm/22.9
inch (Code 358) are available.

Removable arm supports are needed for entering
and exiting the wheelchair from the side. Removable
desk-arm supports make sense when in addition to
entering and exiting from the side, you also need to
drive close to washing basins, tables or similar with
your wheelchair. The height adjustability of the arm
support always makes sense if you want to prevent
a straining of the neck and shoulders or extremely
small people need to be provided for.

Seat Height

Back HEIGHT

Overall
Length

Overall
Height

Wheels
The large wheels are normally placed at the back
on a folding wheelchair. Through this the models
are very agile and can be driven closer to furniture,
washing basins, etc. Obstacles such as curbs etc.,
are overcome by „tilting up“ the wheelchair. For
folding wheelchairs that are used mainly outdoors
we recommend pneumatic tyres on all four wheels.
Advantages: good suspension properties and little

rolling resistance. For mainly indoor use we recommend: small solid rubber tyres and large pneumatic
tyres. Use of puncture proof tyres also on the large
wheels is very easy to handle, but noticeably lessens
the driving comfort.

HANDRIMS

BRAKES

All folding wheelchairs are serially fitted with
chrome-plated metal handrims on both drive wheels.
If desired aluminium or stainless steel handrims can
be attached. If only one arm can be used to propel
the wheelchair a double-handrim is recommended.
Serially it is designed for the right hand side. If it is
needed on the left hand side please also note Codeno. 60.

All folding wheelchairs are serially equipped with
a safety pressure brake. If desired we will supply a
drum brake (inner shoe brake). Thus equipped our
wheelchairs fulfil the demands of an air-pressure independent brake.

BUILDING BLOCK SYSTEM

SEAT DEPTH
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THE COLOUR CONCEPT
Colour is beautiful. It stimulates a positive feeling towards life.
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Titanium grey
Code 130

Violetstar
Code 189

Signalwhite
Code 4023

Redmetallic
Code 132

Gras green
Code 192

Mystic Blue
Code 4062

Greenmetallic
Code 133

Darkviolet
Code 203

Tornadored
Code 4066

Aluminium natural uncoated
Code 176

Matteblack
Code 206

Crossred
Code 4910

Paprikareflex
Code 178

Auberginered
Code 210

Crossblue
Code 4911

Orangereflex
Code 179

Polarwhite
Code 212

Crossyellow
Code 4912

Lemmonreflex
Code 180

Signalred
Code 215

Crossorange
Code 4913

Silver-metallic
Code 183

Deepblack
Code 216

Bordeaux ‚
(clear coated)
Code 4914

Bluestar
Code 184

Chrome plated
Code 218

Silverline
Code 4919

Marrakeschbrownmetallic
Code 185

High gloss
polished
Code 219

Greenmetallic
Code 4922

Magic Blue
Code 186

Marineblue
Code 229

Orangemetallic
Code 4923

Greystar
Code 187

Burgundred
Code 230

Chrome silver
Code 4925

Blackstar
Code 188

Karminred
Code 4001

Pazificblue
metallic
Code 4927

PRODUCT LIABILITY - WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?
With the implementation
of the law concerning the
liability for faulty product
(ProdHaft G), manufacturers of such faulty products
are liable for injuries and
damages even if they are
not responsible for their
faults. Every now and
then this law is also called
„Manufacturer
liability“.
But since the liability can
concern everybody else
who sells faulty products,
e. g. the dealer, the definition that only the manufacturer can be made liable is
too tightly declared.

Liability regardless of negligence or fault
In the case that a faulty product causes injuries or damages
on his user, the liable party
is answerable for damages
toward the party damaged;
regardless of negligence or
fault! Should for example the
quick-release axle of an active wheelchair break, there
is a liability for the damages
that result thereof, regardless whether the quick-release
axle was manufactured outside of the tolerance or due
to an invisible material fault.
This risk has to be sufficiently
secured by every responsible
manufacturer.

Expansion of the liable parties
Generally all manufacturers
are liable, regardless if it is an
industry or one-man operation. Business concerns and
dealer, are especially affected
by the liability intensification.
According to the law dealers
and manufactures are liable
when they
• import products from countries outside of the EC,
• sell products whose manufacturer cannot be named in
case of damage,
•
mark products of other
manufacturers with their
own name (quasi-manufacturer).
Limitation of liability
Generally liability can neither
be limited through the socalled liability disclaimers nor
though „General terms and
conditions“. Remarkable is
that the liability sum for a case
is set at 85 million €.
Expiry of claims
Claims for compensations for
damages expire 10 years after
the date the product was put
in circulation.
Before
this
background
MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA
possesses an extensive insurance,
since unfaulted product flaws
cannot be calculated and occur erratically.
Special diligence is needed
for products from non-EC
countries. Here the importer
is liable like the manufacturer

and the requirements according to European standard are
valid. Not always does the foreign product correspond with
our state of technology (DIN,
EN, ISO). In case of damages
this can lead to momentous
liability for the importer resp.
dealer. If the specialist dealer
decides in favour of one of
our products, his liability risk
in case of damages is low and
we remain the contact in all
cases.
The Medical Devices Directive (MDD)
The MDD and its implementation into german national law
(MPG), statutory of 14 October 1998, is in close relation
to the product liability law.
According to the MPG 4 risk
classes are differentiated; the
classes I, IIa, IIb, III. Almost all
of our products are in risk class
I. Visible mark that a medical
device corresponds to the relevant regulations (conformity)
is the CE-sign as legally binding labelling obligation; a definite must. Our products are
further voluntarily, and above
the required measure, quality
tested by independent institutions, which is documented
with the German TÜV-sign,
furthermore by TNO in Netherlands, HI in Sweden and
the Cerah in France. Whoever
manufactures and distributes
medical devices has to carryout the conformity evaluation procedure. This consists
of strict obligations and an
extensive
documentation.

Among these are for example
the risk-analysis (which dangers does the product pose?),
for example an explanation
of toxicity (poison) and much
more, but also explicitly defined layout and calculation
regulations according to respective norms. Should you
apply changes to a wheelchair
manufactured by us that go
beyond the designated adjustments (e. g. adjusting the
length of the leg support) and
the use of the building block
system (you drill a hole for example into the frame without
our consent), you will be considered as its manufacturer
with all the responsibilities
resulting thereof. This applies
to the product liability as well
as the MDD and the German
MPG.

colour and PRODUCT LIABILITY

W e m o v e p e o p l e.
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M

EYRA and ORTOPEDIA feature a
complete assortment of wheelchairs and rehabilitation aids for
the demanding and circumferential quality
provision.
Basis for our success is a previously
conducted intensive operating and product counselling in terms of a circumferential
medical aid provision as well as close cooperation with the specialist dealership, insurances and hospitals

.
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Standard
portrait
wheelchairs

Standard wheelchairs

A great
Service 3.600 silverline
Model 3.600 Service
The classic is getting strong with serial "Longlife" character.

Picture contains options

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Can be used for different

●● Adaptation possibilities to

●● Smooth foldability

●● Walking stick holder

people without individual
adjustments

the body measures of the
user

●● Pushing and transport

wheelchair
●● Stationary establishments
●● Geriatric provision
●● Rheumatism

●● Selection of different ar-

mrests and leg supports
●● Wide selection of acces-

sories
●● User weight with Code

814 up to 150 kg

by means of movable
tubes, which creates a
high-quality folding system with a long lifetime
and an excellent parallel
guidance of the side
frames

●● Anti-tippers
●● Horizontal pushing bar
●● Seat belt
●● Brake lever extension
●● Therapy table

●● Handrim drive/ Push drive

●● Permitted auxiliary drives

●● Arm and leg supports

●● Tie-down-system for

removable
●● Pressure brake
●● Drumbrake for attendant

(option)
●● Step aid serially
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●● Reflectors

transport

advantages:

Serial increased frame stability

Push bar Code 814 increases
the load capacity to
150 kg

Footplates with anti-slip protection Code 805, segmentwide implementation, e.g.
Eurochair compatible

Selectable

Breathable textile cover
Code 33 for seat and back

Transportwheelchair

The
quick assembly allows the choice
between the following equipment features:

Code 815
The SERVICE can be refitted
into a pushing resp. transport
wheelchair with 12 1/2“
wheels without any problems.

●● PU or air tyres
●● Code 12 or 20 side guard

inclined
●● Foot support standard

Code 93 or elevating
legrests

Standard wheelchairs

The

Seat width
51 cm

●● Pressure or drum brake
●● Snap-on crutch and cane-

holder generally assembled, option
●● reflectors generally assem-

bled, option
●● Anti-tippers

Technical data
Seat width in cm

38

40

43

45

48

51

User weight

Width unfolded in mm

600

620

650

670

700

730

Empty weight

19 - 21
171

Width folded in mm

310

Overall height

Seat depth in cm

44

Transport weight

Seat height in cm

47 / 52 // 44 / 49

Overall height in mm

920

Back height in cm

40

Arm support height in mm
Length with/without foot support
in mm
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

240

120 / 150

11 - 13

Driving wheel

550 (22“)

Driving wheel
Driving wheel
Transportversion

600 (24“)
320 (12,5“)

1080 / 780

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Frequently proven concept
primat 3.400

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● In hospitals, clinics and

●● Adaptation possibilities

●● Exact folding through

●● Walking stick holder

care centers as transport
and pushing aid
●● Others, as e.g. airports

or hotels for transporting
guests
with limited mobility
●● In domestic use for short

term, non-permanent use
for people with remaining
mobility
●● As a walking aid (walking

while sitting in the wheelchair)
●● After accidental injuries
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●● As a basis for special

constructions

to the body measures of
the user
●● Selection of different ar-

mrests and leg supports
●● Wide selection of acces-

sories
●● User weight up to 120 kg
●● Special equipment for

overwidth resp. reinforced
version up to 300 kg

4-fold cross brace guide
●● Driving safety through

tube joint cross brace

●● Reflectors
●● Anti-tippers
●● Push bar

●● Handrim drive/ Push drive

●● Brake lever extension

●● Arm and leg supports

●● Therapy table

removable
●● Pressure brake
●● Drumbrake for attendant

(option)
●● Step aid serially

●● Tie-down system for

transport

Standard
Standard
wheelchairs

Product advantages in detail

The sophisticated construction, the high manufacturing standard, the driving safety above average and the optimal sitting comfort make these model series one of the top-quality products of
international wheelchair technology.
Outstanding high flexibility is achieved through the tube joint cross brace and 4-fold cross brace
support tubes. With the effect of greatest possible ground contact of all four wheels even on
unlevel surfaces.
If requested we deliver this model with the MEYRA Mono Drive System (Code 885).
Special equipment for overwidth resp. reinforced version up to 300 kg / 661 pd!

Mono-Drive-System
Code 885

Technical data
Seat width in cm

40

43

48

53

56

User weight

120 / 300

Width unfolded in mm

620

650

700

750

780

Empty weight

19 - 21
321

Width folded in mm

310

Overall weight

Seat depth in cm

44

Transport weight

Seat height in cm

47 / 52

Driving wheel

600 (24“)

Overall height in mm

920

Driving wheel

320 (12,5“)

Back height in cm

40

Arm support height in mm
Length with/without foot support
in mm
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

240

11 - 13

1040 / 780

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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ECONOMICAL AND INNOVATIVE
Budget 2 9.050

NEW
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Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Push and/or handrim

●● Front seat height is varia-

●● Foldable

●● Cane holder

●● Handrim/push propulsion

●● Passive lighting

●● Leg supports swing in and

●● Anti-tip wheels

propulsion
●● Home and inpatient area
●● Geriatric care
●● Rheumatism

ble without changing parts
(47, 49 and 51 cm)
●● The narrowest of its class!

SW +18cm*
●● +20cm with drum brakes
●● Easy detachment of side

guards
●● Standard wheel base

extension with one-time
optimization of maneuverability for attendant

20

*with quick-release axle

away
●● Lockable armrests fold

back
●● All rear wheels with quick-

release axle
●● Knee lever brake
●● Standard foot pedal cap
●● Drum brake for attendant

(optional)

●● Transverse push bar
●● Seat belt
●● Brake lever extension
●● Therapy table
●● Allowable additional drives
●● Restraint system

SW + 18 cm

Vario-block turned 180 degrees = wheel base extension

The narrowest of its class!

Side guard

Standard wheelchairs

Front seat height
Adjustable without exchanging parts

EUROCHAIR
COMPATIBILITY
Technical variance through
compatibility with EUROCHAIR: side guards, leg
supports, seat and back
upholstery, pressure and
drum brake

Technical data
Seat width in cm

38

40

43

45

48

51

User weight

130

Width unfolded in mm

560

580

610

640

660

690

Empty weight

18,5

Width folded in mm

280

Overall height

148,5

Seat depth in cm

43

Driving wheel

610

Seat height in cm

47 - 51 / 44 - 49

Overall height in mm

960

Back height in cm

42

Length with foot support in mm

1040

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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30° back with head support
Service 3.604
Back support
The back support fixation can
be loosened with a star screw
and immediately the angle of
the back can be individually
adjusted by up to 30° to the
demands of the user.

Fields of
application
●● Can be used for different

people without individual
adjustments
●● Pushing and transport

wheelchair / reclining
wheelchair
●● Stationary establishments
●● Geriatric provision
●● Rheumatism

Adjustment
●● Adaptation possibilities to

the body measures of the
user
●● Head support, removable
●● Side guards and foot sup-

ports removable
●● Back support 30° mechani-

cally adjustable
●● Wheel base extension

for tilting stability in lying
position
●● Selection of different ar-

mrests and leg supports
●● Wide selection of acces-

sories

22

●● User weight up to 120 kg
●● Permitted auxiliary drives

Technical data
Seat width in cm
Width unfolded in mm
Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm
Seat height in cm

40
620

43
45
48
650 670 700
330
44
52 // 49
1270
Overall height in mm
(970 without head support)
Back height in cm
77
Arm support height in mm
240
Length with/wo foot support in mm
1160 / 840
User weight
120
Empty weight
26,8
Overall height
146,8
Transport weight max
18 kg (bei SW 48 cm)
Driving wheel in mm
600 (24") and 320 (12,5")
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Standard wheelchairs
Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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I

ntelligent products for domestic and stationary implementation for geriatric and
neurologic medical aid provision are our
core competence. Due to the quality, durability and functionality they have been a well
known perception for many years and savour the trust of our customers and medical
device dealers.

.

The high level of varieties in our product families ensures a long-term provision
with extreme adaptation demands for high
therapeutic claims

2.

lightweight
portrait
wheelchairs

lightweight wheelchairs

Eurochair 2 in 1 concept ......26 - 27...........
Eurochair Vario 2 in 1 1.750....28 - 29.......
Eurochair

1.850......................................30 - 35........

Eurochair Vario XXL 1.760.........36 - 37.........
Format 3.940..............................................38 - 39........
EUROCHAIR HEMI 1.840.......................40 - 41........

3.940

The new Eurochair concept
2 in 1 for maximum efficiency

lchair
whee t widths!
1
y
o
l
2 sea
Emp
e for
l
b
a
i
r
va

New ideas and technical
innovations now offer
an additional benefit to
specialist dealers with the
reuse and value increase
concept 2 in 1, which pays
in Euro and Cents with the
models Eurochair Vario.

Concept

Advantages

●● 2 seat widths in one

●● The broadened seat width

wheelchair = basic seat
width + 3 cm SW adapter
●● With only 2 seat width

variants ca. 75% of the
market's seat width demand are covered.
●● High efficiency through

stockage reduction
●● Storage quantity minimisa-

tion
●● Cost reduction
●● Variability increase through

effortless seat widths
adaptation
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●● Earlier availability of differ-

ent seat widths.

range creates a more
targeted and exact adaptation.
●● If required the seat width

can be size adaptable.
●● Eurochair quality guaran-

tee
●● Connected with the EC

modular system
●● Well tried product with

long term product policy.
●● More seat width (11 ins-

tead of 7 variants)

●● Flexible local adaptation

without additional spare
parts
●● The seat width adapters

are generelly pre-assembled.
●● Optimised stock
●● The additional stock

variants cover a major part
of the market demand.
●● Faster availability in case of

reprocessing
●● Large seat widths up to

56 cm produced in series

Adapter position front in the
basic seat width. This is the
delivery state

Side guard adapter rear

Adapter position front in the
basic seat width + 3 cm
(after adaptation).

Adapter position rear in the
basic seat width. This is the
delivery state

Adapter position rear in the
basic seat width + 3 cm
(after adaptation).

Innovative
technology
The new side guard receptacles have 2 insertion positions
laterally displaced by 15 mm.
These adapters allow the
Eurochair to be used in the
known basic seat width and,
alternatively, enlarge it by 3
cm. All side guard variants
can as usual be unlocked
with one hand, removed or
swivelled out resp. in.
For an Eurochair with
drum brake just the side
guard adapters are varied,
brake and chassis remain
unchanged.

Lightweight wheelchairs

Side guard adapter front

2 seat widths in One wheelchair,

e . g . orig i n a l ba s i c s ea t wi d th 4 0 c m, a f ter ef fo r t l es s a d a pta t i o n 4 3 c m

Pressure brake adapter

REAR wheel adapter

Adapter position front in
the basic seat width. This is
the delivery state

Inner adapter position in the
basic seat width. This is the
delivery state

Adapter position front in the
basic seat width + 3 cm
(after adaptation).

Outer adapter position in the
basic seat width + 3 cm
(after adaptation).
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For universal implementation
Eurochair vario 1.750

Now available with the new EUROCHAIR

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● In focus is the individual

●● 2 seat widths in one chair =

●● Foldable

●● Walking stick holder

●● Handrim drive/ push drive

●● Reflectors

mobility
●● Full equipment for

continuous daily use
●● Predestined for provision of

many disabilities with a high
variety of adjustments
●● For a lot of neurological cli-

nical pictures, rheumatism,
geriatric provision and leg
amputations
●● In rehabilitation clinics to

achieve therapeutic goals
●● For tall and broader people

basic seat width + 3 cm SW
adapter
●● High variance without com-

ponent exchange: height
adjustable back belt 40, 42,
44 cm and depth adjustable
seat belt 40, 43 cm
●● 12 seat heights serially

adjustable
●● Circumferential building

block system
●● Serial very good adaptation

to the kind of handicap
●● From seat height 39 cm ap-

plicable for hemiplegics
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concept.

●● Adaptations realisable fast

and targeted

●● Leg supports can be swiv-

elled inwards or outwards
●● Lockable flip-back arm

supports,
●● All rear wheels incl. quick-

release axle
●● Pressure brake
●● Drumbrake for attendant

(option)
●● Foot pedal cap serially

●● Anti-tippers
●● Push bar
●● Seat belt
●● Brake lever extension
●● Therapy table
●● Hemi options
●● Auxiliary Drive
●● Tie-down system for

transport
●● one-arm-drive with double

handrims

Double handrims with
second inner handrim. No
enlargement of the overall
width, wheelchair remains
foldable.
Code 871

The new type of brakes
and side guard receptacles
front and rear can be widened laterally by 15 mm.
These adapers allow the

Eurochair to be used in the
known basic seat width
and to enlarge it alternatively by 3 cm.

Frame concept
On the basis of the proven,
quality oriented Eurochair
premium class the models
Eurochair Basic and Eurochair
Vario have been developed.
Aluminium frame with integrated profile tube offers
lightness in combination with
high frame rigidity.
Castor stem/steering fork
The castor stem is height
adjustable in 2 steps and
above that angle adjustable. 3
further height adjustments are
possible through the design
oriented steering fork.
Rear wheel adapter block
The rear wheel adapter block
allows changes in height. The

Characteristics

seat height is adjustable in
steps to heights between
42 cm and 51.5 cm. Further
seat heights are adjustable
through the hemi options
from 39 - 43 cm. A total of
8 positions can be achieved
– two horizontal and four
vertical.
Multi-function block

The multi-function block is
positive-locking and therewith positioned on top of the
frame profile tube secured
against twist. It is the bearing
for the seat tube, the side
guard, the back tube and the
vario block.
Ergonomics
Height adjustable back and
depth adjustable seat without
parts exchange
Efficiency
Eurochair parts family
Quality
Solid technology in proven
quality with very good
price/performance ratio

Lightweight wheelchairs

The castor stem/steering
fork
The angle adjustable castor
stem is predestined for provision of many disabilities with
a high variety of adjustments
without parts exchange.

Technical data
Seat width in cm
Width unfolded in mm

38 / 41 40 / 43
560 /
580 /
590
610

Width folded in mm

43 / 46
610 /
640

46 / 49
640 /
670

48 / 51
660 /
690

50 / 53
680 /
710

280 / 310

Seat depth in cm

40 / 43 / 46

Seat height front / rear in cm

53 / 56 User weight
710 /
Empty weight
740
Permissible
overall weight
Transport weight

120
16
136
9

variable 43 to 51,5 / with hemi-options 39 - 43

Driving wheel

550 (22“)

960

Driving wheel

600 (24“)

Overall height in mm
Back height in cm

40 / 42 / 44

Arm support height in mm

230

Length with foot support in mm

1040

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Functional and intelligent
Eurochair 1.850

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Full equipment chair for

●● Manifold adjustment

●● Foldable

●● Walking stick holder

●● Handrim drive/ push

●● Reflectors

long term provision in permanent everyday use
●● Well suited for provision

of many disabilities with a
high variety of adjustments

●●
●●

●● Mostly application at

home,
e.g. in case of geriatric
provision, many neurological clinical pictures, rheumatism, leg amputation
●● In rehabilitation clinics to

achieve therapeutic goals

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●● Application for various

kinds of drive
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●●
●●

possibilities to the body
measure of the user
Seat width from 38-50 cm
Chassis adjustment by
means of an angle adjustable castor stem and
bearing block
Back adjustment through
adjustable belt
Variable back angle design
Seat depth adjustment
from 40-46 cm serially
Selection of different armrests and leg supports
Wide selection of accessories
From 15.5 kg overall
weight
User weight up to 150 kg

drive

●● Anti-tippers

●● Leg supports can be

●● Push bar

swivelled inwards or
outwards

●● Seat belt

●● Lockable flip-back arm

supports,
●● All rear wheels incl.

quick-release axle
●● Pressure brake
●● Drumbrake for attend-

ant (option)
●● Foot pedal cap serially

●● Brake lever extension
●● Therapy table
●● Hemi options
●● Auxiliary Drive
●● Tie-down system for

transport
●● one-arm-drive with dou-

ble handrims

The pressure brake
The brake is easy to adjust
and requires only low effort.

Safe bearing
Secure bearing of the seat
tubes when unfolding due
to the glass fibre reinforced
receptacle.

Step aids
The step aids harmonically
fit into the concept of the
overall design.

Frame
The modular systems
"box frame“concept allows
varieties in terms of frame
length and different back supports and heights within the
model series.
Here we especially met the
wish of re-use and complied
with the request of the dealers
for low assembly work.

Backrest tube

Cross brace
The disassembly of the cross
brace joint is simple in case
the seat width needs to be
changed. They are only slid
onto the box frame and
fastened at the side. The
seat tubes are mounted in
glass-fibre reinforced plastic
shells to protect them against
twisting when unfolded.

Seat tube bearing

Lightweight wheelchairs

Integrated seat cover
The seat cover is no longer
screwed onto the seat tubes,
but rather integrated into
them and attached with a
rand. This enables a more
even pressure dispersion on
the complete seat depth and
simple replacement.

Supplementary
cross brace
Rear frame
Front frame

Cross brace fixation

Technical data
Seat width in cm

38

40

43

46

48

50

User weight

Width unfolded in mm

560

580

610

640

660

680

Empty weight
Permitted
overall weight
Transport weight

135 / 165

variable 42 bis 53 / 39 - 50

Driving wheel

550 (22“)

Overall height in cm

variable 75 bis 98

Driving wheel

600 (24“)

Back height in cm

35 / 38 / 42 / 45

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm

280
40 / 43 / 46

Seat height front / rear in cm

Arm support height in mm

230

Length with foot support in mm

1020

120 / 150
15

9

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Details and equipment
Eurochair 1.850
Leg supports
The centrally bedded leg
support can be removed with
one hand and little effort
due to the well formed and
ergonomically designed locking lever.

Standard leg support
Code 93/806
Removable, swivelling
inwards and outwards, footplates up-foldable and depth
adjustable

Centrally bedded
Removable with one hand
and little effort.

Single footplates profiled
upward folding and depth
adjustable

Elevating leg supports Leg supports – height adjustable
The joint ball of the elevating
leg supports is ergonomically
designed. A receptacle for
the footplate is additionally
integrated that allows it to
be placed into three different
positions.
All footplate versions of our
model PRIMUS can be mounted to the footplate bracket.
Elevating leg rest
Code 92

The leg support can additionally be swivelled-away, the
calf pad swivelled-in.

Rear Wheel adapter block
The variable block allows
many positions for the rear
wheel. With the possible
height adjustments you can for
example influence the desired
resp. required seat height.
The different positions of the
rear wheel on the horizontal
basis towards the rear has the
effect that the danger of tiling
is lessened but the easy driving
characteristics also decreases.
When being positioned in
front of the back tubes the
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wheelchair runs easier but
the danger of tilting has to be
banned through the balance
of the upper body. Not all

Castor stem

users are capable of this.

The castor stem mounting
and the stepless adjustment
from 0° to 6° offer perfect
driving characteristics at every
seat angle.

The arm supports correspond
to the demands of daily life
and can be selected and
height adjusted according to
the individual requirements.
All versions can be unlocked,
removed or swivelled backwards with one hand.

Arm support bow with
side guard
Code 78 (Tube bow with side
guard Code 101). The side
guard can be folded up and
swivelled backwards behind
the back.

Armrest long
Code 70
removable, up-swivelling and
foldable behind the back

Armrest long
Code 82

Desk armrest
Code 16

Armrest
inclined, removable
Code 20

Side guard without armrest upholstery
Code 101

Height adjustable armrest
Code 107
height adjustable on the
press of a button, removable,
up-swivelling, foldable behind
the back

Lightweight wheelchairs

Armrests

ArmRest Code 77
The arm support is removable,
up-swivelling and foldable
behind the back.
After unlocking the bracket
slides upward to the final
position they can be flipped
up and folded behind the back
rest. This way the arm supports
remain on the wheelchair during entry and exit and cannot
be misplaced. Of course they
can also be removed if desired.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Details and equipment
Eurochair 1.850
Back support

Push handles, height adjustable
Code 502
The push handles achieve an
ergonomically correct posture
of the attendant.

without lumbar bend
Code 621

with lumbar bend
Code 622

30° adjustable back
(with/without lumbar support)
with wheelbase extension
Code 594

Rear wheels and wheel versions
The Following Codes
can be selected:
61
67
Code 476 / 486
24 x 1" pneumatic tyre

rear wheel
rear wheel

24 x 1 3/8"
22 x 1 3/8"

493 stainless steel handrim
494 aluminium handrim
904 	Puncture proof tyres

Code 61 / 486
24 x 1 3/8“ pneumatic tyre

Double handrims with inner
second handrim. No overall
width increase, the wheelchair remains foldable.
Code 871

Steering wheels and forks
In order to be able to achieve
the different chassis
geometries we offer these
different steering wheel and
steering fork versions.
Define the required seat height
on your own.

Code 170
Long steering fork
Code 8
Solid rubber tyre 8“
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Code 170
Long steering fork
Code 154
Soft solid rubber tyre
142 mm

Code 173
Short steering fork
Code 325
Solid rubber tyre 125 mm

special custom made versions
Eurochair 1.850
Reinforced up to 150 kg user weight, including seat widths 48 and 50 cm

Lightweight wheelchairs

We have designed this
version of the EUROCHAIR
for heavy wheelchair users. We added a double
cross brace to increase the
stability. For the models
with seat width 48 and 50
cm we can permit a user
weight of 150 kg.
We also enlarged the equipment range. Like the Eurochair hemi special, we offer
35, 38, 42 and 45 cm back
height for the regular as well
as for the adjustable back.
Again the EUROCHAIR
proves its suitability as comprehensive provision concept.

Code 174
Long steering fork
Code 162
PU foam tyre 150 x 27“

Code 170
Long steering fork,
angle adjustable
Code 645
Pneumatic tyre 7 x 1 3/4“

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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seat widths for heavyweight users
Eurochair Vario XXL 1.760

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Especially suited for heavy

●● Manifold adjustment possi-

●● Foldable

●● Walking stick holder

●● Handrim drive/ push drive

●● Reflectors

duty use
●● Long-term provision with

high adjustment demands
for independent mobility

●●
●●

●● Mostly implemented at

home, but also in rehabilitation clinics to achieve
therapeutic goals
●● Implementation on diffe-

rent forms of drives

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
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●●

bilities to the body measures of the user
Seat width from 50 – 58 cm
Chassis adjustment by
means of angle adjustable
castor stem and rear wheel
adapter plate
Back rest adjustment with
adjustable straps
Seat depth adjustment
from 43 - 46 cm serially
Selection of different armrests and leg supports
Wide selection of accessories
Starting at 16.5 kg overall
weight
User weight up to 160 kg

●● Leg supports can be swi-

velled inwards or outwards
●● Lockable arm supports,

foldable towards the back
●● All rear wheels incl. quick-

release axle
●● Pressure brake
●● Drumbrake for attendant

(option)
●● Step aid serially

●● Anti-tippers
●● Push bar
●● Seat belt
●● Brake lever extension
●● Therapy table
●● Auxiliary drive

Foot plate
Code 54
The one-piece footplate can
be folded up on one side and
thus also allows the easy folding of the wheelchair.

Stability
The reinforcement elements
used in the rear frame ensure
a stable relief of the serial
back attachment.

Folding procedure
After loosing the push bar
locking device the Eurochair
Vario XXL can be folded without any problems.

Especially durable!

Lightweight wheelchairs

Push bar
Code 814
The push bar attached
between the back tubes enables stable driving behaviour
and can simultaneously be
used as a comfortable pushing aid.

Seat cover
Also the seat cover was reinforced in the.

The targeted implementation of rigid frame connection elements provide the folding
wheelchair with the stability required for its field of application. A double cross brace
guarantees high frame stability and an excellent frame connection.

Technical data
Seat width in cm
Width unfolded in mm

50 / 53

53 / 56

58 / 61

65 / 68

680 / 710

710 / 740

760 / 790

830 / 860

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm

280 / 310
43 / 46

Seat height front / rear in cm
Overall height in mm
Back height in cm
Arm support height in mm

variable 43 to 51,5

User weight

160 / 200

Empty weight

16

Permitted overall weight

176

Transport weight

10

Driving wheel

600 (24")

960
42 / 44
230

Length with foot support in mm

maximum 1070

Length w/o foot support in mm

maximum 840

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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THE QUALITY ALTERNATIVE FOR MULTIPLE USE
Format 3.940

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Push and/or handrim

●● Front seat height is varia-

●● Foldable

●● Cane holder

●● Handrim/push propulsion

●● Passive lighting

●● Leg supports swing in and

●● Anti-tip wheels

propulsion
●● Home and inpatient area
●● Geriatric care
●● Rheumatism

ble without changing parts
(47, 49 and 51 cm)
●● The narrowest of its class!

SW +18cm*
●● Easy detachment of side

guards
●● Standard wheel base

extension with one-time
optimization of maneuverability for attendant

away
●● Lockable armrests fold

back
●● All rear wheels with quick-

release axle
●● Knee lever brake
●● Standard foot pedal cap
●● Drum brake for attendant

(optional)

* +20cm with drum brakes
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3.940

●● Transverse push bar
●● Seat belt
●● Brake lever extension
●● Therapy table
●● height adjustable leg

supports
●● long side guards
●● height adjustable side

guards

Seat height variable
from 43 to 51 cm

Angle-adjustable foot plates for optimal positioning

Lightweight wheelchairs

from 43 to 51 cm
Adjustable back
upholstery

Side guard

EUROCHAIR
COMPATIBILITY

3.940

Technical variance through
compatibility with EUROCHAIR: side guards, leg
supports, seat and back
upholstery, pressure and
drum brake

Technical data
Seat width in cm

38

40

43

46

48

51

User weight

130

Width unfolded in mm

560

580

610

640

660

690

Empty weight

17,5

280

Overall height

147,5

Seat depth in cm

40 - 43

Driving wheel

560 (22“)

Seat height in cm

43 - 51 / 41 - 49

Driving wheel

610 (24“)

Width folded in mm

Overall height in mm
Back height in cm
Length with foot support in mm

960
40 - 44
1040

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

3.940

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Mobile and active sitting
Eurochair 1.840 Hemi Special

Double handrims with inner
second handrim. No overall
width increase, the wheelchair remains foldable.
Code 871

Desired
front seat height
39 to 47 cm

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Individually adapted first

●● Manifold adjustment

●● Foldable

●● Walking stick holder

●● Handrim drive/ push

●● Reflectors

provision after stroke
●● For users who propel

themselves with their
feet (e.g. hemi, MS, head
injury, geriatrics)

●●
●●

●● Constant provision with

adjustment possibilities to
functional changes
●● As therapy equipment in

●●

rehabilitation or at home
●● For the geriatric individual

provision for persons with
less body options

●●
●●
●●
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●●

possibilities to the body
measures of the user
Seat width 38-50 cm
Seat height adjustment
39-47 cm by means of
laterally extended castor
stem, steering fork and
different steering wheel
sizes
Variable seat and back
systems (e.g. ERGOform
seat unit)
Variable back rest angle
Selection of different 		
armrests and leg supports
Wide selection of accessories
User weight up to 120 kg

●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

operation
Leg supports can be swivelled inwards or outwards
Arm supports removable,
foldable towards the back
Pressure brake
Drumbrake for attendant
(option)
Hemi options:
Single heel straps
Front wheel spacer for
lateral extension
One-hand operation of the
pressure and drum brake
Step aid serially
Foldable brake lever

●● Anti-tippers
●● Push bar
●● Seat belt
●● Brake lever extension
●● Therapy table
●● Permitted auxiliary

drives
●● Double handrims for

one arm drive

Laterally extended castor
stem
In addition to the space for
the feet the castor stem
adapter offers a stepless
castor stem adjustment from
0° to 6° for perfect driving
features at all seat angles.

Push handles
Code 502
The height adjustable push
handles for attendants, can
easily be released with a
clamping lever and repositioned in the desired height.

Back rest angle
Code 29
The back can be adjusted 5°
and 10° towards the front
as well as 5° to the back. Of
course, the 0° position can
also be realised.
A further advantage: You can
select between back with or
without lumbar bend (Code
621 oder 622).

Adjustable back rest
We developed variable seat
and back systems which can
be adapted to the changing
clinical picture in the relevant
phase of rehabilitation. This
ensures that the patient can
always be brought into the
right sitting position.

Adjustable seat
Code 961
The adaptable seat is a seat
surface variable via Velcro
straps. The seat can be
contoured individually and
adapted for the user.

Trapezium cushion
Code 901
made of different soft foams,
in the back area wider than
in the front. It follows the
shape of the adjustable seat
exactly. It can be ordered
together with the seat under
Code 961.

Brake lever extension
Code 60 and 74
The knee pressure is ergonomical conveniently placed
and easy-running due to the
lever extension. In connection with a drum brake it acts
on both wheels at once if
required.

Lightweight wheelchairs

Foot space
Easy manouvering and steering with the fully functional
leg.
The single heel loop with
direct attachment to the
footplate and leg support
provides safety for the paralysed leg.
Code 806

Technical data
Seat width in cm

38

40

43

46

48

50

User weight

Width unfolded in mm

560

580

610

640

660

680

Empty weight
Permitted
overall weight
Transport weight

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm

280
40 / 43 / 46

Seat height front / rear in cm
Overall height in mm
Back height in cm

120 / 150
15
135
9

variable 39 to 47 / 37 to 52

Driving wheel

500 (20")

920 / 950

Driving wheel

550 (22")

35 / 38 / 42 / 45

Driving wheel

600 (24")

Arm support height in mm

230

Length with foot support in mm

1020

Length w/o foot support in mm

775

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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W

e have a responsibility towards
the people whose trust we have
savoured for years. This trust
spans through generations. That is why we
develop specialised wheelchairs of the highest quality and with optimal operation features.
Our products help and motivate people with handicaps and diseases in everyday life and in the care sector. We also take
the relief of the carers and attendants into
consideration: The adjustment of the sitting
position is simple, the mechanism easy to
handle. Optimal weight distribution makes
the wheelchair flexible and agile.
Flexibility does not only mean getting from one spot to the other. Finding the
correct adjustment to different situations in
order to feel comfortable at all times is of
highest importance.

.

3.

motivo 2.250..............................................44 - 49...........

solero light

solero 2

9.072 ..............................50 - 53...........

9.073 ..........................................54 - 57...........

Polaro 2 1.745..........................................58 - 61......

Multi functional
portrait
wheelchairs

Tilt-in-space and Reclining
	wheelchairs

Sitting and Positioning
Motivo 2.250

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● At home for mobile people

●● Versatile adjustment and

●● Handrim drive

●● Abduction wedge

●● Pressure brake, optional

●● Seat height adapter

who need for alternating
positions
●● In the domestic and statio-

nary field for mobilisation
of the users from lying to
sitting and continuative
for activation of existing
remaining functions
●● Geriatric care
●● Head injury
●● Cerebral palsy
●● Quadriplegia
●● Hemiplegia and other

neurologic diseases
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adaptation possibilities to
most severe handicaps and
to immobility

●●

●● Promotes independence
●● Stabilises the sitting

position, position changes
for pain and pressure relief
●● Unique head supports

●●
●●
●●

●● Ergonomically shaped seat

and back upholstery
●● Easy adjustment of arm

rests/leg supports

●●

●● Adaptation of point of

gravity
●● Seat depth adjustment
●● User weight up to 150 kg

●●

drum brake for attendant
back rest angle from -6° to
+35°
tilt-in-space function from
-6° to +25°
Seat height adjustment
Head support height, depth
and angle adjustable,
optionally 3-dimensionally
adjustable
Arm supports height adjustable, swivel-away, removable and angle adjustable,
optionally depth adjustable
Leg supports angle adjustable and lockable, swivelaway and removable

●● Safety pelvic belt
●● Ventilator box
●● Oxygen bottle holder
●● Infusion post, bracket for

nutrient pump
●● Lordosis support
●● Reflectors trunk supports
●● Shoulder pads
●● Spoke guard
●● Anti-tippers and support

wheel with foot pedal
●● Therapy table, plexiglass

universal bracket
●● Narrowing waist width
●● 4-point safety harness
●● Auxiliary battery
●● Auxiliary drives

Frame colours
• Burgundy red Code 230
• Marine blue Code 229
Covers
• Signal red Code 234
• Cobalt blue Code 232

Easy to clean!
The covers designed especially for incontinence are
leak-proof and easy to clean.
Easy to wash and removable
(Code 714).

Multi-functional in every position
Seat angle
from -8° to +25° Automatic
equalisation of point of gravity through the new rocker
system. The balance point to
the wheel does not change
when reclining the seat and
therefore ensures outstanding
driving characteristics and an
increased tilting safety.

Arm supports
height adjustable, swivelaway, removable and angle
adjustable (optionally depth
adjustable)

Head support
height, depth and angle
adjustable

MultiFunctional
Standard
wheelchairs

Colours motivate!
The modern coloured, ergonomically formed cushions
have been clad in new bielastic cover fabrics. They are
manufactured in one piece
and without seams that can
create pressure sores. The
covers are removable and
washable.

Back rest angle
from -6° to +35°
(Overall angle up to
125° to the seat surface)

Elevating legrests
and lockable, swivel-away
and removable, with length
adjustment of 10 cm

Pressure brake
for the user, optional
drum brake for attendant

Seat depth adjustment

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Details and equipment
Motivo 2.250
Head Rests
The correct head rest is decisive for exact adaptation. The
standard head support, the
head rest with lateral support and the 3-dimensionally
adjustable head rests are very
easy to adjust in height, depth
and angle.

Head rest standard
Code 913

Arm rests

Head rest with lateral support
Code 956

Head rest, 3D with adjustable lateral support Code
958

Back Rest

Transfer is easy to achieve with
the swivel-away and completely removable arm rests.
The depth adjustable arm rests
adapts to the individual body
dimensions.

Arm rests
Arm rests height and depth
adjustable, option code
107/537

Elevating
leg rests

Push handles
Code 410, height adjustable

Push bar
Code 814, height adjustable
(Drum brake for attendant,
Code 680/706, option)

Brakes

Auxiliary Drive

The chair offers an additional
length adjustment of 10 cm
to the thigh length for easy
individual adjustment without
tools. All leg supports can be
swivelled inwards and outwards, and can be removed
and replaced in every position.

Elevating leg rests
Code 92 lockable, swivelaway and removable
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Brakes
Standard pressure brake on
both sides
Code 651

The „Motivo” is suited
for stair climbing devices
(Scalamobil). See table at
model Motivo 2.251!
There is a new person
restraint system (order no.
1054910) for safe transport.
Pushing the "Motivo” can
also be facilitated with
the help of an approved
auxuliary drive. Servomatic,
Viamobil and e-fix are also
available.

Accessories
Motivo 2.250
The correct sitting position is
an absolute must, with the
goal to improve the torso
and head control - as a further key for perception and
communication. The padding
support this further.

Universal bracket (pair)
Code 586 (for trunk and
shoulder supports)

Shoulder supports (pair)
Code 240 (only in comb. with
code 586)

Trunk supports (pair)
Code 957 (only in comb. with
code 586)

Abduction wedge
Code 590

Individual adjustment

Cushion for seat width
reduction by 5 cm
Code 959

Narrowing waist width
Code 588

Lordosis support
Code 587

Seat heights

Therapy table

Safety

Adapter to increase seat
height (7 cm)
Code 299 (seat height 50–59
cm, depending on wheel size)

Therapy table adjustable
to seat width, plexiglass
Code 929

Pelvic belt
Code 833

MultiFunctional
Standard
wheelchairs

Side guards

4-point harness
Code 589

Individual harnesses offer support when sitting.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Accessories
Motivo 2.250
Provision
Motivo accommodates the individual effects of a disease or handicap, the therapeutic goals and the degree of independence of
each single wheelchair user. It is individually tailored to the user profile.

Infusion stand
Bracket for nutrient pump
Code 585

Ventilator box
Code 863

Oxygen bottle holder
Code 870

Tie-down-system for transport safety

Spoke guard

Batteries

Lighting

Tilting aid

Spoke guard
Transparent
Code 489

Auxiliary battery
Code 505

Reflectors
(1 set)
Code 819

Anti-tippers with support
wheel and foot pedal
Code 309

Technical data
Seat width

43

48

User weight

150

Width unfolded in mm

660

710

Empty weight SW 43

38,5 (39,51))

Empty weight SW 48
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Overall weight

190

Transport weight

24,5 / 25,5

990 - 1190 (without head support)

Drive wheels

500 (20“)

54 / 57,5 / 61 / 64,5

Drive wheels

550 (22“)

Back angle

-6 to +35° (84° to 125° to seat surface)

Drive wheels

600 (24“)

Seat angle

-8° to +25° (-2° to +30° 1))

Seat depth in cm
Seat height with 20 / 22 / 24“-Räder in cm
Seat height with adapter Code 299 in cm
Overall height in mm
Back height in cm

Length with foot support in mm
Length without foot support in mm

45 - 54
43 - 47 cm / 45 - 49 cm / 48 - 52 cm
+ 7 cm

1040 - 1130
790 - 880

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm
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The „Motivo” is suited for stair climbing devices (Scalamobil). View table at model Motivo 2.251!

(421))

Seat height adapter Code 299
Scalamobil

S 30

S 20/25/27

possible,
possible,
individual
individual
Motivo with special
push handles, push handles,
frame Code 550
Code 410
Code 410

Motivo without
special frame

possible,
individual
push handles,
Code 410

Motivo with seat
height adapter
Code 299

possible,
possible,
individual
individual
push handles, push handles,
Code 410
Code 410

not possible

S 28

not possible

not possible

MultiFunctional
Standard
wheelchairs

Sitting and Positioning
Motivo 2.251 moulded seat system

not possible

The Scalamobil can be used for seat widths Code 43 and 48,
Motivo with special frame only in seat width Code 43. Allowed user
weight 100 kg. The anti-tipping castors cannot be used with the
Scalamobil.
No alterations necessary when using motorized stair climber
Scalamobil Type 30

Fields of
application
• The ”Motivo” moulded

seat system base has an
optimal seat tilt function
up to 30°. The back can be
reclined up to 35° independent of the seat.
• The basic model without
head support, cushions,
back shell, seat, side guards
and leg supports is ideal
for an individual seat unit
and the accessories can be
added later upon demand.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

43 / 48

Width unfolded in mm
Seat depth in cm

User weight

150,5

660 / 710

Empty weight

39,5 / 42

45 - 54

Overall weight

190

Seat height in cm
47 (20“) / 49 (22“) / 52 (24“) Transport weight
Overall height without head support
990 - 1190
Transport weight
in mm
Back height in cm
54 / 57,5 / 61 / 64,5
Drive wheels

24,5 / 25,5

Back angle

-6 bis +35°

Drive wheels

550 (22“)

Seat angle

-2° bis +30°

600 (24“)

Length with foot support in mm

1040 - 1130

Drive wheels
Seat height adapter
Code 299
Cushions for seat
width reduction
Code 959

Length without foot support in mm

790 - 880

24,5 / 25,5
500 (20“)

+ 7 cm
- 5 cm

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm
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HANDLING LIGHTNESS
Solero light 9.072

y
t
l
e
v
No

• ERGONOMICALLY FORMED COMFORT PUSH BAR
• CLIENT WEIGHT UP TO 160 KG

to transport
May be used
or vehicles
people in mot
76-19
ing to ISO 71
Tested accord

Fields of 
application
●● Geriatric care in retirement
and nursing homes as well
as at home
●● For physical handicaps that
require a supportive sitting
position
●● Well-suited to mobilize
self-drivers
●● Client weight 130 to
160 kg

ADJUSTMENT

OPERATION

ACCESSORIES

●● New frame construction
for more functionality

●● Pressure brake, optional
drum brake

●● Multifunction rail for at-

●● All auxiliary drives can be
mounted

●● Gentle reclining and sitting
through gas pressure spring
technology

●● Abduction wedge

●● Compact and low seat
height

●● Handrim coating

●● Variable seat depth adjustment

●● Safety belt

●● Optimization of center of
gravity for more safety
●● Seat and back cushions
are easy to remove (Velcro
fasteners)

●● Cane holder
●● Reflectors

●● Simplified adjustments

●● Variable seat width

●● Spoke guard

●● Ideal shifting of center of
gravity when tilting

●● Height, depth and angle
adjustable headrest

●● Support castors with pedal

●● Arm supports height adjustable and detachable with
memory function

●● Therapy table

●● Armrest depth adjustable
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taching pelottes, oxygen,
infusion pole, etc.

●● Leg supports angle adjustable and lockable, swingaway and detachable

cap
●● Side cushions (reduce seat

width by 5cm)

Convenient, excellent handling 
and adaptation in every respect

0 KG

Head rest
height, depth and angle
adjustable

T UP TO 16
NT WEIGH

CLIE

Back, ergonomical
and steplessly height adjustable

Seat depth adjustment
40 up to 48 cm

Arm rests
height and width adjustable,
removable

Ergonomically formed
push bar
(Option)

MULTIFUNCTION WHEELCHAIRS

Living together.
With the low seat height, slightly forward seat angle and the removable leg supports the Solero makes active sitting possible in an
upright position and thus enhances the individual mobility and integration into social and corporate life. The quality of life is to be
increased.

Seat tilt/tilt-in-space
from 5° to -25°

Drum brake for
attendant (option)

Seat width
43 up to 46 cm
48 up to 51 cm

Back rest angle
from 0 up to + 31°

Elevating leg rests
lockable, swivel-away and
removable

Extra width
Calf cushion

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Trunk supports
width, height and
depth adjustable
(Option)
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HANDLING LIGHTNESS
Solero light 9.072

SW + 19 cm*

Very narrow total width.
Advantageous for narrow
doorways or tight spaces

Arm support upholstered,
depth adjustable

NO PANIC!

Safety anti-tip castors with
adjustable height adjustment

PUSHING WITHOUT BACK PAIN

Novelty

Solero puts you gently and
safely into any position.
The especially easy adjustments relieve the client
and attendants. This saves
strength for more intensive
care.

Foot pedal and special gas
schock absorbers ensure
especially gentle tilting - with
minimal effort.
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Side element with stepless height adjustment and
memory function

The new ergonomically formed push bar makes for easier e.g.
pushing in a tilted position and makes the most varied gripping
positions possible

Head rest with lateral support
Code 4553

Abduction wedge
(depth adjustable)
Code 4724

Therapy table
Seat width adjustable
Code 929

Active sitting RELIEVING POSITIONING
Gentle lowering and raising with gas shock
absorber.
Ideal balance point shift during the tilting
process.

Pelotten (Option)
stufenlos höhen-, tiefen- und
breitenverstellbar

MULTIFUNCTION WHEELCHAIRS

Head rest, small
Code 4552

Multifunktionsschiene,
Infusionshalter
Code 585

TECHNICAL DATA
Seat width in cm

43 - 46 / 48 - 51

Width max. in mm

min. 620

Empty weight

Seat depth in cm

42 - 48

Permitted overall weight 168 / 198

Seat height in cm (with cushion)

44 (52)

Transport weight

Total height in mm

1040 - 1180

Back height in cm

53 - 56

Back tilt

0° - +31°

Seat tilt

-2° - 25°

Arm rest height in mm

210 - 270

Length with leg supports in mm

1180

Length w/o leg supports in mm

910

User weight

Rear wheel

130 / 160
38
23
610 (24")

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm
Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Relief, relaxation & mobility
Solero 2 9.073

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Geriatric provision in

●● New frame enlarges the

●● Pressure brake, drum brake

●● Abduction wedge

senior and care homes as
well as in domestic fields
●● In case of body malfunc-

tions that require a stable,
supporting sitting position
●● Suitable and mobilising

for persons who drive the
wheelchair on their own
●● Very compact in the

Transit version
●● User weight up to 130 kg

functionality
●● Clinically tested, ergono-

mic upholstery
●● High sitting comfort and

excellent pressure distribution by means of special
foam
●● Individual seat and back

adjustment stabilises the
sitting position
●● Mobilises for active and

upright sitting through
lowering of the front seat
edge
●● Fast and effective adapt-
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ation to a new user (reprocessing, multiple use)

as an option
●● Back steplessly adjustable
●● Gas pressure spring regula-

tes steplessly seat tilt
●● Variable seat depth adjust-

ment
●● Variable seat width
●● Head support height, depth

and angle adjustable
●● Arm supports height adjus-

table and removable with
memory function
●● Arm support depth adjus-

table
●● Elevating, lockable legrests,

swivel-away and removable

●● Walking aid holder
●● Handrim coating
●● Reflectors
●● Trunk supports
●● Safety belt
●● Spoke guard
●● Anti-tippers with support

castors and foot pedal
●● Therapy table
●● Multifunctional attach-

ment for taking up the
moulded back and diverse
options as e.g. pads and
infusion stand

Convenient, excellent handling
and adaptation in every respect
Back, ergonomical
and steplessly height adjustable 53 bis 58 cm
Arm rests
height and width adjustable,
removable

Head rest
height, depth and angle
adjustable (option)

Drum brake for
attendant (option)

Multi functional
Standard
wheelchairs

Living together.
With the low seat height, slightly forward seat angle and the removable leg supports the Solero allows active sitting in an upright
position and thus enhances the individual mobility and integration into social and corporate life. The quality of life is to be increased.

Seat depth adjustment
40 up to 49 cm
Seat tilt/tilt-in-space
from 5° to -20°
Back rest angle
from 0 up to + 32°

Seat width
43 up to 46 cm
48 up to 51 cm
Extra width
Calf cushion

Elevating leg rests
lockable, swivel-away and
removable (option)

Frame colours
• Silverline Code 4919

Seat height
45 up to 42,5 cm

Trunk supports
width, height and
depth adjustable
(Option)
Pressure brake

Covers
• Anthracite, incontinence cover
Code 4039

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Relief, relaxation & mobility
Solero 2 9.073

SW + 21 cm

Smooth operating levers
for gentle adjustment

Upholstered arm support,
7cm steplessly depth adjustable

Side guard transparent
steplessly height adjustable
with memory function

Active sitting RELIEVING POSITIONING

Overall width very narrow.
Advantageous when passing
narrow door widths or in cramped rooms

Gentle lowering and raising with gas shock
absorber.
Ideal balance point shift during the tilting
process.

Trunk supports (option)
steplessly height, depth and
width adjustable

Step bow
allows supporting the tilting
with leg force

Transit version - compact and space-saving
Easy handling and moving of the Solero 2 due to
the 12 1/2“ rear wheels. This version has favourable outer dimensions for home, outdoors and
transport. The Transit version is equipped with a
drum brake and can also be retrofitted.

Drum brake and height
adjustable anti-tipping castors
provide safety.
The Vario block - adaptability
for more chassis
variability.
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Head rest with lateral
support
Code 4553

Drum brake and operating
lever with locking

Push handles height adjustable, adjustment range
10 cm, Code 502

Therapy table
Seat width adjustable
Code 929

Side guard upholstered
Code 106

Technical data
Seat width in cm

Trunk supports (pair)
Code 4739

Multifunctional
Standard
wheelchairs

Head rest, small
Code 4552

Abduction wedge
(depth adjustable)
Code 4724

Viamobil auxiliary drive
supports the attendant
pushing the wheelchair. The
adjustment possibilities of the
Solero2 are maintained as far
as possible. Code 997
Also other
Meyra-Ortopedia wheelchairs can be altered for
the combination with the
Viamobil.

Multifunctional rail,
Infusion holder
Code 585
Walking aid holder
Code 4616
(without picture)

Length with leg supports in mm
Length w/o leg supports in mm

43 to 46 cm (Frame 1)

48 to 51 cm (Frame 2)

Width unfolded in mm

min. 640

min. 690

Seat depth in cm

40 - 49

40 - 49

Seat height in cm (with cushion)

49,5 - 52

49,5 - 52

Total height in mm (w/o headrest)

1050 - 1130

1050 - 1130

53 - 58

53 - 58

Back tilt

0° to +32°

0° to +32°

Rear wheel

550 mm (22")

Seat tilt

5° to -20°

5° to -20°

Rear wheel

Arm rest height in mm

200 - 280

20 - 28

Rear wheel

600 mm (24“)
320 mm
(121/2")

Back height in cm

User weight
Empty weight
Permitted overall
weight
Transport weight

118
88
130 / 160
37
167 / 197
22

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Sitting and Positioning
Polaro II 1.745

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Geriatric provision for

●● Graduated seat and back

●● Handrim drive

●● Leg protection cover

●● Pressure brake for the user,

●● Brake lever extension,

immobile people in the
stationary sector
●● As basic provision in care

and senior citizen homes
●● For hourly sitting in a

wheelchair
●● As a pushing wheelchair

for regular trips of stationary users
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adaptation in small steps
stabilises the sitting position
●● Many implementation pos-

sibilities in stationary care
due to quick adaptation to
changing users and hygienic
equipment with washable
covers
●● 2 back versions, available

optional drum brake for
attendants
●● Back rest up to 30°

variably adjustable
●● Head rest height, depth

and angle adjustable
●● Arm rests can be folded

down or swivelled away,
and are height adjustable

with a firm anatomically
moulded back or with adjus●● L eg rests elevating and
table back belt
lockable, swivel-away and
●● Easy adjustment of head
removable
rest, arm rests, leg supports
●
●
Foldable for easy transport
and foot plates
in a car
●● User weight up to 120 kg

attachable
●● Heel loops
●● Tie-down system for trans-

port safety
●● Shoe fastening strap
●● Lateral hip cushions to

make the seat narrower
●● Safety belt
●● Therapy table plexiglass,

optionally adjustable
●● Spoke guard
●● Walking stick holder
●● Accessory net

Adjustable seat straps
Adjustable seat straps for adjustment to the seat cushion.

Adjustable back
Code 638, the upholstered
adjustable back supports the
spinal column in its physiological arch through the
adjustable Velcro straps.

Seat cushion
ergonomic form
Code 960

Seat positions
In the EUROCHAIR family
the POLARO is a real highlight as lying and positioning
wheelchair. Its variable seat
and position adjustments are
specially tuned to the domestic and geriatric provision.
The individual adjustability of
the seat elements warrants a
perfect sitting quality.

Chassis
The POLARO is serially fitted
with a 6 cm wheel base
extension and support castors
for more safety against tilting. This enables good agility
of the wheelchair.

MultiFunctional wheelchairs

Extended back support
The adjustable back support
can be extended with Code
259 by 30 cm. (instead of
head support).

Technical data
Seat width in cm

43

48

User weight in kg

120

Width unfolded in mm

630

680

Empty weight

18

Perm. overall weight

138

Transport weight

12

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm

320
43

Seat height front / back in cm
Overall height in mm

46
43,5 - 51,5

Driving wheel

600 (24")

1050

Back height in cm

50

Arm support height in mm

230

Length with foot support in mm

1100

Length w/o foot support in mm

850

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Sitting and Positioning
Polaro II 1.745
anatomically
On the firm anatomically formed
back a lateral trunk support is
integrated into the shell. In most
cases people even with little upper body stability are supported
securely without creating pressure sores.

Modell 1.745

Frame colours
• Silverline Code 4919
• Burgundy red Code 230
• Marine blue Code 229
Covers
• Deep black Code 235
• Incontinence cover grey
Code 714

Elevating
leg rests

Leg support
Code 92
with length adjustment,
removable and swivel-away,
with angle adjustable footplate
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Equipment and accessories
Polaro II 1.745
The head rest is easily height,
depth and angle adjustable.
The head support or back
extension can be selected on
the adjustable back support.

Extended back rest
Code 259
As an alternative to the head
rest the adjustable back can
be extended by 30 cm.

Head rest
Code 913
variably height, depth and
angle adjustable for the adjustable back in combination
with the serial push bar.

Safety

30° angle adjustable back
Code 26
variably adjustable up to 30°
with gas spring

Lateral trunk support
Code 591
the firm anatomically formed
back offers perfect trunk
support and excellent lateral
hold.

Tilting safety

Double handrims with
second inner handrim. No
enlargement of the overall
width, wheelchair remains
foldable.
Code 871
Modell 1.745

Wheel base extension
serial
The seat height can be
adjusted through different
wheel positions.

Drum Brakes
Code 706
with brake lever

Modell 1.745

Back comfort

Back rest shell
Code 26
variably adjustable up to 30°
with gas spring

Head rest
Code 913
variably height, depth and
angle adjustable for the firm
back shell.

Multifunctional
Contents
wheelchairs

Head Rests

Quick release axle

Anti-tippers support
wheels
Code 691
including support castors for
tilting safety

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Rear wheel
Code 651, with quick-release
axle
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M

otion is life. Motion enhances
communication and creates integration. It bands us together.

Resulting from this philosophy we
want to move people with our service and
products. Help the handicapped, but nevertheless active person to enjoy every day. That
is why our active wheelchairs offer plenty of
adjustment possibilities and equipment.

.

We move people

4.

Active and adaptive wheelchairs

ZX1.....................................................................64 - 65............
X1........................................................................66 - 69..................
X1 SPEEDSTER..........................................70 - 73........
X2........................................................................74 - 75..................
X3........................................................................76 - 77..................
AVANTI...........................................................78 - 81......
PRIMUS 2......................................................82 - 83...............
rigid frame Wheelchairs

XR........................................................................84 - 87............
fxone.............................................................88 - 91............

Active- and adaptive
portrait wheelchairs

Active + adaptive wheelchairs

PURE DYNAMIc
ZX1 1.360

Fields of
application

ADJUSTMENT

OPERATION

ACCESSORIES

●● Easy handling and transfer

●● Back rest and seat with

●● For paraplegics

●● Active adjustment possibilities for ideal performance

●● Well-suited for many disease patterns, also more
serious ones

●● 3 frame lengths, standard
or compact frames, with or
without front frame inset

●● Clients without functions
of the lower extremities
(lateral transfer, driving via
handrims)

●● Seat widths from 34 - 50 cm ●● Foldable, detachable
●● Seat depths from 38 - 50 cm
wheels

●● For longterm care

●● For very active wheelchair
users, handcyclists and
heavy travellers
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●● Optimal adjustment of
the castor fork guarantees
perfectly straight forward
movement
●● Back rest heights from 25 45 cm, 50 cm with height
adjustable push bar
●● Back angle bent by manufacturer (fixed) or angle
adjustable in 5° steps

●● Very stabile due to few
screw fastenings and light
weight
●● Adjusts with little effort

vented material
●● Individual push handles
●● “Light” side guard and leg

support variations made of
magnesium
●● “Light” wheel
●● “Light” pressure brake
●● Seat cushion
●● Spoke guard
●● Passive lighting
●● Anti-tilt wheels
●● Step tube
●● Xtrend items

Weight optimization
Light versions of brakes, footrests, side guards and wheels
reduce the total weight to
under 9 kg.

Dynamic performance
The universal joint integrated
in the welded frame is the
reason for ZX1‘s dynamic
performance.

Modern design
New colour concept and fashionable styling give the ZX1
its own personality.

THE ZX1 STANDS FOR PURE DYNAMISM. A FOLDABLE ACTIVE WHEELCHAIR WITH THE
PERFORMANCE OF A FIXED FRAME AND AN INNOVATIVE FRAME CONCEPT.

Active and adaptive wheelchairs

Characteristics of a welded
wheelchair
The welded side frames guarantee maximal stability at a
minimal weight.

TECHNICAL DATA
Seat width in cm

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

Width max. in mm

510

530

550

570

590

610

630

650

670 Empty weight

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm
Seat height front / rear
in cm
Total height
Back height in cm

300 at 0.5° wheel camber or 350 at 3° wheel camber
38 / 40 / 42 / 44 / 46 / 48
46 to 52 / 40 to 48

User weight
Permitted overall weight

120
from 9
129

Transport weight

from 6.7

Driving wheel

610 (24")

Seat height back + back height
variable from 25 to 45, 50 with height adjustable push bar

Arm rest height in cm
ca. 15 - 29
Length with leg supports
810 - 990 (depends on the frame length, wheel size and axle position)
in cm
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Time for changes
X1 3.350

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Active folding wheelchair

●● Two frame lengths

●● Due to the optimal ad-

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

●●

●●
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with tapered front end,
frame reduction and integrated footplate
Especially suitable for all
paraplegics or users who
can not stand
Folding wheelchair with
closed frame system
Especially good driving
performance and little
empty weight.
For long-term and permanent use at home, at work
and in leisure time
Exchangeable front frame,
therefore perfectly adaptable to different disease
patterns.

●● 9 seat widths, 6 seat depths

and 8 back heights
●● With the wheel sizes 24“

and 25“ the seat height
in front can be adjusted
between 44 and max. 55,5
cm and rear between 39
and 52,5 cm
●● The maximum seat inclina-

tion is 18°
●● Shank lengths can be adju-

sted between 30 and 48cm,
the footboard is depth and
angle adjustable
●● The axle is adjustable in 49

positions (7 horizontal and
7 vertical).

justment possibilities the
user can drive the manual
wheelchair with the handrims
●● Simple sideward transfer

through smooth transition
of front frame and seat
surface
●● The wheelchair can be fol-

ded for transport and the
wheels are removable.
●● The wheelchair can be

braked with pressure or
butterflybrakes

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

 ack rest angle adjustment
B
Breathable back covers
Anti-tipping-wheel
Transit castors
Step bar
Quadriplegic handrims
Height adjustable push
handles
Swivel-away push handles
Automatically folding footboard
Heel fixation
Footboard locking device
Wheelbase extender
Accessory net / cane holder
Brake lever extension
Seat cushion / folding fixation
Auxiliary drives
Xtrend accessories

Expanded adjustment
sector of the castor bushing,
adjustable up to 18° seat
inclination.

Rear frame
with expanded adjustment
sector. Rear seat height beginning at 39 cm (24 x 1“).
Due to the reinforced adapter
block here as well elastic
deformations are excluded.

Sporty design
Compact and light brake
construction.
Short operating distance,
low operation forces.
Paint-protecting frame
connection.
Butterfly brake available as an
option.

Profile for professionals
The X1 presents itself as the
new generation of active wheelchairs. And with
it a new demand towards
function and design. Due to
its lightness (9,5 kg) and individual adaptability the X1 is
predestined for various clinical
pictures, especially paraplegics
provisions.
Its features enhance mobility
and thus independence in order to compensate handicaps.

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Optimal chassis
for a better running performance and directional stability. Reinforced front frame
and cross brace tubes. Elastic
deformations are excluded.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

32

34

36

38

40

43

46

48

Width unfolded in mm

490

510

530

550

570

600

630

650

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm

50

User weight

670 Empty weight
Permitted overall
300 at 0.5° wheel camber or 350 at 3° wheel camber
weight
36 / 38 / 40 / 42 / 44 / 46
Transport weight

120 / 150
from 10
130 / 160
7,5

Seat height front / rear in cm

44 to 55,5 / 39 to 52,5

Driving wheel

610 (24")

Total height in mm

800 / 850 / 900 / 950

Driving wheel

635 (25")

Back height in cm

variable from 30 to 47,5

Arm rest height in cm
ca. 15 - 29
Length with leg supports
840 - 940 (depends on the frame length, wheel size and axle position)
in cm
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Details and equipment
X1 3.350
Back rests
The X1 can be adapted to the
most diverse demands like a
tailor made suit.
The high quality cover fabric is
available in blue and black. The
adjustable back rest and the
seat cover, naturally perfectly
upholstered, invite to sit down.

Height adjustable push
handles Code 140
With the telescopic version
10 cm can be height adjusted
if required.

Breathable
Code 292
The breathable back rest
cover is very light, but also
very durable and soft. Clearly
enhanced sitting comfort for
longer sitting periods.

Back
Code 31
Angle adjustable, +/- 15° in
5° steps in order to equalise
large seat angles and adjust
an ergonomically correct
posture.

Inner side
The neoprene or carbon parts
at the inner side are easy-care
and the ideal cold resp. heat
protection.

Stability
Extraordinary stability of
the side guards in all wheel
positions.

Carbon side guard/armrest
Innovative material,
high-quality manufacturing
and strong design.

Footboard
Optimised locking device,
foot fixation optional

Footboard
Receptacle secured against
twisting for plug-in tubes and
swivelling outwards by 180°
if desired.

Arm Rests
The coloured aluminium side
guards are conform with the
wheels. Exactness leads to safety through very good lateral
pelvic support and stability.
Precision results in protection.
The integrated splash guard
on the individually adjustable
clothes guard prevents jamming between drive wheel and
clothes guard.

Art. No: 1055 157 (left)
Art. No: 1055 158 (right)

Leg rests
Individual and safe positioning
of the feet. The one-piece
footboard is angle and height
adjustable, the proven rubber
coating offers firm hold that
can be increased through the
foot fixation. Practically the
slip-proof footboard can be
folded up and optionally swivelled to the side.
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Calf strap
The clip fixation of the calf
strap at the front frame holds
it at the determined height.

Details and equipment
X1 3.350
Brake

Anti-tipping-wheel
Code 691 / 712 / 713
For the safe start. Selectable
as a pair or just assembled on
right or left side.

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Pressure brake Xchange
Code 305
is optimised in weight and
effectiveness. Ca. 50% weight reduction with a higher
braking effect.

The slim folding wheelchair
Folded the X1 saves
space. The seat then are
fixed in way that secures
the stability of the whole
frame and creates a precise directional running
with optimal man oeuvrability – closely comparable
with rigid frame constructions. Two frame lengths
create seat depths up to
46 cm. Also heavyweight
users up to 150 kg find
their place here.

Castor stem/Castor
The form follows the function
on the front chassis with castor
stem attachment and steering
fork. The puristic metal optic
emphrasis the design. Two
lengths of steering forks define
the front seat height. The
castor stem angle is steplessly
adjustable. With 3 cm height
adapters a front seat height
of more than 55 cm can be
achieved. The reinforced castor
stem, well-proven technology

from the sport sector,
prepares the X1 for more
than everyday application.

The perfect light running performance is achieved through
weight minimisation. This is

realiped with highly durable
aluminium forged parts.

Rear Wheel Adapter Block
The rear wheels can be mounted extremely close to the
frame. The relation seat width
to overall width reaches a new
dimension: Seat width + only
17 cm with 0,5° camber!
The design is exemplary because the adapter itself as well
as the screwed connections are
weight optimised and adjustable to 0.5° and 3° wheel
camber.

Strong connection
The connection to the drawn
frame profiles guarantees a highly rigid connection. Rear seat
height 39 to 52,5 cm.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Freedom without barriers
x1 Speedster 3.350

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● With the X1 Speedster you

●● 88° front frame

●● Due to the optimal

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

can sit, drive and transport
more compact.
We herewith meet the
wish of our customers to
equip the well-proven X1
even more active, to gain
very personal advantages
from the product.

(- 5 cm overall lenth)
●● Swivel-away push handles
●● Back can be folded

backwards
●● 180° swivel-away foot-

plate
●● Weight optimisation
●● All usual X1 options can

be combined with the
Speedster options.

adjustment possibilities the
user can drive the manual
wheelchair with the handrims
●● Simple sideward transfer

through smooth transition
of front frame and seat
surface
●● The wheelchair can be

folded for transport and
the wheels are removable.
●● The wheelchair can be

braked with pressure or
butterflybrake
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●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

 ack rest angle adjustment
B
Breathable back covers
Anti-titipping-wheel
Transit castors
Step bar
Quadriplegic handrims
Height adjustable push
handles
Automatically folding
footboard
Heel fixation
Footboard locking device
Wheelbase extender
Accessory net / cane
holder
Brake lever extension
Seat cushion / folding
fixation
Auxiliary drives
Xtrend accessories

Really sporty:
Weight optimised, more sporty and well-balanced, the compact front frame shortens the overall
wheelchair length by 5 cm due to the 88° front frame angle. Suitable for all seat depths

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Lars Lehmann:
With the X1 Speedster I can sit, drive and transport more compact. So it meets my wish to equip the well-proven X1 even more active to gain very personal advantages from the product. Compact on travel, compact at home, compact life - this is my motto.

The swivel-away
push handles
are the lightest and narrowest with optimal handling
features for temporary assistance.

Subtly integrated:
The folding mechanism
for the back can be operated
easily and without effort

Practical advantage:
The back height can be reduced by up to 30 cm; invaluable for transport

Elegant:
The 10cm deep footplate
with new receptacle combines
safety with sporty design

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Sensible:
For users, who sit deeper,
the aluminium side guard is
available in a higher version
for the benefit of the seat
cushions
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Freedom without limits
x1 Speedster 3.350

Ingenious:
26 cm when folded, high
back height foldable backwards.. The Speedster makes
itself very small and also
lighter due to the compact
front frame.
Removable steering wheels as
customised version!
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Wheelbase
extension:
+ 15 cm from back
tube, + 3° camber for
every day, removable.
Remains Code 899
removable.

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Lars Lehmann:
As international basketball player I want to be in top form for the Paralympics in China. The X1 Speedster gives me all the opportunities I need. Of course, it can be adapted to a handbike. Compact on travel, compact at home, compact life and top-level sport
- because I want it.

• Driving handbike in everyday
sitting position at last!
• Handbike extension made of
aluminium and therewith a
novelty!
• Can be driven with all rear
seat heights
• Due to the rigid axle tube
the foldable X1 becomes a
rigid frame within a minute!
• Speedster, the only foldable wheelchair with
special suitablility for
handbiking!

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Time for diversity
X2 3.351

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Active folding wheelchair

●● Four frame lengths

●● The optimal adjustment

●● B
 ack angle adjustment
●● Anti-titipping-wheels/Transit

with angled front chassis,
without tapered front
frame and with divided
swivel-away footplates
●● Especially suitable for

incomplete Paraplegics
or people able to stand
conditionally
●● Closed frame system,

extremely good driving
performance and little
own weight
●● Longterm and constant

use in all fields of application
●● Front frame can be
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exchanged, therefore
perfectly adaptable

●● 9 seat widths, 10 seat

depths and 8 back heights
●● With wheel sizes 24“ and

26“ the seat heights can
be adjusted between 44
and max. 57 cm and in the
rear between 39 and
53.5 cm.
●● The maximum possible

seat inclination is 18°,
lower shank lengths are
adjustable between 30
and 48cm, the footboard
adjustable in depth and
angle
●● The axle is adjustable in 49

positions (7 horizontal and
7 vertical).

possibilities allow the
user to drive this manual
wheelchair by means of
handrims
●● Simple sideward transfer

through smooth transition
of front frame and seat
surface
●● The wheelchair can be fol-

ded for transport and the
wheels are removable.
●● The X2 has pressure, drum

and butterfly brakes.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

castors
Step bar
Breathable back covers
Safety belt
Quadriplegic handrims
Height adjustable push
handles
Automatically folding footboard
Heel fixation
Footboard locking device
Wheelbase extender
Accessory net / cane holder
Brake lever extension
Seat cushion / folding fixation
Released auxiliary drives
Drum Brakes
Xtrend accessories
Swivel-away push handles

 ivided foot plates footD
plates are integrated into the
angled front chassis, and can
be folded up or away. When
folded up they lock and fit
so closely that they do not
enlarge the measurements.
The angle can be adjusted in
5° steps. Rounded, fullyformed and always available
in the colour of the frame as
a standard feature.

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Auxiliary Drive
The X2 is, like the X1 and the
X3, Servomatic conform, so it
can be added economically.

Give support:
Aluminium side guards with
height adjustable arm rests.
Side guards that can be
folded up are also available,
as are arm rests that can be
folded back / removed.

The anti-tip-wheels secure
the rear. They are located at
and telescoped into the back
frame, can be swivelled away
and angle-adjusted. Reduced in weight and in silver
aluminium optic, they fit not
only the X2, but basically the
entire X-Change family!

For small to large - 4 frame
lengths without tapered front
end make an individual adaptation exact.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

32

34

36

38

40

43

46

48

50

Width unfolded in mm

490

510

530

550

570

600

630

650

670 Empty weight
Permitted
overall weight
Transport weight

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm
Seat height front / rear
in cm
Overall height in mm
Back height in cm

300 at 0.5° wheel camber or 350 at 3° wheel camber
32 /34 /36 / 38 / 40 / 42 / 44 / 46 / 48 / 50

User weight

120 / 150
from 10
130 / 160
7,5

44 to 57 / 39 to 52,5

Driving wheel

610 (24")

800 / 850 / 900 / 950

Driving wheel

635 (25")

variable from 30 to 47,5

Driving wheel

660 (26")

Arm rest height in cm
ca. 15 - 29
Length with foot rest
800 - 980 (depends on the frame length, wheel size and axle position)
in mm
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Integration and barrier reduction
X3 4.352
Pretty durable
The X3 is for users up to 150 kg / 331
pd and with a seat width up to 53 cm
/ 21 inch it has lots of room for strong
personalities!

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Active folding wheelchair

●● Three frame lengths

●● The optimal adjustment

●● Back angle adjustment

●●

●●

●●

●●
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with straight front chassis
and individual swivelaway, removable leg
supports
Especially suitable for
people with standing and
walking abilities
Closed frame system on
the folding wheelchair,
extremely good driving
performance and little
own weight.
For long term and
constant use at home, at
work and in recreation
Exchangeable front frame
therefore perfect to adapt
to different disease patterns

●● 10 seat widths, 8 seat

depths and 8 back heights
●● With wheel sizes 24“, 25“

and 26" the seat heights
can be adjusted between
44 and max. 57 cm and in
the back between 39 and
52.5 cm.
●● The maximum possible

seat inclination is 18°
●● Lower shank lengths are

between 30 and 48 cm,
the foot board can be adjusted in depth and angle
●● The axle is adjustable in 49

positions (7 horizontal and
7 vertical).

possibilities allow the
user to drive this manual
wheelchair by means of
handrims

●● Anti-tipping castors / transit
●●
●●

●● Simple front transfer pos-

●●

sible through swivel-away
divided leg rests.

●●

●● The wheelchair can be fol-

ded for transport and the
wheels are removable.
●● The X3 has pressure, drum

and butterfly brakes.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

castors
Step bar
Safety belt
ERGOform-seat unit
Breathable back covers
Quadriplegic handrims
Height adjustable push handles
Swivel-away push handles
Heel fixation
Footboard locking device
Accessory net / cane holder
Brake lever extension
Seat cushion / folding fixation
Auxiliary drives
Drum Brakes
Wheel base extension
7 in / 18 cm

Extremely compact
The X3 is not only extremely
compact when the leg supports and handrims have
been removed, but impresses
with its extremely light
weight. An absolute advantage
for loading!

From the bright side. Code
107 This is how the dynamic
arm rest presents itself, without widening the wheelchair
overall dimensions.. Simple
one-hand operation even
without finger functions. A
fixed hinge and locking point
provides firm hold.

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Creates space
The leg rests can swivel in or
out so that there is more leg
room.

Leg rests
They support the remaining
walking and standing abilities
during entry and exiting. The
bolting devices are integrated
discretely into the X-Change
design and easy to use.

Really innovative
The new leg rests of the X3
are 800 g lighter then standard leg rests. They are easy
to remove and to re-attach.
The divided foot plates
make the frame even more
stable throught their joining
elements. Foot plates with
optional coloured inserts.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

32

34

36

38

40

43

46

48

50

53

User weight

120 / 150

Width unfolded in mm

490

510

530

550

570

600

630

650

670

12
132 / 162

36 / 38 / 40 / 42 / 44 / 46 / 48 / 50

700 Empty weight
Permitted
overall weight
Transport weight

44 to 57 / 39 to 52,5

Rear wheel

610 (24")

800 / 850 / 900 / 950

Rear wheel

635 (25“)

variable from 30 to 47,5

Rear wheel

660 (26“)

Width folded in cm
Seat depth in cm
Seat height front / rear
in cm
Overall height in mm

30 at 0,5° wheel camber / 35 at 3° wheel camber

Back height in cm
Arm rest height in cm

7

ca. 15 - 29

Length with foot rest in mm

710 - 850 (depends on the frame length, wheel size and axle position)

Length w/o foot rest in mm

910 - 1050 (depends on the frame length, wheel size and axle position)

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm
Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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VERSATILE AND ACTIVE
Eurochair Avanti 1.736

Fields of
application
●● Low cost and economic
●●
●●

●●

●●

●●
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●●

active folding wheelchair
Compatible with the Eurochair accessories
Straight front chassis with
single, swivel-away and
removable leg rests
Weight reduced and
expanded adjustment
possibilities compared to
lightweight wheelchairs.
Suited for people with
remaining walking and
standing abilities.
Good implementation for
geriatric and neurological
courses of disease.
For use at home, at work
and for recreation

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● 3 frame lengths
●● Seat widths between

●● With the adjustment possi-

●●
●●
●●
●●

32 and 58 cm
●● Seat depths from 33 to

53 cm
●● Back heights from
●●

●●
●●

●●

34 to 44 cm
With wheel sizes 22“ and
24“ the seat heights can
be adjusted between 42.5
and max. 56 cm and in the
back between 40 and
52 cm.
The maximum possible
seat inclination is 6°
The rear wheel can be adjusted to 4 horizontal and
9 vertical positions.
3° wheel camber possible
(optional)

bilities the user can propel
the manual wheelchair
with the handrims
●● Simple transfer from the

front possible due to the
swivel-away divided leg
rests
●● The wheelchair can be fol-

ded for transport and the
wheels are removable.
●● The wheelchair can be

braked with pressure or
drum brakes

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Anti-tipping-wheel
Transit castors
Step bar
Height adjustable push
handles
Stabilising bar
Safety belt
Therapy table
Sliding board
Walking stick holder
Brake lever extension
Seat cushion
Leg protection cover
Heel cup
Shoe fastening strap
Permitted auxiliary drives
Drum brakes
Double handrims for onehand drive
Xtrend accessories

3° wheel camber, optional
This means more manoeuvr-ability with less effort

Pressure brake
variably adjustable, marked
with less effort to use. Optionally a drum brake can be
selected.

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Attractive for your daily activities
The Eurochair Avanti will accompany you actively through your day and make it possible for you to be independent and mobile.
In the active wheelchair segment this economical product offers the alternative for numerous activities. You gain independence
and retrieve your private and professional freedom. Thanks to the extensive adjustment and equipment possibilities it perfectly
adapts to your daily needs.

Double handrims with
second inner handrim. No
enlargement of the overall
width, wheelchair remains
foldable.
Code 871

Technical data
Seat width in cm
Width unfolded in mm

351 Frame short

352 Frame medium

353 Frame long

32 - 36

36 - 58

36 - 58

Seat width + 200 (with seat guard Code 100 SW +180)

User weight

75 / 135 / 160

33 - 38

40 - 46

48 - 53

Min. empty weight
12 / 13 / 14
Permitted
87 / 148 / 174
overall weight
Transport weight
8 / 8,5 / 9

42,5 - 49,5

44 - 56

44 - 56

Rear wheel

610 (24“)

Overall height mm

830

920

920

Rear wheel

560 (22“)

Back height in cm

34 - 40

38 - 44

38 - 44

Back angle in cm*

16,5 - 24

20 - 29

20 - 29

Length with foot rest in mm

880

1040

1120

Length w/o foot rest in mm

660

770

850

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm
Front seat height in cm

280

*at Code 81

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm
Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Details and equipment
Eurochair Avanti 1.736
Sitting comfort
The Eurochair Avanti provides a high variety of seat
and back versions. The back
height is, depending on the
choice of frame, generally
variable up to 2 cm. 34/36;
38/40 or 42/44 cm
A selection of 3 back tube
lengths are available for
these back heights. For optimal support of the individual
back contours, the adjustable
back can be fitted with Velcro
straps (standard).
The seat cover is professionally attached in specially profiled seat tubes.
The seat depths can be selected depending on the frame
length from 33 to 53cm.

Armrests
Along with the sporty aluminium side guards with
carbon inserts, the height adjustable side guards with arm
rests in various lengths are
also standard features of the
Eurochair Avanti. Of course,
the Eurochair Avanti also has
foldable and removable side
guards available for an easy
transport

Aluminium side guards in
frame colour with very good
pelvic support, cold bridge
and many adjustment possibilities.
Code 102

Height adjustable arm
rest with ergonomic design,
simple handling also with little remaining hand function.
With Code 81 or 84 they
can be selected with short or

long padding.
For perfect adaptation height
adjustable in 6 steps and
swivelling to the back for
transfer.

Footplates synthetic material, up-foldable, adjustable
lower shank length from 39
cm to 52 cm for mid and
long frames, for short frames
from 28 to 38 cm. Code 805

One-piece footplate 10 cm
deep, up-foldable, angle and
depth adjustable with Code
54 also available in 15 cm
depth

Single footplates
height and depth adjustable,
flip-up and angle adjustable
Code 808

Leg Rests
Many leg rest combinations
are available for an individual
and secure positioning of the
feet. The selection varies from
divided footplates to the onepiece version, flip-up and
swivelling foot rests in frame
colour, that can additionally
be equipped with an angle
adjustment.
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Eurochair Avanti XXL - for strong personalities

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

The XXL-version of the Eurochair Avanti is primed
for especially high strains.
With double cross brace and
reinforcements on the back
tubes and castor stems it is
designed for user weights of
up to 160 kg.
• T he following dimensions
let even difficult and heavy
duty provisions seem easy:
• Seat width up to 58 cm
• Seat depth up to 53 cm
• User weight up to
160 kg

Equipment version for hemi plegics
The Eurochair Avanti optionally offers equipment versions
for hemiplegics.
 ne-hand pressure brake,
• O
left operation, incl.
removable or
fold-away (photo)
brake lever
• One-hand pressure brake,
right operation, incl.
removable or fold-away
brake lever
• Calf straps for single
footplate
• Laterally extended front
wheel adapter, assembly
kit

Eurochair avanti with short frame - for short adults
The short frame variation of
Eurochair Avanti offers optimal support for a seat width
of 32 - 36 cm. Easy construction, short, flat frame
with compact measurements

mean the greatest freedom of
movement with little weight.
The modular frame construction permits the wheelchair to
„grow along“.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Eurochair-Avanti
1.736-351
Seat width 32 - 36 cm
Seat depth 33 - 38 cm
Back height 34 - 40 cm
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Components work
primus 2 3.310
HMV-No.:18.50.03.0087

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● The Primus 2 is probably

●● Primus 2 offers seven stan-

●● The user can propel this

●● Spoke guard

the most tried and true
adaptive wheelchair available today. Its complete set
of options has something
for everyone and where
other wheelchairs have
to be custom made to
meet the user's specifications Primus 2 can even
offer economical standard
features.
●● Extremes are covered by

XXL and Xtral, 2 special
variations of Primus 2.

dard seat widths and four
additional reinforced seat
widths, seven seat depths
plus two extra long seat
depths, and back heights
between 30 and 50 cm.
●● The front seat height is

adaptable between 44
and 56 cm or rather
50 - 56 cm, and the back
seat height between
37 and 49.5 cm or
rather 46 - 54 cm

manual wheelchair with
handrims because of its
optimal adjustment options, remove the wheels
for transport, fold up the
frame and remove the leg
rests in order to make it as
compact as possible.

●● Suitable wheel sizes
●● various leg rests, side

guards and armrests
●● Pressure and drum brakes
●● Quadriplegic handrims
●● Stabilising bar
●● Therapy tables
●● Sliding board
●● Accessory net/rucksack
●● Brake lever extension
●● Seat cushion/head support
●● Air pump/Cane holder
●● Wheel base extension
●● Anti-tippers
●● Auxiliary drives
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Adjustable back
The adjustable back covers
the tubes completely. Heights
in steps of 5 cm are standard
features.

Leg rests
The leg rests are mounted on
two sockets. When locked
in place they form complete
units and cannot be removed.

Model xxl

Model extral

Reinforced version up to seat
width 56cm and maximal allowed user weight of 150kg.
The efficient frame construction of the Primus 2 Model
XXL means that it is extremely
resistant.
The following measurements
and weights make even
heavy duty provision easy:

In order to accommodate tall
people we have expanded
the Primus 2 and added the
variation EXTRAL.
Now it is possible for people
over 1.90m body-length
to have custom mised and
ergonomic seating.
• Front seat height up to
56 cm
• Seat depth standard up to
50 cm
• Seat width standard up to
50 cm
• Seat inclination adjustable
up to 10°
• Back height standard up to
50 cm
• User weight up to 120 kg

• Seat width up to 56 cm
• Seat depth up to 50 cm
• Back height up to 50 cm
• User weight up to 150 kg

Rear wheel adapter
It is easily adjustable horizontally. The camber of the drive
wheels can be set for 0° and
3° at the adapter.

Active and adaptive wheelchairs

Arm rest
Organic lines and function are
in the centre of the concept.
Unlocking is possible even
with minimal hand functions

Technical data
Seat width in cm

32

Width unfolded in mm

520 540 560 580 600 630 660 680 700 730 760 Empty weight
Permitted overall
300
weight
34 - 50
Transportgewicht

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm

34

36

38

40

43

46

48

50

53

56 User weight

120 / 150
14
134 / 164
8

Seat height front/rear in cm

44 to 51,5

Transport weight in mm 560 (22“)

Overall height in mm

840 - 1040

Transport weight in mm 610 (24")

variable from 30 bis 49

Transport weight in mm 660 (26")

Back height in cm
Arm rest height in cm
Length with foot rest
in mm
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

19 - 26
900 - 1000

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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The active highlight
xR 1.911

The SMALLEST in its circles

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● For all active wheelchair

●● Active adjustment pos-

●● Easy handling and simple

●● Anti-tipping-wheel

users
●● Suitable for everyday use

at work or in leisure time

sibilities for ideal driving
performance
●● 2 frame lengths

●● Ideal travel companion

●● Seat widths of 36 - 46 cm

●● Precise directional stability

●● Seat widths of 38 - 46 cm

and optimal manoeuvrability give this wheelchair
allrounder qualities

●● Seat heights, seat incli-

nation and axle position
are individually adjustable
through the chassis
●● Back height of 25 - 40 cm,

adjustable in 1,5 cm steps
●● Back rest angle adjustment

in 5° steps
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transfer
●● Locked when folded
●● Also foldable with wheels

on
●● Seat depth adjustment to

the front through adapter

●● Height adjustable push

handles
●● Breathable back and seat

cover
●● Tetraplegic handrims
●● Xtrend accessories
●● Seat cushion
●● Spoke guard
●● 3 M spoke reflectors

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Perfect driving dynamics.
The innovative XR 1.911 frame concept offers pure driving dynamic. Sportive - rigid - confident.
XR - A demanding individualist between rigid frame and folding wheelchair.
"Every day is a new challenge. Make it a positive experience with the XR features.“ XR - The Active Highlight.

Pure Design
Its reasoned construction and innovative
technology unite in the
extremely compact size
folded with a minimum
empty weight. This
makes it an "easy-handling“ highlight for all
active wheelchair users
– a foldable rigid frame
wheelchair.
Stylish colours
Selected new colour
combinations and expressive accents give the
XR a distinctive appearance.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

36

38

40

42

44

46

User weight

120

Width unfolded in mm bei 1°

540

560

580

600

620

640

Empty weight
Permitted overall
weight
Transport weight

10

Seat depth in cm

38 / 40 / 42 / 44 / 46

Seat height front/rear in cm

45 to 55 / 40 to 48

Overall height in mm

640 to 900

Back height in cm

6,5
610 (24")

25 / 30 / 35 / 40

Back angle adjustment

80° / 85° / 90° / 95° / 100°

Shank length in mm
Length with footrests in mm

Driving wheel

130

390 to 500
780 - 860 (depending on frame length, wheel size and axle position)

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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With patented folding mechanism
xR 1.911

The unique folding mechanism reduces the frame to the smallest
size of its class and makes the XR an ideal partner for everyday life
and on travels. With one smooth movement the complete seat and
back unit is set onto the lower frame.

The SMALLEST in its circles

[hightech for

The new sportive rigid frame wheelchair with inn
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The quattro element as central component of the XR connects four important functions: Adjustment of the back rest
angle, adjustment of the axle tube, receptacle of the pivots,
receptacle of the lockings.

The side guards can simply
be folded in front of the back
rest.

XR stands for the new
generation of active
wheelchairs.
Rigid and foldable in
one means connecting
our many year's positive
experiences
building
rigid frame wheelchairs
with hightech.

Active and adaptive
Standardwheelchairs

Fascinating technology
The XR offers high-strength,
welded links (steering wheel
receptacle) and an individually
adjustable chassis.

[hightech for life]

r life]

novative folding technology and smallest size folded.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Rigid. Pure. Ingenious.
Fx One 1.150

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Especially suited for paras,

●● 2 frame forms

●● The user can be positioned

●● Anti-tip wheel

tetras and clients with
cerebral palsy
●● Suitable for rigid frame

users with very low arm
strength due to its formidable driving performance
and low net weight.

3 frame lengths
●● 9 seat widths, 8 seat
●●
●●

●● For long term and perma-

nent use at home, at work
and during recreation
●●

●●
●●
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depths and 5 back heights
Back height adjustable
+/- 1.5 cm
47-54 cm (24“), 48-55 cm
(25“) seat height front,
37-50 cm (24“), 38-51
cm (25“) seat height rear,
without any additional
elements.
18° max. seat angle reclination, back rest inclination 72° and 96°
The axle can be adjusted
in 9 horizontal positions.
All adjustments (minimal to maximal) can be
realised with the same
components!

independently from the
chassis within the seat
frame.
●● Simple sideward transfer

through smooth transition
of front frame and seat
surface
●● The side guards can be

swivelled in front of the
back, the back folded onto
the seat for transport.
●● Braked via pressure or

butterfly brake
●● The wheelchair's point of

gravity is optimally determined for easy loading
(e.g. into a car.)

●● Locking strap for back

support
●● Height adjustable push

handles
●● Breathable back covers
●● Quadriplegic handrims
●● Butterfly brake
●● Xtrend item
●● Transit castors
●● Seat cushion
●● Spoke guard
●● Walking stick holder
●● Calf strap

Speed wins
The reduced weight and deep
sitting position quickly and
agily bring it into the desired
position right from the start.
Nothing for the "adapted"
persons, but nevertheless adjustable: The adjustment of its
point of gravity is carried out
easily and actively. Its change
does not influence the ergonomically correct bending angle of the knees. The FX ONE
is true to the line and lets you
experience straight forward
travel, silent running without
bothering noise. A question
of size - suitable rear wheels
are available in 24“ and 25“.
The sizes of the aluminium
steering wheels are 4“, 5“
and 6“.

Active wheelchairs

The Rolling Starr.
In our concept for a new rigid frame (German: rigid = "starr") wheelchair our impulse was the synthesis of rigid and flexible. Rigid
means implementing the experiences of years of wheelchair construction and flexible means opening up for improvements and
novelties. On the other end we find demanding users among the "Paras", "Quads" and "CPs", and for them the
FX ONE is just the right thing!

Technical data
Seat width in cm

variable 30 - 46

Width unfolded in mm
Seat depth in cm

at 1° SW+190, at 3° SW +220, at 6° SW +270
34 - 48

Seat height front/rear in cm
Overall height in mm
Back height in cm

47 - 54 (24"), 48 - 55 (25") / 37 - 50 (24"), 38 - 51 (25")

User weight

120

Empty weight
Permitted
overall weight
Transport weight

11
131
8

620 to 1000

Driving wheel

610 (24")

25 - 45

Driving wheel

635 (25")

Back angle adjustment

72° - 96°
760 - 950
Length with foot support in mm
(depending on frame length, wheel size and axle position)
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Rigid. Pure. Ingenious.
Fx One 1.150
Frame concept
The frame concept allows the
positioning of the user independently from the chassis,
has an extremely rigid driving
performance and therefore
a very long life expectancy.
Viewed from the front the FX
ONE is very impressive due to
the connecting elements. The
frame is available in 2 forms
and 3 lengths.

Open frame

Castor stem
Adjustment of the castor
stem angle happens automatically through the arched
element. The front seat
height is easy to adjust with
the integrated mechanism.

Point of gravity
Advantageous combination.
Minimal complexity with
maximal adjustment possibilities.

Side guards as protection
shield and support unit can
easily be folded up and in
front of the back.

The millimetre exact adjustment of the side guards to
the rear wheel make room for
the lateral transfer into and
out of the chair.

The integrated splash guard
is drawn from the aluminium
following the wheel form and
thus offers sufficient stability
for relief and support.

Side Guards
Side guards are a matter of
taste, puristically simple in
the GFP version, or the more
sturdy aluminium form, with
integrated splash guard and
protection against the cold.
Regardless which variant, the
armrests which can be swivelled in front of the back, leave
no further desires.

GFK version

Leg Rests

Compact frame version

In slim and wide version, but
always depth and angle adjustable (to the degree), the heel
fixation is adaptable and for
the safe stand of the feet with
equipped with rubber stoppers.

Footplate
Designed for the better step.
4 depth settings possible.
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Improved active driving by
means of the 6 cm shorter
front frame. The wheelchair
can be driven extremely sporty
and balanced a lot easier. The
compact frame is independent
from the seat depth.

Compact tapered front frame
The compact tapered front frame
has no V shape but runs parallel.
The design elements are straight
and more dynamic.

Reinforced through an
adjustable back with amendable back strapping and
variable back rest angle in 3°
steps from 72° to 96°. Back
heights are available from 25
to 45 cm and adjustable in
1.5 cm steps. Optimal sitting
can be achieved with seat
widths from 30 to 46 cm
in small steps. On 3 frame
lengths seat depths from 34
to 48 cm can be achieved in
2 cm steps. Pretty patent is
the folding mechanism that
easily fits the
back onto the
seat and locks
it there. The FX
ONE is understandably better.

The back cover
made of net is very light and
breathable and offers sitting
comfort through permanent
air circulation.

Adjustable back
The simple and exact adjustment to the back contour of
the user is realised with our
proven system.

Back angle adjustment
enables one-handed folding
of the back support onto the
seat surface and includes the
reclining function.

Active wheelchairs

Back Rests

Can present itself from all
perspectives!
The FX ONE is available in the
fabric colours black, blue and
red and in the frame colours
silver, black, blue, red and
many more.

Loading
junior

Simple and easy
handling during loading

8 kg remaining weight

IF Design Award

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

FX ONE junior
This adolescent version can
be found on page 122.
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T

hrough motion we find confidence,
community and a better life
awareness.
We
have
noticed
this very early and develop active and
sports wheelchairs together with highly
qualified engineers and the experience of
internationally noted professional athletes.
Furthermore we support top athletes and
national teams in wheelchair sport. We
are proud sponsor of the International
Wheelchair Basketball Foundation (IWBF).
When developing the concept, we take care
that the design is also right. We listen to our
customers and have been presented with
internationally renowned awards such as the
Red Dot-Award and the IF-Design-Award.

.

We are strong in active wheelchairs–
this is where the force of movement is
active

5.

ActivePortrait
wheelchairs

ACTIVE   WHEELCHAIRS

hurricane Everyday.......................... 94 - 95........
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Hurricane Technology
hurricane Alltag 1.880

E V E RY D AY

Finally a precision device for every day!

Fields of
application
●● For all active wheelchair
users with high demanding in performance and
weight
●● Suitable for everyday use
at work or in leisure tim

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● The Hurricane is a madeto-measure wheelchair;
every dimension is fit exactly to the centimetre or
degree, for the footboard
even to the millimetre.

●● Optimal operation features make it possible for
the user to propel the
wheelchair with handrims
and to remove the wheels
for transport.

●● Spoke guard

●● The Hurricane therefore
offers the most individual
and requirement oriented
adaptation to the abilities
of the user.

●● The Hurricane is equipped with with pressure or
butterfly brake

●●

●● Demand oriented types of

wheels
●● Breathable back covers
●● Anatomic back prevents

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
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pressure ulcers
Carbon fibre reinforced
or aluminium welded side
guards
Leg fixation belts
Leg protection cushion for
pressure ulcer prevention
Wheel bag
Hand compressor
Universal rucksack
Swivel-away push handles /
fix / without

From the bright side.
The steering fork is made
from one piece and combines enormous stability with
optimal driving performance.
Steering wheels from 55
- 150 mm can be chosen
depending on
the field of
application and
type of use.

E V E RY D AY

Hurricane Technology
Every Hurricane is unique!
Hurricane Technology is made-to-measure, every measure is precisely adjusted to the
centimetre or degree. The
Hurricane offers the most
individual and demandoriented adaptation to the
abilities of the client.

Active wheelchairs

Finally a precision device for every day!
Only the Hurricane Everyday can provide this, because it has the technology that regularly carries the German basketball team to
success! Thus, the Hurrricane also accompanies Ben Döring, Lars Lehmann and Andreas Kress in their exciting everyday life. If it is in
the shopping centre, sightseeing in the city or relaxing in the park, the Hurricane is the most reliable partner you could wish for.

Technical data
Seat width

acc. to individual dimension

Width unfolded

Depending on seat width and camber

Seat depth

acc. to dimension

Seat height front/rear in cm
Overall height

max. 53

User weight

120

Empty weight
Permitted overall
weight
Transport weight

8,9
128,9
5,6

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

610 (24")

Back height in cm

from 22

Driving wheel

635 (25")

Arm support height

acc. to dimension

Length with foot support

acc. to dimension

Length without foot support

acc. to dimension

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

E V E RY D AY

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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hurricane technology
hurricane 1.880
If there is a need for a
made-to-measure solution...

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● As a technology category

●● The Hurricane is a made-

●● Optimal operation features

●● Anatomic back prevents

the Hurricane captivates with four essential
features:
●● Weight reduction due to a

special aluminium alloy
●● Increased stability due to

a special artificial ageing
process
●● Improved driving be-

haviour through highstrength components (e.g.
axle or steering fork)
●● Hurricane Technology
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features create a driving
performance and durability
that could not be better or
more economic.

to-measure wheelchair;
every dimension is fit
exactly to the centimetre or degree, for the
footboard even to the
millimetre.
●● The Hurricane therefore

offers the most individual
and requirement oriented
adaptation to the abilities
of the user.

make it possible for the
user to propel the wheelchair with handrims and
to remove the wheels for
transport.

●●

●●

●● The Hurricane is equip-

ped with with pressure or
butterfly brake

Accessories
●● Spoke guard
●● Demand oriented types of

wheels
●● Fibreglass reinforced side
guards
●● Breathable back covers

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

pressure ulcers
Carbon fibre reinforced
or aluminium welded side
guards
Footshell is carbon fibre reinforced for foot positioning
Leg fixation belts
Leg protection cushion for
pressure ulcer prevention
Leg fixation
Wheel bag
Hand compressor
Universal rucksack
Easy Shot Function
Swivel-away push handles /
fix / without
Handle for seat "basket"

Directional stability
The welded frame leaves no room for compromise, the chassis
reacts directly to the client's driving power. The economy cannot be denied since the clear frame form gives no cause for
repairs.

Tetra Lowpoint C5-C6, Defensive
Rugby sports-wheelchair

Enormously sturdy
The Oversize axle with its diameter of 25 mm offers enormous
stability and durability, and the
innovative quick-release mechanism prevents wheel play.

Tetra Highpoint C7-C8,
Offensive sports-wheelchair

Active
Standard
wheelchairs

Really innovative
Prevention of pressure ulcers
that already begins with the
wheelchair; the flexible back
tube ends of the Hurricane
reduce the risk of pressure
sores "from the start“, and
the soft leather upholstery
gives a comfortable posture.
Combined with the breathable back rest cover even air
circulation is provided for.

Clear forms

Tennis - Badminton - Dance
sports-wheelchair

Technical data
Seat width

acc. to individual dimension

Width unfolded

Depending on seat width and camber

Seat depth

acc. to dimension

Seat height front/rear in cm
Overall height

max. 53

User weight

120

Empty weight
Permitted overall
weight
Transport weight

11
131
8

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

610 (24")

Back height in cm

from 22

Driving wheel

635 (25")

Arm support height

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

660 (26")

Length with foot support

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

710 (28")

Length without foot support

acc. to dimension

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra.de
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Fully basketball equipped
Hornet 1.878

Fields of
application
The Hornet combines top
quality with international
standards in wheelchair
sports and an unbeatable
price!
Designed for private sale,
here at last is the answer
for wheelchair athletes
without wheelchair sponsors!

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● European standard axle di-

●● The Hornet's driving

●● Leg fixation

mension and wheel camber
●● The 4 frame versions follow

the international system of
classification
●● The height of the back can

be adjusted up to 4 cm in
1 cm steps. The back rest
contour can be adjusted
thanks to the adjustable
back
●● The footboard is adjustable

in height, depth and angle.
Shank length adjustable
from 33 - 51 cm
●● The frame weight is 14 kg
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ready to start
●● User weight is up to 120 kg

performance and manouverability accomodates
the wheelchair basketball
player due to its tuned
chassis.
●● Welded defence guards

and anti-tip-wheel mean
that all options necessary
for the game are standard
parts of the wheelchair.

●● Leg protection cushion
●● TUFO tyres
●● Handrims, titanium with 6

brackets (pair)
●● Chest belt
●● Special airpump for high

pressure tyres
●● Seat plate
●● Rear wheel Spinnergy Spox
●● Hand and spoke guard
●● Replacement tyres 24“ and

26“
●● Strapping belt Bodyfix
●● Seat cushion soft or firm

3, 5, 8, 10 cm

Footplate
The height, depth and angle
of the footplate are adjustable for all shank lengths
from 33 - 51 cm! The feet
are positioned securely by a
raised edge.

Anti-tip-wheel
The anti-tip-wheel is welded
in place and height-adjustable.

European Standard
The defence guard is welded
in place. Side elements position the strapping belt. The
axle dimension and camber
are of European standard.

Complete delivery
includes:
Wheels, tyres, handrims,
side guards, footplate, seat
and back belts, seat cushion, strapping belt, welded
defence guard and anti-tipwheel.
Complete basketball
features and 4 frame versions for value-conscious
beginners motivated
us to develop this new
frame concept. With only
5 possible areas of choice
the configuration of the
Hornet saves lots of time!

Active wheelchairs

Seat
The height of the back can be
adjusted up to 4 cm in 1 cm
steps; the back rest contour is
adjustable as usual.

Technical data

We guarantee 100% conformity to regulations according to IWBF rules at the time of delivery!

Version

1

2

3

4

Seat width in cm

36 -42

36 -42

36 -42

36 -42

User weight

120

Seat depth in cm

36 -42

36 -42

36 -42

36 -42

14

650

650

700

700

Back height in cm

36 - 40

33 - 37

26 - 30

21 - 25

Empty weight
Permitted overall
weight
Transport weight

Seat height front/rear in cm

48 / 35

48 / 38

53 / 48

53 / 53

Driving wheel

610 (24")

SB + 460

SB + 460

SB + 490

SB + 490

Driving wheel

660 (26")

33 - 43

33 - 44

38 - 50

38 - 51

250 x 433

220 x 424

195 x 403

145 x 403

90°

90°

90°

90°

anpassbar

anpassbar

anpassbar

anpassbar

Frame length in mm

Overall width in mm
LSL in cm
Side element H x L in mm
Back angle fix
Back support belt

Wheel camber, fix

134
9

16°

Scater

80 mm

Anti-tip-wheel

80 mm

Handrim

V2A

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm
Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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absolutely individual
Offence 1.879

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● The Offence is a made-to-

●● The Offence is fit to the

●● Optimal operation features

●● Spoke guard

measure wheelchair. The
welded frame offers an
optimum in driving performance and adaptability to
the driving abilities of the
user.
●● The firmly welded side

elements supports positioning and stabilises. The
millimetre exact height
and angle adjustment of
the footboard allow an
optimal adaptation.
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user in all dimensions to
the centimetre and, therefore, offers the necessary
adaptations to the abilities
and demands of the user
in order to obtain, expand
or gain further skills.

make it possible for the
user to propel the wheelchair with handrims and
to remove the wheels for
transport

●● Demand oriented types of

wheels
●● Carbon fibre reinforced seat

unit
●● Aluminium side guards
●● Leg fixation belts
●● Padded leg protection for

pressure ulcer prevention
●● Leg fixation
●● Wheel bag
●● Hand compressor

Chassis
The chassis is exactly aligned to the wheel size and adaptability
and skills of the user.

Active
Standard
wheelchairs

Armrests
It gives support because it is
firmly welded into the wheel
circumference.
Also as a bracket with straps
for fastening above the
pelvis.

Footboard

The frame
On the Offence the frame is
firmly welded and combines
precise driving behaviour
with lightness and economic
aspects. This wheelchair lives
up to all expectations.

From the bright side.
Whether with or without
deflector - that depends on
the field of use. The deflector
can be refitted!

Technical data
Seat width in cm

acc. to individual dimension

Width unfolded

depends on the respective wheel camber

Seat depth

acc. to dimension

Seat height front/rear in cm
Overall height

max. 53

User weight

120

Empty weight
Permitted overall
weight
Transport weight

12,5
132,5
9,0

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

610 (24")

Back height in cm

from 22

Driving wheel

660 (26")

Arm support height

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

710 (28")

Length with foot support

acc. to dimension

Length w/o foot support

acc. to dimension

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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absolutely variable
offence pro 1.879

Fields of
application
●● The Offence Pro is a fixed

frame wheelchair whose
welded frame brings
an optimum in driving
performance and makes
the adaptation to the
driving abilities of the user
possible without changing
the running features of the
chassis.
●● Its job is to optimise and

respond to abilities

Adjustment
●● The Offence Pro is adjus-
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ted to the centimetre to
the user. It is also available

Adjustment
in standard width, seat
depth and back height
measurements. In this way
precision can be provided
economically.
●● The exact adjustability of

the rear seat height offers
the necessary possibility of
adaptation to the changes
of the user.
●● The exact adjustment of

the footboard allows for
a therapeutically optimal
accommodation.
●● Back angle and back rest

contour complete the
ergonomically optimal
positioning

Operation

Accessories

●● Optimal operation features

●● Spoke guard

make it possible for the
user to propel the wheelchair with handrims, to
remove the wheels for
transport and to fold the
back down onto the seat

●● Demand oriented types of

wheels
●● Carbon fibre reinforced seat

unit
●● Aluminium side guards
●● The footplate is carbon fibre

reinforced to position the
feet
●● Leg fixation or trunk stabili-

sation straps
●● Padded leg protection for

decubitus prophylaxis
●● Leg fixation
●● Wheel bag
●● Hand compressor

Active
Standard
wheelchairs

Chassis
The chassis offers the stability of the Offence with a millimetre
exact adaptability of the rear seat height and axle.
Footboard
angle, depth and height
adjustable. The feet are positioned therapeutically correct.

Wheel camber

millimetre exact
Whether standard dimensions or personal for therapeutic reasons, individual
dimensions, the Offence Pro
offers both options.

Solid protection
The refittable deflector is
mounted to the frame with
highly tensile adapters.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

32

Width unfolded

34

36

38

40

43

Depending on seat width and camber

Seat depth

36 / 38 / 40 / 42 / 44 / 46

Seat height front/rear in cm
Overall height

47 / 49 / 51 / 53

45

User weight

120

Empty weight
Permitted overall
weight
Transport weight

12
132
7,8

acc. to dimension (min. 33 , max. 53)

Driving wheel

610 (24")

Back height in cm

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

660 (26“)

Arm support height

24 / 26 / 28 / 30 / 32 / 34 / 36 / 38 / 40 / 42 / 44

Length with foot support

acc. to dimension

Length w/o foot support

acc. to dimension

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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M

obility means learning by movement and is an elemental basic
need and an important therapeutic aspect in the treatment of physically handicapped children and youngsters. Motivation for independent activity and the pleasure
of movement influence the sensomotoric
and psychosocial development. Provision
with a wheelchair at an early stage, and the
mobility it offers, enable the child to deal
with the social surroundings, leading to independence and autonomy.

.

Motivation to learn, to explore the
environment and collect new experiences
are important steps for the development of
the personality of children.

6.

Children and adolescent
portrait wheelchairs

Children + adolescent wheelchairs

brix...............................................................106 - 111...................
MEX-s..........................................................112 - 113.............
MEX-X.........................................................114 - 117.............
Rox-s...........................................................118 - 121...............
FX ONE junior...................................122 - 123...............
x2 junior................................................124 - 125.................
Hurricane junior........................126 - 127..........
Seaty Active sitzschale.......128 - 129.............
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Ingeniously simple
Brix 1.123

Fields of
application
●● For implementation in

early encouragement and
kindergarten, as well as
in everyday life and in the
family
●● For medical provision

during earliest infancy

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Mini/midi/maxi frame
●● Seat unit independent from

●● Optimal driving and hand-

●● Pressure brake for driver and

●●
●●

●● Active provision for chil-

dren of about 2 to 7 years
of age
●● As supplementation to

walking education for
alternative motion possibilities
●● As a replacement for a

rehab buggy
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●●
●●

●●
●●

the wheelchair frame and
individually adjustable
Seat widths from 18 to
36 cm
Back height and
angle, seat height and
angle adjustable
Seat depths from 18 to
36 cm
Seat adapter for more
space for the legs with
short seat depths
Size adapting provision
concept
Low weight and
high-quality chassis

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

ling performance
Infinitely variable adaption
and very flexible adjustment possibilities
Ergonomic push bow /
push handles
Handrim drive
Seat depth adjustable
without tools
Push bow / push handles
height adjustable
Arm supports removable
Shank length adjustable
One-piece footplate, angle
adjustable
Pressure brake, brake for
attendant (option)
Swivel-away support
castor

attendant
●● Seat belt
●● Light construction wheels
●● Reflectors
●● Spoke guard
●● Maxgrepp Ergo handrims

22“/24“
●● Push bow / push handles
●● X-Trend items
●● 2. Support castor
●● Seaty seat cushion
●● Seaty Active moulded seat

system

The right selection is
decisive!
The childhood years are the
most forming, but also the
most receptive. This is why
early encouragement is decisive for the development
of the child. The little BRIX,
from a seat width of 18 cm
and a weight from about
8.5 kg is a helpful companion
in
this
phase.
Children are well tended for
a long period of time because
the profile of the arched
frame also enables the parents to simply accomplish
the adjustment possibilities
of seat, back and seat angle.
BRIX works ingeniously simple!

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

As much wheelchair as needed and as much child cart as possible – that is the definition of the new BRIX children wheelchair. Here we did not only shrink an adult wheelchair but created from the views of the children and parents. Light materials,
practical handling and colourful design – everything is totally different and a success. Children feel comfortable, it is easier for the
parents and the effect is integrative.

Technical data

Brix
20“

18-36 cm

18-28 cm

20-34 cm

36-41 cm 33-42 cm

460-640 (6°)
540-720 (11°)

675 mm

650 mm

40 kg

84-99°

14-26 cm

22“

18-36 cm

22-32 cm

20-34 cm

41-46 cm 38-47 cm

460-640 (6°)
540-720 (11°)

675 mm

670 mm

40 kg

84-99°

18-29 cm

24“

18-36 cm

26-36 cm

20-34 cm

45-50 cm 42-51 cm

460-640 (6°)
540-720 (11°)

675 mm

675 mm

40 kg

84-99°

21-32 cm

Maxi

Midi

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Mini
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Ingeniously simple
Brix 1.123
A place for children
Standard
• M
 ini/midi frame with
20"/ 22" wheels
• Back and seat angle
adjustment
• Push bar
• Footplate angle adjustable
• Seat depth adjustable without tools

Ingeniously simple!
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Hole profile
The arched hole profile of
the side frame is extremely
variable for the adjustments
of the seat and back unit,
armrest and leg support, seat
angle and seat height.

Side frame
The side frame is positioned
slightly above the drive
wheels and supports the
body at the side.

Push bar
Height and angle adjustable
bar. It can be folded together.
Height adjustable push handles optional.

Wheel guard
The transparent wheel guard
can be repositioned and
removed or attached with
one hand.

Centimetre exact work
The seat depth can easily be
adjusted in 1 centimetre steps
through clips.

The personal appearance
Your personal photo or drawing is always protected.

Rear brake
Brake for attendant. Safety
first!

Seat adapter
Seat adapter for short seat
depths and more space for
the legs in the front.

Support castors
Secure hold through serial
support castor. Two support
castors also possible!

New colours available!
Green metallic
Orange metallic
Matte black

Round forms and a colourful variety – that is how the
BRIX presents itself. Favourite
colours for frame and covers
can be combined down to
your whim. Butterflys or dolphins as cheerful fellows decorate the spoke guards. And of
course there is room for a cuddly toy. Feel free to select, get
in and enjoy moving playfully.
Welcome in BRIX!

Spoke guard "BUTTERFLY"

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

Round forms and a colourful variety

Spoke guard "Fish"

Wheel camber
Open for everything with
wheel camber, 6° and 11°.

Push bar
The push bar is fixed at the
circular profile.

Maxgrepp handrims
Closes the gap between
handrim and wheel for more
hand rest area and safe hold.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Ingeniously simple!
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Maximum space for children
Brix Maxi 1.123

Maximum space for taller children!
Light materials, practical handling and a
cool design meld together in the BRIX Maxi.
Different viewing angles and new approaches
change the previously known. The maxi frame
with 24" wheels and an adjustable seat depth
of up to 36 cm was developed for taller people and rounds up the BRIX family. BRIX maxi
looks grown up without the push bar and can
be equipped with it at any time.

Support castors
Secure hold through serial
support castor. Two support
castors also possible!

Brake
Ergonomical pressure brake
integrated into the hole
profile.

From the rear
Without the push bar the Brix
maxi looks more grown up.

Transparent
The transparent wheel guard
can be repositioned.

Technical data

Brix
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20“

18-36 cm

18-28 cm

20-34 cm

36-41 cm 33-42 cm

460-640 (6°)
540-720 (11°)

675 mm

650 mm

40 kg

84-99°

14-26 cm

22“

18-36 cm

22-32 cm

20-34 cm

41-46 cm 38-47 cm

460-640 (6°)
540-720 (11°)

675 mm

670 mm

40 kg

84-99°

18-29 cm

24“

18-36 cm

26-36 cm

20-34 cm

45-50 cm 42-51 cm

460-640 (6°)
540-720 (11°)

675 mm

675 mm

40 kg

84-99°

21-32 cm

Standard

Optional accessories





 	Back and seat angle adjustable
	Seat depth adjustable up to

Push bow / push handles

 	Maxgrepp Ergo handrims 24“
 	Spoke guard

36 cm

	Seat belt

Footplate angle adjustable

	Pressure brake for driver and attendant
2. Support castor

	Lightweight constructed wheels
Reflectors
X-Trend items
Seaty seat cushion
Seaty Active moulded seat system

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

Maxi frame with 24“ wheels
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Childishly easy + strong
Mex-s 1.134

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● The rigid frame

●● Minimalistic rigid frame

●● Very good adaptation to

●● Maxgrepp Ergo handrims

variant complements the
Mex-x to obtain further
advantages regarding weight, stability and driving
performance and thus
reach additional, active
target groups.
●● For active children and

youngsters
●● For application at home

and during recreation
●● For children of kindergar-

ten, nursery school and
school age
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wheelchair with maximum
variability
●● Seat unit independent from

the chassis
●● Front frame abducted
●● 2 frame lengths
●● Wheelbase resp. frame

length adjustable
●● Mex-x compatible

the individual measures of
the child

●● Handrim coating
●● Hand and spoke guard

●● Size adaptable seat unit

●● Wheelbase extender

●● Seat unit height adjustable

●● Head support

and tiltable up to 10°
●● Back angle optionally

adjustable
●● Seat width from

24 – 40 cm
●● Seat depth from

24 - 38 cm
●● Back height from

24 - 40 cm

●● Reflectors
●● Therapy table
●● Seaty seat cushion
●● Seaty Active moulded seat

system

Shank length
Very short shank lengths of
14 - 38 cm can be realised.
Simply turn the adapter
around.

The footboard
is depth and angle adjustable
and can easily be folded up
to the rear. This way the child
has even more space when
getting in or changing.

Brake
The brake integrated in the
side guard is positioned for
children and very easy to
activate.

Tipping safety
The plug-in support castor
provides max. safety and can
be swivelled-away to the top
or taken off.

Standard wheelchairs
Children and adolescent

The new Mex-x concept!
Safety for children is the focus of the whole Mex-x family. The joint modular system offers you the choice between a foldable or
rigid frame structure. The size adaptable seat unit makes it a flexible companion. The rigid Mex-s provides all advantages of the
foldable Mex-x with an even lower weight.

Technical data

Seat width

Seat depth Back height Seat height Seat height

Weight

Back angle

LSL

SW+245 mm (3°)
SHR + BH
605 / 665 mm
Midi 24-40 cm 24-34 cm 24-40 cm 34-45 cm 34-45 cm SW+310 mm (6°)
+ 60 mm
SW+370 mm (8°)

75 kg

75-105°

14-38 cm

SHR + BH
670 / 730 mm
+ 60 mm

75 kg

75-105°

14-38 cm

Maxi 24-40 cm 28-38 cm 24-40 cm 37-48 cm 37-48 cm

Overall width

view Midi

Overal height

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Overall Length
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high variability, low ballast
mex-x 1.130

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● For active children and

●● Minimalistic folding

●● Very good adaption to the

●● Maxgrepp Ergo handrims

youngsters
●● For application at home

and in the free time
●● For children of kindergar-

ten, nursery school and
school age

wheelchair with maximum
variability
●● Seat unit independent from

the chassis
●● Abducted front frame
●● 2 frame lengths
●● Wheelbase resp. frame

length adjustable

individual measures of the
child

●● Hand and spoke guard

●● Size adaptable seat unit

●● Wheelbase extender

●● Seat unit height adjustable

●● Head support

and tiltable up to 10°
●● Back angle optional adjus-

table
●● Seat width from 24-40 cm
●● Seat depth from 24-38 cm
●● Back height from 24-40 cm
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●● Handrim coating

●● Brake lever extension
●● Reflectors
●● Seaty seat cushion
●● Seaty Active moulded seat

system

High variability low ballast!
The abducted low front frame
provides children with a lot of
space to move when getting
in or changing. Light materials, a straight construction
and design without frills keep
the mex-x lightweight and
create optimal movability and
a brilliant handling. Easiness
and maximal variability unite
in mex-x.

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

mex-x - a concept for the future – a wheelchair especially developed for children. The specialties: The seat unit is independent from the chassis which offers enormous adjustment variances. 2 frame lengths round off the concept. The wheelbase can be
chosen individually. A minimalistic folding wheelchair with maximum possibilities. Just mex-ximal!

Technical data

Seat width

Seat depth Back height Seat height Seat height

Weight

Back angle

LSL

SW+245 mm (3°)
SHR + BH
605 / 665 mm
Midi 24-40 cm 24-34 cm 24-40 cm 34-45 cm 34-45 cm SW+310 mm (6°)
+ 60 mm
SW+370 mm (8°)

75 kg

75-105°

14-38 cm

SHR + BH
670 / 730 mm
+ 60 mm

75 kg

75-105°

14-38 cm

Maxi 24-40 cm 28-38 cm 24-40 cm 37-48 cm 37-48 cm

Overall width

view Midi

Overal height

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Overall Length
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a concept for the future
mex-x 1.130
i am mex-x
The sportive children
seat
The seat unit shows enormous variability. Seat
widths of 24 - 40 cm, seat
depths of 24 - 38 cm and
back heights of 24 - 40
cm are available.
Additionally they are
height adjustable from
34 - 45 cm resp. 37 - 48
cm and tiltable up to +/10°. To provide a convenient sitting position the
seat frame always ends
flush with the seat belt.
The back angle is optionally adjustable.

I am André!
I am a cowboy!
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The child's own mobility is
the focus! Children want to
move and discover the world.
They need suitable support.
Active adjustment possibilities provide this. mex-x offers
safety and reliability as children need it and that grow as
they grow.

Side guard
The mex-x comes up with
individual possibilities and
great ideas. The side guard is
directly connected with the
drive wheel, so further adjustment is not necessary.

Independent
from the seat adjustment
it simply follows the drive
wheel.

Centimetre exact work
Independent from each other
the side guards can be height
adjusted without steps to the
needs of the user.

Steering wheels
Assembled more to the front
and laterally tilted they provide a high tilting safety.

Footboard
It has a high bearing area, is
depth and angle adjustable
and can effortlessly be folded
up.

Support castors
The support castors are
available as double pack for
absolute safety.

Brake system
The brakes work with very
low operating forces (20 N).

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

Brake handle
The brake is easy to handle
and to grip. Integrated into
the side guard it is independent from the seat adjustment.

Under control
Height adjustable ergonomic
handles facilitate the pushing.

Select your own spoke
guard!
You can select your spoke
guard discs with your favourite picture from blueprince
and Tewo however you like
them best. Please find further
pictures under accessories.

Fits into the...
mex-x can be folded quickly
and small for transport. Simply fold up the footplate...

This is my dream job!

...smallest parking gap
...and fold it! Knuckles under
and instantly gives way.
I'm doing sports.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Individual and size adaptable
Rox-s 1.140

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Suitable especially for

●● Available in 2 sizes

●● The size adaptable seat

●● Anti-tip-wheel

active children and young
people
●● Applicable to children and

young people with hypertension as well as cerebral
palsy or similar handicaps
●● For long term and per-

manent use at home, at
school and in leisure time

(22“ and 24“)
●● Seat width 26 - 40 cm seat

depth 30 – 40 cm
●● Low net weight
●● Seat depth adjustable to

the rear via telescopic back
unit
●● Variable adjustments for

active and moulded seat
system users
●● Serial abducted frame in

front of the seat
●● Back can be hinged and

locked
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unit can be fitted perfectly
●● Sitting ergonomics are

maintained as the correct
knee angle can simply be
readjusted
●● Easy seat height adjust-

ment
●● Widest foot position is

equivalent to the seat
width
●● The leg supports are inte-

grated into the frame
●● Wheelbase and centre of

gravity can be adjusted
individually

●● Height adjustable push

handles
●● Breathable back cover
●● Handrims for tetraplegia

customers
●● Xtrend article
●● Seat cushion
●● Spoke guard
●● Holder for walking aids
●● Drum brake
●● Maxgrepp handrims
●● Head support
●● Seaty seat cushion
●● Seaty Active moulded seat

system
●● 3M spoke reflectors

By means of two sizes and
a size adaptable seat unit
Rox-s provides highest variability with the abducted
Designed
front
frame.
for young people Rox-s
has the highest possible adjustment potential without
(resp. with a minimum of)
auxiliary parts.
The low weight, low sitting
positions with a fantastic
lot of space for the legs and
the optimal centre of gravity make the Rox-s a sportive partner. Due to the
back angle adjustment everybody can fit his sitting position upright and ergonomically correct.
Strong tracking and extremly manoeuvrable –
Rox-s is just cool.

Children and adolescent wheelchairs

Rox-s – appeals to young people. As wheelchair for young people this rigid frame wheelchair has been suited to special needs.

Technical data

Midi

26-40 cm

30-36 cm

25-40 cm

36-45 cm

38-44 cm

SW + 200
mm (1°)

SHR + BH
+ 60 mm

690 - 770
mm

100 kg

72-96°

28-39 cm

Maxi

26-40 cm

34-40 cm

25-40 cm

40-49 cm

41-47 cm

SW + 200
mm (1°)

SHR + BH
+ 60 mm

760 - 840
mm

100 kg

72-96°

33-44 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Individual and size adaptable
Rox-s 1.140

Rox-s offers highest variability
For both the midi frame
with the 22“ drive
wheels or the maxi
frame with the 24“ drive
wheels the wheelbase
and the centre of gravity
can be adjusted individually.
Flexible adjustment
possibilities of the seat
unit provide the perfect
wheelchair provision.
Seat widths from 26 40 cm and seat depths
from 30 – 40 cm can be
reached.
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Stylish abduction The 26 mm
abduction (per side) has been
elegantly integrated into the
front frame as standard and
the seat front edge abduction
is always carried out completely.

Extremly manoeuvrable
The firmly welded steering
wheel mounting in sportive
"box design" makes the
Rox-s very sporty. The wheelbase is manipulated by exchanging the steering forks
from one side to the other.
Short wheelbase for dynamic
manoeuvrability and long
wheelbase for best stability.

Children and adolescent wheelchairs

Hendrik Fritz: We all love sports. I play wheelchair basketball, that's really action. My father is the family coach and also with
archery gets us to shoot the target. When my friends are here we really have a great time. I also love to go to the cinema or simply
cruising around with my Rox-s.

The collapsible side guards
can simply be folded in front
of the back.

Lockable back
For transport the back can be
folded down and locked.

Integrated footplate
The footplate is integrated
into the frame, depth and
angle adjustable and available
in 2 sizes. The shank length
can be adjusted.

The telescopic back
allows a seat depth adjustment by 6 cm to the rear.
This way the abducted frame
always has the same distance
to the knee.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Trendy colours for frame
and upholstery and cool
spoke guards for younger
and older teens
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Rigid. Pure. Ingenious.
Fx One junior 1.150-351

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Especially suited for young

●● 2 frame forms

●● The user can be positioned

●● Anti-tip-wheel

people without lower
extremities functions,
tailor-made for all paraplegic users
●● Suitable for users with

very low arm strength due
to its formidable running
features and low empty
weight.
●● For long term and perma-

nent provision at home,
in school and during
recreation

●● 9 seat widths, 4 seat depths

and 5 back heights
●● LSL adjustable, the footboard

is adjustable in depth and
angle
●● The axle can be adjusted in 9

horizontal positions.
●● Deep sitting position
●● Castor stem always 90° to

the road surface
●● Castor stem low-mainte-

nance type
●● Side guards can be folded up

independently from the
chassis within the seat
frame.
●● Simple sideward transfer

through smooth transition
of front frame and seat
surface
●● The side guards can be

swivelled in front of the
back, the back folded onto
the seat for transport.
●● Brakable via pressure

brake

●● Back with folding mechanism ●● The balance point of the
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●● Optimised driving perfor-

mance
●● Smooth car transfer

wheelchair is optimally
determined for simple
loading.

●● Locking strap for back
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

support
Height adjustable push
handles
Breathable back cover
Tetraplegic handrims
Xtrend item
Shunting castor
Seat cushion
Spoke guard
Walking aid holder
Calf belt
Drum brakes
Maxgrepp handrims
Head support
Seaty seat cushion
Seaty Active moulded seat
system

The youth movement
Young people need movement,
but also reliability. The rigid
frame wheelchair presents itself
with an open frame concept,
agile and rigid. Premium materials,
best workmanship and enormous
knowledge are the allies in the design of this innovative wheelchair.
Little weight, deep sitting position,
perfect balance point and many
adjustment possibilities unite the
stability in sitting with the dynamics
of motion. Practical finesse like the
folding mechanism let the back support be folded and locked into place.
The transition from the front frame
to seat surface is fluent and designed
in a transfer friendly fashion. True to
the track with perfect straight running features and extremely agile the
FX ONE is a sportive partner for more
than everyday use. It is searching for
the young, demanding driver upon
the paraplegics, tetraplegics and cerebral palsy afflicted.

Children and adolescent wheelchairs

Kevin Holstein: I have a lot of plans.
I have been growing up with my handicap and in the wheelchair. By now I am more demanding on my wheelchair. It has to be
quick, must be able to take a lot and have a cool look. Right now I'm in the 7th year in school and getting by there quite well. My
dreamjob: Millionaire.

Further features under model 1.150 FX ONE.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

variable 30 - 46

Width unfolded mm

at 1° SW +190, at 3° SW + 220, 6° SW + 270

Seat depth in cm

34 - 40

Seat height front/rear in cm

43 - 48 / 35 - 48 at 22“ and 45 - 50 / 37 - 50 at 24“ - wheels

Seat angle
Overall height in mm
Back height in cm
Back angle

User weight

120

Empty weight
Permitted
overall weight
Transport weight

11
131
8

max. 18°

Driving wheel

560 (22“)

600 (back folded down) - 1000

Driving wheel

610 (24“)

25 - 45
72 ° - 96°

Length with foot support in mm 760 - 870 (depends on the frame length, wheel size and axle position)
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Cool on the road
x2 Junior 3.351-351

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● For active taller kids or

●● Extremely light and com-

●● Foldable

●● Step bar

●● Handrim drive

●● Padded leg protection

●● Variable back angle adjust-

●● Brake lever extension

adolescents with the
provision goals enhancement, compensation,
independence and mobility
through exact, demand
oriented adaptation
●● For long term and perma-

nent provision at home,
in school and during
recreation

pact folding wheelchair
with slanted front chassis
●● Active provision concept

with adjustment quality
from seat width 28–46 cm
and seat depth 32-38 cm,
lower shank length from
30 cm
●● Many adjustment possibili-

ties to functional changes
●● Especially light running

through rigid frame driving
performance
●● Back adaptable belt
●● Arm and leg supports selec-
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table
●● Wheel camber adjustable

ment up to 15°
●● Push handles optionally

height adjustable
●● Arm supports removable,

lockable and swivel-away,
optionally height adjustable
●● One-piece footboard or

single footplates depth
adjustable
●● Adjustable lower shank

length
●● Pressure brake, drum bra-

ke for attendant (option)

●● Chrome edition
●● Folding lock
●● Heel cup
●● Reflectors
●● Hand compressor
●● Walking aid holder
●● X-trends accessories
●● Accessory net
●● Spoke guard
●● Maxgrepp handrims
●● Seaty seat cushion
●● Seaty Active moulded seat

system

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

Everything for the feet
footboard locking or without
Excellent for the back
Whether with single foot- the X 2 junior meets every
Sitting upright and ergonomiplates or the one-piece
demand!
cally correct in every position
footplate, whether with
with the back angle adjustment.
This is how you discover
the world!
And much more! Become more sure with the anti-tip-wheel, be active and do hand biking with the wheel base extension, stay
mobile with the arm support integrated into the side element - X2 junior offers plenty!
Telescopic push handles
Also this is ergonomics.
Relief for the back!

Technical data
Seat width in cm

28

30

Width unfolded in mm

450

470 490 510 530 550 570 600
30 at 0,5° wheel camber / 35 at 3° wheel camber /
40 at 6° wheel camber
32 / 34 / 36 / 38

Width folded in cm
Seat depth in cm

32

34

36

38

40

43

46

User weight

630 Empty weight
Permitted
overall weight
Transport weight

120
ab 10
130
7,5

Seat height front/rear in cm

44 at 55,5 / 40,5 at 52

Driving wheel

560 (22")

Overall height in mm

800 / 850 / 900 / 950

Driving wheel

610 (24“)

Back height in cm

variable from 30 to 47,5

Arm support height in cm
19 - 25
Length with foot support in
770 - 860 (depends on the frame length, wheel size and axle position)
mm
Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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hurricane technology
Hurricane junior 1.880-355

JUNIOR

If a provision from series is not enough...

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Like his big brother Hur-

●● Hurricane junior means

●● The optimal adjustment

●● Anatomic back with

ricane junior impresses
as a technological class
because of four important
features:
●● Weight reduction due to a

special aluminium alloy
●● Increased stability due to

a special artificial ageing
process
●● Improved driving perfor-

mance through highstrength components (e.g.
axle or steering fork)
●● It is specially suited to the

needs of young people.
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precision work, with
every measurement exact
down to the centimetre
or degree. It offers the
most individual and needs
oriented adaption to the
user's abilities.

possibilities make it possible for the user to drive
the manual wheelchair by
means of handrims, and
to remove the wheels for
transport.
●● The Hurricane can be

braked with pressure or
butterfly brakes

Accessories

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●● Spoke guard

●●

●● Demand oriented types of

●●

wheels
●● Carbon fibre reinforced
seat unit
●● Breathable back covers

●●
●●

decubitus prophylaxis
Side guards are carbon
fibre reinforced or welded
aluminium
Footshell carbon fibre reinforced for foot positioning
Leg fixation belts
Padded leg protection for
decubitus prophylaxis
Leg fixation
Wheel bag
Hand compressor
Easy Shot Function
Swivel-away push
handles / fix / without
Handle for seat basket

From the bright side. The
steering fork is made from
one piece and combines
enormous stability with
optimal steering
behaviour. Steering wheels from
55 - 150 mm
can be chosen
depending on
the purpose and
surface.

Really innovative
A decubitus prophylaxis
that already begins with the
wheelchair; the flexible back
tubes ends of the Hurricane
reduce the risk of pressure
sores "from the start“, and
the soft leather upholstery
gives a comfortable sitting
experience without the fear
of decubitus. Combined
with the breathable back
cover even air circulation is
provided for.

Children and adolescent wheelchairs

Hurricane Technology is not just for sports "stars“. Sports can be an important factor in a self-determined and independent life
for young people. They have their role models and identify with them. Hurricane junior will go along with them and offers a technology that cannot be stopped

Technical data
Seat width

acc. to individual dimension

Width unfolded

Depending on seat width and camber

Seat depth

acc. to dimension

Seat height front/rear in cm
Overall height

max. 53

User weight

75

Empty weight
Permitted overall
weight
Transport weight

7,5
82,5
4

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

610 (24")

Back height in cm

from 22

Driving wheel

635 (25")

Arm support height

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

660 (26")

Length with foot support

acc. to dimension

Driving wheel

710 (28")

Length without foot support

acc. to dimension

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Individual seat system
Seaty Active

SEATY seat and back unit Code 1066355 (up to SW 30 cm)
Code 1066354 (from SW 30 cm, see wheelchair dimensions)

ve

acti

Integrated thorax pads provide a light guide in the chest area and
excellent lateral hold. The trunk is additionally stabilised through
the waist shaping and the lumbar column support with Velcro
fastenings. The handrims can be reached comfortably due to
the optimal seat unit position in the folding wheelchair or rigid
frame wheelchair. A back angle adjustment is also possible with
moulded seat system.
Seaty seat cushion
Code 1066353

SEATY can be quickly and easily removed from the wheelchair.
With a belt system around the push handles and an aluminium
bracket under the seat it is fixed in the wheelchair without tools.

Seaty Active

Advantages

The anatomically formed seat and back unit
ve
acti is an individual seat system for maximal
seat comfort.

●● Low weight

Due to the aluminium light construction it offers a
low weight.
The covers are made of spacing weave which
is breathable and offers a very good climate
exchange. If required, an incontinence cover can be
ordered.
The anatomical seat form stabilises through the
pelvis hollow and provides ideal support of the rear
spines.
optimally fits into the wheelchair appearance and forms an harmonic unity.
ve

acti
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●● Fast and easy assembly
●● Breathable or incontinence

cover
●● Optimal anatomical shape

in the seat area (pelvis
hollow, support of the rear
spines)
●● The seat component

is clamped between
the cross braces of the
wheelchair
●● Excellent leg positioning

due to anatomical knee
cut-out and integrated

abduction wedge
●● Semicircular clamping

of the back component
between the back tubes
(concave back)
●● Lateral hold by means of

integrated thorax pads
and waist shaping
●● Lumbar column support

with Velcro fastenings

Order sheet
Seaty Active

ve

Seat width
Seat width
(Seat cushion)

Seat width
Seat width
(Seat cushion)

19 cm
21 cm
23 cm
25 cm
27 cm
29 cm
31 cm
33 cm
35 cm
37 cm
39 cm
40 cm
41 cm
43cm

18 cm
20 cm
22 cm
24 cm
26 cm
28 cm
30 cm
32 cm
34 cm
36 cm
38 cm
40 cm
42 cm
43cm
44 cm
46 cm

14 cm
Code 1066355

17 cm

16 cm
18 cm
20 cm
22 cm
24 cm
26 cm
28 cm
30 cm
32 cm

Code 1066354

18 cm
20 cm
22 cm
24 cm
26 cm
28 cm
30 cm
32 cm
34 cm
36 cm
38 cm
40 cm
42 cm
43cm
44 cm
46 cm

15 cm

Seat depth

34 cm
36 cm
38 cm
39 cm
40 cm
42 cm

18 cm
20 cm
22 cm
24 cm
26 cm
28 cm
30 cm
32 cm
34 cm
36 cm
38 cm
40 cm
42 cm
43cm
44 cm
46 cm

Seat depth

Back height up to
shoulder blade

18 cm
20 cm
22 cm
24 cm
26 cm
28 cm
30 cm
32 cm
34 cm
36 cm
38 cm
40 cm
42 cm
43cm
44 cm
46 cm

18 cm
20 cm
22 cm
24 cm
26 cm
28 cm
30 cm
32 cm
34 cm
36 cm
38 cm
40 cm
42 cm
43cm
44 cm
46 cm

ve

Anatomically formed seat and back unit**
Seat dimensions
Wheelchair dimensions

acti

Anatomically formed seat*
Seat dimensions
Wheelchair dimensions

Children and adolescent wheelchairs

acti

other:

____ cm
 Anatomically formed seat

Anatomically formed seat and back unit

Code
1066353

Code 1066355
Code 1066354

Breathable cover

black

dark blue

(up to SW 30 cm)
(from SW 30 cm)

light blue

Incontinence material black
(only for seat cushion)

Please consider the relevant wheelchair dimensions!
Wheelchair model: ________________________________
* Due to the anatomically formed seat cushion the seat height raises by 3 cm
** Incl. lordosis support with Velcro fastenings

ve Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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7.

Auxiliary
portrait
drives

Auxiliary drives

servomatic.............................................. 132 - 133..........

Reinforcing the remaining strength
servomatic Auxiliary drive

Many therapeutic fields of application

Operation

●● Servomatic increases the re-

●● Smaller elevations can be

●● Motors are located in the

overcome independently:
ramps outside the door,
uneven or inclined surfaces, kerbstones are no
hindrance anymore.

wheel hubs of the rear
wheels. The wheelchair
is propelled like a manual
wheelchair through the
handrims.

maining strength of the user
when driving and braking.
●● The remaining mobility is

used and enhanced. The
user is able to drive the
wheelchair despite little
remaining strength.
●● As an alternative to an

indoor wheelchair: with Servomatic the user can drive
the wheelchair bilaterally
with both arms and reach
his rehabilitation goals.
●● Independent motion (with

132

little remaining muscle
power) can be integrated

into therapy early on. The
user learns the required
movement patterns.
●● Manual, active driving

enhances the raising of
the torso. This expands
the ribcage and aerates
the lungs better.
●● People with reduced

strength can move
independently indoors
(e.g. geriatric care, MS,
muscular atrophy, muscular dystrophy, slack partial
paralysis of the upper
extremities etc.).

●● Should the Servomatic be-

come unnecessary, wheelchair and Servomatic can
be refurbished separately.

●● Sensitive sensors measure

the power and send the
signal to an electronic device that controls the drive
motors.
●● Also available as hemi-Ser-

vomatic: one-hand drive,
steering by foot.

Plug connection
Both auxiliary drives are connected through a plug.

On/Off switch
The switch is located on the
right-hand side in front of
the battery. If necessary it can
be mounted elsewhere after
consultation ( e.g. near the
handbrake).

Also for hemiplegics
Hemi-propulsion with one
arm
Servomatic supports motion
directions (forward/ backward) and functions (propelling/braking).
22" rear wheels and the
resulting low seat height
make it possible for the user
to steer with his healthy foot.
Motors can always be used
from the left or the right. The
drive information is transferred to the respective opposite side and the motor is
addressed parallel. Decreased
max. speed protects the user
and ensures more driving
safety. Only few changes are

Please note:
• Anti-tip device required
with the use of a Servomatic auxiliary drive.
• Wheel base extension may
not be used.
• Adapter for 12 mm / 0.5
inch quick-release axle
required.
• Rear wheel positions predefined.
• No drumbrake possible.

required to alter the amplifying factor or to change from
standard to hemi.

Reinforcement factor
1.5
3.0

Technical data
Weight

Size

100

Drive left

5,4

22“ or 24 x 1 3/8“

90

Drive right

6,6

22“ or 24 x 1 3/8“

80

Battery

2,8

Ni MH 6,7 Ah (24 V)

70

Total weight

14,9

60

Battery charger

1,1

50

Range

max. 15 km

1,5 fold reinforcement

40

Total width ca.

Seat width

+ 22 cm

30

Handrim distance

25 mm

20

Max. user weight see wheelchair (120 kg)

10

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

0

Motor

Motor
Total power in %

Name

Replacement of the battery within seconds
Powerful nickel-metal hydride
battery (NiMH). Charger
included. NiMH-batteries are
more durable and environmentally safe than the
better known NiCd-batteries.
Charging time 2-3 hours.

Auxiliary drives

Easy and quick assembly/
disassembly

Person

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

2 wheel sizes for
Servomatic:
• 24“ wheel
• 22“ wheel for children and
hemiplegics
2 reinforcement versions:
• Version 1.5. high torque
for active people (chromeplated handrims)
• Version 3.0. with low
activation point for people
with little remaining
strength

Person
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T

he more extreme the handicap, the
more important are even the smallest steps, that mean movement. The
MEYRA and ORTOPEDIA power wheelchairs
have helped many people in the past years to
remain independent and mobile. Though the
bundling of two strong brands we have the
advantage of being individually responsive
to the diversity of demands of handicapped
and elderly people. As a group we utilise the
bundling of experience and abilities in order
to allow further potentials for new products
to arise from the synergies

.
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clou.............................................................. 136 - 137................
Power Primus 2.................................... 138 - 139................
ICHAIR MC1................................................. 140 - 141............
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power
portrait
wheelchairs

POWER wheelchairs

Clou

The small folder
Clou 9.500

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● At home, in school, at

●● Seat width of 38 - 48 cm

●● Speed steplessly pre-selec-

●● Battery container contacts

work or in a home

can be adjusted via the
arm rests.

●● Transport by means of

a foldable frame and
removable parts makes
it small enough even for
small cars.
●● For people who have

clearly defined demands
on their wheelchair and
hardly any change in functionality.
●● When the wheelchair user

still has adequate torso
stability.
●● As a transport aid it can be
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operated by an attendant
who is unable to push a
manual wheelchair.

●● Various arm rests
●● Various leg rests
●● Different seat and back

systems
●● Swivel-away operating

module (optional)
●● Programmable driving

performance
●● Various joysticks

table up to 6 km/h
●● Central brake release user-

operated
●● The wheelchair can be

locked via software
●● Battery easy to recharge by

connecting it to the operating module

have reverse battery protection
●● Error diagnosis via battery

status display or programming device or PC software
●● Lighting
●● Rear-view mirror
●● Stair climber

●● Automatic battery contact

●● Safety belts

●● Easy transfer as the arm

●● Steering for attendant

rests can be removed completely
●● The wheelchair can be fol-

ded for transport, the back
can be removed

●● Walking aid holder
●● Canopy
●● Pelvic belt
●● Therapy table
●● Operating hour counter

Brake
The brake features central
release and provides safety.

Battery
The battery is easy to remove
after the seat has been
folded up.

Lighting
Lighting is optionally available.
Code 932

folded
The Clou can be folded to a
compact size.

Clou with additional options
The Clou optionally offers further equipment.

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Operating module
Operating module with battery status display, On/Off
switch, driving steps pre-set,
horn and light switch.

Clou

Adjustable seat and back
The back rest is user friendly
and removable for transport.
Code 4285 and 4239

Technical data
38 - 48 /
43 - 48
43

Seat width in cm
Seat depth in cm 1)
Back rest height
without cushion in cm
Shank length in cm 1)
Arm rest height in cm
Front seat height in cm
Length with leg rests in mm
Length w/o leg rests in mm
Width min./max. in mm
Height w/o head rest in mm

790

Max. additional loading

930

Performance

40

Front wheel size

200 x 50 (8") Driving speeds in km/h

40 - 54

Rear wheel size

320 x 60 (12,5") Motor performance W

19 - 30

Max. obstacle height in mm

51
1)

Transport dimension Length
in mm
Transport height in mm min.

Turning radius in mm

60
1000

1100

Weights in kg

790

Empty transport weight min.

66

User weight max.

120

Zulässiges Gesamtgewicht

210

590 / 665
910

Max. driving range km 2)
Permitted gradient
Type of steering

10

6
2 x 230
30
12%
indirect

Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54), Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45), Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61), Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch
1) with standard leg rest			

Clou

2) under testing conditions with maintenance free battery 33 Ah (5h), 38 Ah (20h)

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Where agility counts
Power primus 2 2.432

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Especially compact measu-

●● Seat width from 38 - 48

●● It is easy to learn and re-

●● Seat belt

rements make it ideal for
mobility at home, at work
and in the office.
●● Individually removable battery

containers with maintenance-free drive batteries make
loading easy.
●● The chassis, with steel forks

cm can be adjusted at the
arm rests.
●● The height of the arm rest

cushion can be adjusted
variably.
●● Adaptations possible with

different back options.
●● Selection of different leg

in the front and robust alumisupports
nium tyre rims in the back, is
excellently suited to its fields ●● Optional with swivel-away
leg module
of application.
●● For people who have clear

138

expectations of their wheelchair or little change in their
functionality

●● Programmable driving

performance

quires little finger strength.
●● Speed steplessly pre-selec-

table up to 6 km/h
●● Safe for street traffic due

to optional lights
●● Lockable by means of key

combination
●● The wheelchair can be

folded for transport in
vehicles; the back can be
removed.

●● Stair-climber
●● Therapy table
●● Lighting, active
●● Walking aid holder
●● Side cushions
●● Stabilising bar
●● Shoe fastening strap
●● Heel cup
●● Air pump with holder
●● Head support, removable
●● Sliding board
●● Plastic cover
●● Accessory net

Active lighting
with front and rear lights and
indicator
Code 932

The adjustable back cover
can be fitted to the user by
means of Velcro straps
Code 632 back height 40 cm
Code 633 back height 45 cm

Power Primus 2 can be disassembled into light, handy pieces.
The chassis can also be folded up. This makes transport possible even in the boot of a car.

Power WHEELCHAIRS

Separate battery containers
with self-contacting plugs can
simply be removed

Stair-climber
for overcoming obstacles
easily
Code 862

Variable adjustment of the
side guards
makes a seat width from 43
to 48 cm possible.
Smaller seat widths from 38
to 43 cm can be
achieved by means of side
cushions.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

38 - 48

Seat depth in cm

44

Back height in cm

4)

Shank length in cm 4)
Arm rest height in cm 4)
Front seat height in cm

Transport dimension Length in mm

40 / 45

Transport height min. in mm

38 - 52

Front wheel size in mm

19 - 26

Rear wheel size in mm

52

4)

Height w/o head rest in mm 1)

770
520 / 720
2)

230 x 70

3)

User weight max.

120

Permitted overall weight

216

Max. additional loading

10

Performance

356 x 84 (14“) Driving speeds km/h

6

Max. obstacle height in mm

60

Motor performance W

2 x 230

850

Max. driving range km

30 5)

Permitted gradient

12%

Length with leg rests in mm

1020

Turning radius in mm

Length w/o leg rests in mm

770

Weights

Width min./max. in mm

960

620 / 660 Empty transport weight min.

86

Form of steering

indirect

Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54), Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45), Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61), Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch
1) at Back height 45 cm			
4) without seat cushion			

2) without back and arm support
3) without back and arm support: Folded wheelchair, seat pushed down
5) under testing conditions with maintenance free battery 38 Ah (5h), 45 Ah (20h)

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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THE COMPACT AND INTELLIGENT START
iChair mc1 1.610
AN AGILE AND RELIABLE ELECTRIC
INDOOR-OUTDOOR WHEELCHAIR

M

Fields of
application
●● The new agile electric
indoor-outdoor wheelchair
impresses with sophisticated features and a fresh
design
●● Standard client weight of
160 kg meets XL specifications
●● Outdoors: long sitting
periods are made easier
through good rear wheel
springs
●● Indoors: compact drive
with integrated anti-tilt
wheels makes for ease of
use in tight spaces
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ADJUSTMENT

OPERATION

ACCESSORIES

●● Seat width from 38 - 65
cm by means of simple
telescoping seat plate and
side guards

●● tested VR2 and R-Net
technology for unsurpassed performance and
versatility

●● MySeat seat system

●● Adjustable seat depth of
40 - 56 cm in six stages

●● 5 speeds

●● Various seat systems to
meet individual needs
●● Contoured ErgoSeat seat
system in various dimensions
●● Electrical 60° back angle
adjustment for user
comfort
●● Electrical 28° seat angle
adjustment for effective
pressure relief

●● Compact dimensions and
suspension are standard
and make for safe travelling

●● Luggage rack
●● Crutch/cane holder
●● Safety belt with buckle
●● Odometer
●● Operating hours counter
●● Rear view mirror
●● Pelvic belt
●● Kerb climber

Lighting unit
Long-life LED
lights, collision
protection due to flexible
attachment

POSITIONING FOR EFFECTIVE PRESSURE RELIEF

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Seating comfort
Contoured ErgoSeat seating
system in various dimensions
and fabrics (optional)

Innovative electronics
Powerful and versatile steering VR2 standard, optional
R-Net

Service friendly!
A sliding battery box makes
servicing the batteries easy

Back rest angle adjustment
Manual adjustability from -10°
to +30° as standard feature
Electrically adjustable from
-10° to +50°

Seat angle
Manual adjustability from 0°
to 10° as standard feature;
optional stepless electrical
adjustability from -2° to
+26°

TECHNICAL DATA
Seat width in cm 1)
Seat depth in cm

2)

Back rest height in cm 2)

38 - 65

Front wheel size in mm

260 x 70 (10")

Additional loading max.

40-56/40-56/48-53

Front wheel size in mm

230 x 70 (9")

Performance

40-45 / 53-57/64

Front wheel size in mm

200 x 50 (8")

Driving speeds km/h

10
6

28-43/35-50/35-50

Rear wheel size in mm

356 x 75 (14")

Motor performance W

2 x 220

Arm support height in cm 2)

24-35/17-28/11-22

Rear wheel size in mm

320 x 60 (12,5")

Driving range max. 5) 6)

40

Front seat height in cm

44-50/51-57/59-65

Max. obstacle height in mm

Shank lenght in cm

2)

2)

Length with footrests in mm

1130

Turning radius in mm

Length without footrests in mm

830

Weights in kg

7)

600

Permitted gradient

840

Type of steering

11 %
indirect

Electric tilt-in-space 8)

-2 +26°
0° - +10°

Width ready to go in mm 3)

590 - 630

Empty transport weight min. 4)

100

Mechanical tilt-in-space

Height without headrest in mm 3)

930 - 1130

Client weight max.

120

Back angle electric

-10° - +50°

Permitted overall weight

280

Back angle mechanical

-10° - +30°

Transport dim. length in mm

830

Transport dim. height min. in mm

560

• Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54) • Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45) • Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61) • Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch • The specifications are subject to constructional changes.
1) See category seat width 01 2) Seat systems belt / ERGOSEAT / RECARO; BASIC 3) Seat systems belt / ERGOSEAT 4) Without legrests and armrests 4) Without legrests and without armrests
5) Under test conditions 6 km/h with battery 73 Ah (20h) 6) See category chassis/motorisation 00 7) 120 mm incl. stair climber 8) The adjustment range can vary by max +/-3°

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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THE INTELLIGENT AND ADAPTABLE ALL-ROUNDER
iChair mc2 1.611
IMPRESSES WITH ITS VERSATILITY AND MAKES A SIMPLE
AND INDIVIDUAL ADJUSTMENT TO THE CLIENT POSSIBLE

M

Fields of
application
●● The new agile electric
indoor-outdoor wheelchair
impresses with sophisticated features and a fresh
design
●● Standard client weight of
160 kg meets XL specifications
●● Outdoors: long sitting
periods are made easier
through good rear wheel
springs, standard big tires
●● Indoors: compact drive
with integrated anti-tilt
wheels makes for ease of
use in tight spaces
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ADJUSTMENT

OPERATION

ACCESSORIES

●● Seat width from 38 - 65
cm by means of simple
telescoping seat plate and
side guards

●● Tested VR2 and R-Net
technology for unsurpassed performance and
versatility

●● MySeat seat system

●● Adjustable seat depth of
40 - 56 cm in six stages

●● Speeds of 6 and 10 km/h
pre-selectable in 5 steps

●● Various seat systems to
meet individual needs

●● Compact dimensions and
suspension are standard
and make for safe travelling

●● Contoured ErgoSeat seat
system in various dimensions
●● Electrical 60° back angle
adjustment for user
comfort
●● Electrical 28° seat angle
adjustment for effective
pressure relief

●● Luggage rack
●● Crutch/cane holder
●● Safety belt with buckle
●● Odometer
●● Operating hours counter
●● Rear view mirror
●● Pelvic belt
●● Kerb climber

Seat angle
Manual adjustability, depending on the seat height, from 0° to
10°, as standard feature

Seating comfort
Contoured ErgoSeat seating
system in various dimensions
and fabrics (optional)

SERVICE FRIENDLY - EASY HANDLING FOR FAST SERVICE
The iChair‘s seat width and
seat depth can be adjusted
with just one tool and the
seat plate can be telescoped
without extra parts for quick
and easy service. A sliding
battery box makes the batteries easily accessible without
tools and with little effort.

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Back rest angle adjustment
Manual adjustability from
-10° to +30° as standard
feature
Electrically adjustable from
-10° to +50° optional

TECHNICAL DATA
Seat widthin cm 1)

38 - 65

Seat depth in cm

40-56/40-56/48-53

Front wheel size in mm

260 x 70 (10")

Performance

40-45 / 53-57/64

Front wheel size in mm

230 x 70 (9")

Driving speeds km/h

2)

Back rest height in cm 2)

Transport dim. height min. in mm

570

Additional loading max.

10
6 / 10

28-43/35-50/35-50

Rear wheel size in mm

356 x 75 (14")

Motor performance W

2 x 220 / 2 x 300

Arm support heightin cm 2)

24-35/17-28/11-22

Rear wheel size in mm

320 x 60 (12,5")

Driving range max. 5) 6)

40

Front seat height in cm

44-50/51-57/59-65

Max. obstacle height in mm

Shank lenght in cm

2)

2)

Length with footrests in mm

1130

Turning radius in mm

Length without footrests in mm

830

Weights in kg

7)

600

Permitted gradient

840

Type of steering

11 %
indirect

Electric tilt-in-space 8)

-2 +26°
0° - +10°

Width ready to go in mm 3)

590 - 630

Empty transport weight min. 4)

100

Mechanical tilt-in-space

Height without headrest in mm 3)

930 - 1130

Client weight max.

160

Back angle electric

-10° - +50°

Permitted overall weight

320

Back angle mechanical

-10° - +30°

Transport dim. length in mm

830

• Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54) • Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45) • Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61) • Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch • The specifications are subject to constructional changes.
1) See category 01 seat width 2) Seat systems belt / ERGOSEAT / RECARO; BASIC 3) Seat systems belt / ERGOSEAT 4) Without legrests and armrests 4) Without legrests and without armrests
5) Under test conditions 6 km/h with battery 73 Ah (20h) 6) See category chassis/motorisation 00 7) 120 mm incl. stair climber 8) The adjustment range can vary by max +/-3°

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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The intelligent and comfortable pioneer
iChair mc3 1.612
Ideal driving comfort for long distances.
Practical lift function as an option.

M

Fields of
application
●● The new agile electric
indoor-outdoor wheelchair
impresses with sophisticated features and a fresh
design
●● Standard client weight of
160 kg meets XL specifications
●● Outdoors: long sitting
periods are made easier
through standard fourwheel suspension
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●● Indoors: compact drive
with integrated anti-tilt
wheels makes for ease
of use in tight spaces,
optional 30 cm lift makes
the achievement of goods
easier
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ACCESSORIES

●● Seat width from 38 - 65
cm by means of simple
telescoping seat plate and
side guards

●● Tested VR2 and R-Net
technology for unsurpassed performance and
versatility

●● MySeat seat system

●● Adjustable seat depth of
40 - 56 cm in six stages

●● Speeds of 6 and 10 km/h
pre-selectable in 5 steps

●● Various seat systems to
meet individual needs

●● Compact dimensions and
suspension are standard
and make for safe travelling

●● Contoured ErgoSeat seat
system in various dimensions
●● Electrical 60° back angle
adjustment for user
comfort
●● Electrical 35° seat angle
adjustment for effective
pressure relief

●● Luggage rack
●● Crutch/cane holder
●● Safety belt with buckle
●● Odometer
●● Operating hours counter
●● Rear view mirror
●● Pelvic belt

Innovative electronics
Powerful and versatile steering VR2 standard, optional
R-Net

Lighting unit
Long-life LED lights, collision protection due to
flexible attachment

Well equipped - for high supply competence
Back angle of -10 to 30° also
with pressure spring or (optional)
electric power adjustable from
-10° to 50°
Seat tilt mechanically adjustable
from 0 to 10;
optional electrical adjustment
to 35°, depending on the seat
height between -2° and 33°

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Service friendly!
A sliding battery box makes
servicing the batteries easy

Width height and depth of
armrests are adjustable

Operating module holder is length
adjustable, optionally swivel-away
and height adjustable

4 possible seat heights
(46, 49, 52 and 54 cm)
optional with electrical lift
adjustment to 30 cm

Leg rest brackets are width
adjustable; leg rests have
swivel away function and are
length adjustable, optional
steplessly adjustment up to
the horizontal position

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Details and equipment
iChair mc3 1.612
Sitting systems
iChair´s standard seat has many adjustment options. Options
widen and improve the sitting comfort, in order to ensure optimal
provision for every user.

Standard back
Code 737

Adjustable back
individually adjustable
Code 736

Seating comfort
Contoured ErgoSeat seating
system in various dimensions
and fabrics (optional)

mySeat seat and back
cushion with different positioning parts.

Leg rest
Electrical steplessly adjustable, with calf plates and
length alignment
Code 86

Leg rest
removable, length adjustable,
one-piece footboard
Code 8546

Leg rests
The various leg rests offer a complex and diverse provision. The
standard leg rests with divided plates of synthetic material are
removable and length adjustable.
Sideward leg rest connection
The leg rest fastenings are
width adjustable and thus
adapt optimally to the user.

Leg rest
removable, length adjustable,
footplate angle adjustable
Code 93
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Leg rest
with calf plates, elevating
into the horizontal position
Code 92

Support castors

Four-wheel suspension

Available with push bar
and push handles

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Moto release mechanism

Frame Colours

Polarwhite
Code 212

Deepblack
Code 216

Marrakeschbrownmetallic
Code 185

Magic Blue
Code 186

Technical data
Seat width in cm 1)

38 - 65

Front wheel size in mm

260 x 70 (10")

Performance

356 x 75 (14")

Driving speeds km/h

40-56/40-56/48-53

Rear wheel size in mm

Back rest height in cm 2)

40-45 / 53-57/ 64

Max. obstacle height in mm

600

Motor performance W, 6/12 km/h

Shank lenght in cm 2)

28-43/35-50/35-50

Turning radius in mm

900

Driving range max. 5) 6)

Arm support height in cm 2)

24-35/17-28/11-22

Weights in kg

Front seat height in cm

46-52/53-59/61-67

Empty transport weight min.

Seat depth in cm

2)

2)

Permitted gradient

6 / 10
2 x 220 / 2 x 300
40 / 35
11 %
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Type of steering

1170

Client weight max.

160*

Electric tilt-in-space

Length without footrests in mm

870

Permitted overall weight

320

Mechanical tilt-in-space

Width ready to go in mm 3)

630

10

Back angle electric

-10° - +50°

Back angle mechanical

-10° - +30°

Length with footrests in mm

Height without headrest in mm 3)

970 - 1140

Transport dim. length in mm

870

Transport dim. height min. in mm

590

Additional loading max.

4)

Seat elevation electric in cm

indirect
-2 - +33°
0° - +10°

30

• Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54) • Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45) • Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61) • Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch • The specifications are subject to constructional changes.
1) See category 01 seat width 2) Seat systems belt / ERGOSEAT / RECARO; BASIC 3) Seat systems belt / ERGOSEAT 4) Without legrests and without armrests
5) Under test conditions 6 / 10 km/h with battery 73 Ah (20h) 6) See category 00 chassis/motorisation 		
* With Liftfunction: 140kg
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Compact and ELEGANT
AVANTAGE 2 9.506

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● The new, agile electric

●● Seat tilt mechanically adjus-

●● Operating unit can be indi-

●● Kilometre counter

wheelchair for indoors and
outdoors convinces with
well-conceived features
and a fresh design.
●● Outdoors: Facilitates long

sitting through good back
wheel suspension and
mechanical tilt-in-space
●● Indoors: compact chassis

with integrated anti-tipwheels makes it easy to
use in tight areas.
●● Seat position right above

the pivot point improves
the driving feeling (no
carousel effect)
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table from 0 to 17°; optional
electrical adjustment to 11°,
depending on the seat height between -5° and 16°
●●
●● Mechanically adjustable
●●
back 0 to 30°, optional electrical adjustment up to 30°
●● Width between leg rest can

be adjusted.
●● Seat widths from 38 to 53

cm
●● 3 standard adjustable seat

heights (45, 48 and 50 cm)
without exchanging parts
●● Suspension adaptable to the

user, up to 130 kg

vidually adjusted, optional
height adjustment and
swivel-away
5 speed steps
Compact measurements
and standard suspension
make driving safe.

●● A baggage rest facilitates

the transport of rucksacks
and bags.

●● Operating hour counter
●● Rear-view mirror
●● Head rest
●● Stair climber
●● Therapy table
●● Walking aid holder
●● Active lighting
●● Programming device
●● Safety belt with buckle
●● Safety belt with Velcro
●● Attendant steering unit

with priority switch

Adjusting the seat tilt
Increased driving comfort because of a comfortable seat.

Lighting
Optional lighting means
that Avantage
2 is also well-equipped for
the dark. A baggage rest
facilitates the transport of
rucksacks and bags.

Tyres
There is a 9“
swivelling
wheel for
frequent outdoor use.

Well equipped - for high provision competency
Leg rest brackets are width
adjustable; leg rests have
swivel away function and are
length adjustable, optional
steplessly adjustment up to
the horizontal position
Seat tilt mechanically
adjustable from 0 to
17°;
optional electrical
adjustment to 11°,
depending on the
seat height between
-5° and 16°

Back angle of 0 to 30° also
with pressure spring or
(optional) electric power
adjustable up to 30°

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Suspension
The compact measurements
and standard
suspension make driving safe.

Operating module holder is
length adjustable, optionally
swivel-away and height adjustable

Width height and depth of
armrests are adjustable

3 possible seat heights
(45, 48 and 50 cm)
optional with electrical seat
height adjustment from 59 to
89 cm combined with electrical tilt-in-space-function from
-6 to +30°
Suspension adaptable to the user, up
to 130 kg

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Details and equipment
AVANTAGE 2 9.506
Sitting systems
Avantage 2's standard seat has many adjustment options. Options
widen and improve the sitting comfort, in order to ensure optimal
provision for every user.

Standard back 4280

Adjustable back 4239
individually adjustable

Seating comfort
Contoured ErgoSeat seating
system in various dimensions
(optional)

Seatplate without cover
4276
is the simple basis for a
problem-free moulded seat
system provision

Leg rest 4822 / 808
Electrical steplessly adjustable, with calf plates and
length alignment

Leg rest 93 / 54
removable, length adjustable,
one-piece footboard

Leg rests
The various leg rests offer a complex and diverse provision. The
standard leg rests with divided plates of synthetic material are
removable and length adjustable.
Sideward leg rest connection
The leg rest fastenings are
width adjustable and thus
adapt optimally to the user.
Code 43

Leg rest 93 / 805
removable, length adjustable,
footplate angle adjustable
Code 808
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Leg rest 92 / 805
with calf plates, elevating
into the horizontal position

Arm rests

Arm rest
width adjustable

Arm rest extended
4413 / 4414

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

The standard arm rest is width, height and depth adjustable and
can be removed for lateral transfer.
Shaded plexiglass protects, preserves transparency and is optically
attractive.

Arm rest
height adjustable

Frame colours
Magic blue
Code 186

Silver line
Code 4919

Chimney red
Code 4001

Transportation
The compact structure makes
it possible to disassemble
Avantage 2 and transport it in
an estate car. The wheelchair
remains drivable so that it can
be driven up a ramp and into
the boot.
Compact

Participate in life! Mobility is life quality!

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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operating modules and accessories
AVANTAGE 2 9.506
Electric seat height and tilt-in-space
Avantage 2 can be equipped
with an optional combination module for electric seat
height and tilt-in-space-function. The module includes a
seat range from 59 to 89 cm
and an electric tilt from -6 to
+30°, it is covered by a boot.

Operating module
makes it possible to control
2 electric settings via the
joystick.
Code 2408
For more than 2 electrical
adjustments the 4-way module
is necessary.
Code 4863

4789
Operating module for attendant with priority switch.

Adjustment module 4-fold
4863
Many adjustments can also
be made electrically. They
are controlled through an
additional switchbox that can
be positioned separately.
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4766
Operating module bracket for
the attendant as a transport
wheelchair. (w/o pic.):

4565
Operating hour counter

913
Head rest

4719
Stair climber

4596 / 4861 / 4862
Rear-view mirror

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

4714
Electric kilometre counter

4616
Walking aid holder

Additional accessories
(w/o pic.):
4646
Therapy table, swivel-away sidewards

4613 S afety belt with buckle
with lock
4689 Safety belt with Velcro

Technical data
Seat width in cm

38 - 55
40-48/40-48/48-53

Seat depth in cm 1)

Transport dimension Length
in mm
Transport height min.

45-50/55/64

Front wheel size

Shank length in cm 1)

40-50/47-62/55-70

Rear wheel size

Arm rest height in cm 1)

25-35/18-28/18-28

Max. obstacle height 7)

Seat height front in cm 1)

45-52,5/53-58,5/60-67,5

Turning radius in mm

Back rest height in cm 1)

Length with leg rests in mm

1030

Length w/o leg rests in mm

760

Width in mm 2) 6)

590 / 630

Height w/o head rest in mm 6)

950

Weights in kg
Empty transport weight
min. 3)

760

Max. additional load

640
Performance
200 x 50 /
Driving speeds km/h
230 x 70
Motor performance W 6 / 10
320 x 60
km/h
60
Max. driving range
830

Permitted gradient
Type of steering

10

6 / 10
2 x 250 /
2 x 300
40 / 35 4)
12%
indirect

80

Seat angle adjustment electric

-2° to 17° 5)

User weight max.

130

Seat angle adjustment mechanical

-4° to 17° 5)

Permitted overall weight

240

Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54), Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45), Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61), Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch
1) Seatsystem Tension / ERGOSEAT / Recaro; Basic 2) Tyres with plastic rim/Tyres with aluminium rim
3) without leg and arm support 4) under test conditions with maintenance-free drive battery
51 Ah(5h), 56 Ah(20h)
5) depending on seat height, angle: 11°		
6) Seatsystem Tension / ERGOSEAT		
7) 12 cm inclusive Step climber

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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THE NEW ALLROUNDER – SIMPLY SMART
smart 9.906

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Excellent driving charac-

●● Seat width, depth and

●● Easy to understand

●● Leg rests

●● Excellent steering

●● Arm rests

teristics outdoors with
secure ground contact
due to balance beams for
the steering wheels and
adjustable suspension on
the drive wheels as well as
big tyres.
●● Choice of four seating

systems
●● Economical since electrical

adjusting motors can be
added later.
●● Convincing features can

be fitted to the user.
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angle are easy to adjust,
different settings can be
achieved without exchanging parts.
●● 3 seat heights (45, 48 and

50 cm) are standard
features.
●● Leg rests are width adjus-

table.
●● Suspension can be adjus-

ted to user weight.
●● Programmable driving

parameters, via software,
hand programming device
or CAN-Bus.

●● With Penny & Giles VR2

steering or CAN-Bus for
more challenging provisions
●● Speeds 6 and 10 km/h,

can be pre-set in 5 steps.
●● For transport arm rests and

leg rests can be removed,
the back can be folded
down

●● Lighting
●● Baggage rack
●● Splash guard
●● Diverse seat units
●● Head rests
●● Walking aid holder
●● Stair climber
●● Retaining straps
●● Therapy table
●● Operation for attendant

Driving comfort

The balance beam facilitates good ground contact in
uneven terrain.

10“ front wheels on divided
aluminium rims.
Code 142

The suspension of the drive
wheels can be adjusted to the
user's weight.

Splash guard
for drive wheels
Code 4779

Baggage rack
The useful baggage rack
makes it possible to take
shopping bags along. It also
has loops for tying the wheelchair down for transport in
a car.
Code 994

Active lighting
The lights have a metal bar to
protect them in case of a collision. They can be attached
to the seat frame in various
positions, not to be covered
by the leg rests when they
have been set further out for
more leg room.
Code 932

Power
Standard
wheelchairs

Sophisticated and comfortable - The Smart convinces with excellent driving characteristics outdoors. Excellent motor, big tyres,
balance beam suspension of the steering wheels and adjustable suspension of the drive wheels allows the Smart to conquer challenging routes with the greatest comfort.

Technical data
Transport dimension Length
in mm
40-50 / 40-50 / 48-53 Transport height min. in mm

Seat width in cm

38 - 55

Seat depth in cm 1)
Back height in cm

45 - 50 / 55 / 64

1)

Shank length in cm

1)

Arm rest height in cm 1)
Front seat height in cm 1)

40-55 / 47-62 / 55-70 Rear wheel size in mm
Max. obstacle height in
mm 3)
45-50 / 52-57 / 60-65 Turning radius in mm
25-35 / 18-28 / 18-28

Max. additional loading

640

Performance

260 x 85 / 230 x 60 Driving speeds km/h
356 x 85
60
840

Motor performance W 6 / 10 km/h
Max. driving range km 6)
Permitted gradient

10
6 / 10
2 x 200 /
2 x 300
30 / 25
12 %

82

Seat angle adjustment electric 5)

640

Weights in kg
Empty transport weight
min. 4)
User weight max.

130

Seat angle adjustment mechanical 5) -3 bis 22°

940 - 990

Permitted overall weight

255

Length with leg rests in mm

1110

Length w/o leg rests in mm

880

Width in mm min. 2)
Height w/o head rest in mm 2)

Front wheel size in mm

880

Form of steering

indirect
0 bis 22°

Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54), Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45), Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61), Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch
1) Seatsystem Tension / ERGOSEAT / Recaro; Basic			
2) Seatsystem Tension / ERGOSEAT		
3) 12 cm inclusive Step climber 4) without leg and arm support
5) depending on the seat height, possible adjustment: 15° ele. / 18° mech. 6) under test conditions with battery 50 Ah (20h)

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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THE NEW ALLROUNDER – SIMPLY SMART
smart 9.906
Sitting systems

Standard back
The back cover can be
mounted at a back height of
45 and 50 cm
Code 637

Adjustable back cover
by means of Velcro straps
Code 638

Seating comfort
Contoured ErgoSeat seating
system in various dimensions
(optional)

Seat
Standard with solid seat as
the basis for a cushion or
external seating systems
Code 4276

Manual seat adjustment

Recaro seat module
In various dimensions with
manual or electrical back angle
adjustment

Seat depth
Various mounting positions of
the back make a seat depth
of 29 to 50 cm possible.
Code 4108

Back angle adjustment
Standard adjustment from 0
to 30° Code 401
electrically adjustable from
-10° to 50° Code 25

Seat angle standard manually adjustable from -3° to
22° depending on the seat
height, adjustment range 18°
Code 119

Powered tilt-in-space
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Electrical tilt-in-space-function
Electric adjustment depending on the seat
height from 0° to 22°, adjustment range 15°
Code 118

Electrical tilt-in-space, back rest reclining and elevating leg rest function
Code 118, 25 and 86

Therapy table
Code 930

Standard arm rests
The side guards are height and width adjustable and removable for transport
Code 106

power
Standard
wheelchairs

Head rest
Code 913

Leg rests

Powered back rest reclining

Reclining back rest
The back rest angle can be adjusted up to 60°
Code 25

Standard leg rests and footplates are width adjustable
and swivel-away inwards and
outwards
Code 93 and 805

One-piece-footboard,
angle, height and depth
adjustable
Code 93 and 54

Manually elevating leg
rests
Steplessly adjustable to the
horizontal, with shank plate
and knee cushion
Code 92 and 805

Elevating leg rests
With shank plate, knee
cushion and angle adjustable
footplate
Code 86 and 808

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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THE NEW ALLROUNDER – SIMPLY SMART
smart 9.906
Joystick module

VR2 joystick module
Code 408

Adjustment module 4x
For the direct adjustment
of the seat and back angle
as well as electrically height
adjustable leg rests
Code 4863

CAN Bus joystick module
CAN Bus steering allows more complex provisions to be realised
Code 559

Compact transport unit
Silverline
Code 4919

The back can be folded down,
leg rests and arm rests can be
removed.
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Operation by attendant
with priority switch Code
4789

UPGRADABLE AND SERVICE FRIENDLY
The Smart Principle:
●● Clearly structured construction and thought out modularity.
●● Several adjustment possibilities are already integrated into

the basic model and make adjustments easy.
●● The Smart is economical since it can be fitted individually for

Service friendly:
Batteries and steering is easily accessible in the service position,
with folded down seat unit. The closed battery pan allows for
maintenance free and open battery systems.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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progressive disease patterns.
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Multitalent for indoor and outdoor use
Champ 1.594

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Outdoors: Optimal rest for

●● Variable adjustment of

●● Maximum speed pre-selec-

●● Lighting

long sitting periods due to
the very good rear wheel
suspension, wide tyres and
the mechanical tilt-inspace
●● Indoors: The compact

chassis with integrated
anti-tip-wheels facilitates
the use in small rooms
●● The sitting position directly

above the pivot improves
the driving experience
(no carousel effect)

seat width (38 - 51 cm)
and depth (39 - 48 cm)
●● Different leg rest versions
●● High-quality seat systems,

Recaro seats can be customised for the user, e.g.
extra large width
●● Different seating systems
●● Programmable driving

parameters
●● Various joystick buttons
●● Mechanical tilt-in-space

(optional electric)

table up to 6 or 10 km/h
●● The wheelchair can be loc-

ked with a magnetic key in
case of CAN BUS control
or via a key combination
in case of a Penny&Giles
control
●● Mechanically (optional

electrically) adjustable seat
angle from 0° to 15°
●● Easy transfer as the arm

rests can be removed
completely
●● Back rest removable for

transport
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●● CAN BUS
●● Electric Tilt-in-space-function
●● Back rest adjustment
●● Swivel-away/ height adjust●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

able operating module
Table top, centre and attendant control
Rear-view mirror
Splash guard
Stair climber
Head rests medium or large
Walking aid holder
Canopy
Retaining / safety belt
Therapy table
Operating hour counter
Kilometre counter
Tie-down transport bracket

The
family
As basis for the Champ family serve the standard chassis and the chassis with seat lift (Code 27). Different seat upper frames with
their seat system are mounted onto this basis. This enables a large provisional spectrum in order to adapt the wheelchair to the
user.
Lift

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Compact and agile into the future
The high driving comfort is ensured by chassis suspension and the spring mounted anti-tip wheels. The seat has been formed according to the latest ergonomical standards and is the basis for centralised and stable sitting. Transparent side guards emphasise
the person in the wheelchair. Due to the small overall dimensions already small estate cars or vans are ideal transport vehicles.

Technical data
Transport dimension length in
mm
Transport height min. in mm

Seat width in cm

38 - 51

Seat depth in cm 1)

39 - 48

Back height in cm 1)

45

Front wheel size

Shank length in cm

40 - 49

Rear wheel size

19 - 25

Obstacle height max. in cm 3)

Arm rest height in cm
Front seat height in cm

2)

54/49 // 57/53** Turning radius in mm

Length with leg rests in mm

1120

Weights in kg

Länge ohne Beinstützen in mm

880

Empty transport weight min.

Width in mm

640 / 660

User weight max.

Height with head rest in mm

1020 // 1130** Permitted overall weight

Height w/o head rest in mm

1220 // 1230** Max. additional load

880

Performance

570

Driving speeds km/h
Motor performance W
210 x 60 (9")
6 / 10 km/h
365 x 84 (14") Max. driving range 4)
5 / 10
830

Permitted gradient

12%

Inclination ability techn.

12%

Type of steering
92 //
Seat tilt electrical 1)
113,5 - 133**
120
230 // 260**

6 / 10
2 x 200 /
2 x 300
35 // 30**

Seat tilt, mechanical 1)
Seat lift

indirect
0 - 15% //
-10 - 12%**
0 - 15% //
-10 - 12%**
30 cm

10

Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54), Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45), Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61), Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch
1) Seat Code 119 / 401 2) 49 cm / 19.3 inch with Code 562, seat plate without cushion 3) 10 cm with stair-climber 4) under testing conditions at 6 km/h with drive battery 60 Ah(5h) 80
Ah(20h)** **Dimensions in combination with Champ Lift Code 1594-27

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Multitalent for indoor and outdoor use
Champ 1.594
Modular seat ergonomics

Recaro seating systems
in various versions can be
found.

ERGOform seat unit
Code 600
with headrest
Code 913

Basic seat unit, anatomically formed
Code 568
with integrated head rest

Exemplary seat adjustments

Seat depth adjustment
serial

Adjustment of the back
rest in 10° steps
Code 401
Electric back rest adjustment
Code 25

Side guard
By means of lateral stepless
adjustment seat widths of 38
- 51 cm can be realised

Arm rest upholstery
Arm rest with padding,
height adjustable to the seat
surface

Foot board
one-piece
Code 54

manually elevating legrest
removable with length adjustment
Code 92

Electrically elevating legrest
removable with automatic
length adjustment
Code 86

Leg rests

Leg rest upper part
width adjustable
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Joystick module for central
operation
Code 50

Seat angle adjustment
The stepless electric seat
angle adjustment offers an
integrated stand-up-aid (tiltin-space) of -10 to +12°.
When tilted an optimal working position at the desk can
be adjusted.

Joystick module with parallelogram linkage
Code 836

Joystick module for attendant
Code 852, on Code 409
compact electronics

Lying position
With raised seat and raised
lying position the handling is
clearly easier and faster for
therapist and care personnel.
Seat lift without compromise
The standard electrical seat
height adjustment allows a
seat height of up to 86 cm.
The speed is reduced when
the seat lift is extended.

Magic Blue
Code 186

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Therapy table
Code 930

Electrically adjustable back
up to 30°

Silver-metallic
Code 183

Communication at eye level. Limited body functions can be compensated with helpful functions as electrically height adjustable leg rests, an electrical back reclining function and stand-up-aid with electric tilt-in-space.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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The little junior
champi 1.594-603

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● For active provision of

●● Steplessly adjustable,

●● Seat width steplessly ad-

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

children with very limited
mobillity and an adequate
cognitive development
●● For indoor and outdoor

recreation
●● Can be used at school or

at home

anatomically well formed
seat unit
●● Permanent adjustment to

the growth of the child
●● Many serial adjustment

possibilities
●● Optional additional electric

adjustments, e.g. seat
angle, seat height adjustment
●● Selectable leg supports
●● Seat unit and chassis are
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independent from each
other, which allows individual seat unit upgrades
and/ or exchanges.

justable from 20-38 cm
●● Seat depth from 29-41 cm
●● Mechanical seat and back

angle adjustment
●● Head support height ad-

justable by 14 cm
●● Arm supports removable

and height adjustable
●● Footplate one-piece, angle

resp.
●● Depth adjustable, swivel-

ling and angle adjustable
●● Separate footplates, depth

and angle adjustable
●● Various extra control pos-

sibilities

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Abduction wedge
Drive batteries
Active lighting
Silica-gel
Chassis (10 km/h) plus
MEYRA CAN
Horn, reinforced
MEYRA CAN
Puncture-proof tyres
Mudguards
Therapy table
Extra control:
Bluetooth
External ON/OFF switch
External joystick
Chin operation
Table-operated version
Switchbox for attendant
Extra joystick

Champi is flexible! The standard mechanical seat and back
angle adjustment offers comfortable adjustment possibilities.

Adjustable side cushions in the seat and back unit give lasting
support to the child suited adjustment of the seat width from
20 to 38 cm.
The back can be adjusted in height from 46 to 51 cm. The
colourful cushions can be removed and opened with a zipper
for comfortable washing. A seat depth from 29 to 41 cm can
be adjusted.
Option for preparation for an external moulded seat system.

Drive unit and support castors
are serially suspended to the
frame. Fastening points for
retaining straps on the front

Footboard Code 55
one-piece, angle adjustable
with ram guard

Footplates Code 806
separate footplates, depth
adjustable, Code 808 depth
and angle adjustable

and rear frame offer perfect
safety during transport.

Footboard Code 58
depth adjustable, swivelling
and angle adjustable

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

Champi adapts! Important details like the suspender seatbelt
and integrated head support are part of the standard scope of
delivery.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

32 - 38

Transport dimension width in mm

640

Max. additional loading

Seat depth in cm

29 - 41

Transport height in mm

1000

Performance

Back height in cm

46 - 51

Front wheel size

Shank length in cm

28 - 38

Rear wheel size

Arm support height in cm

13 - 20

Max. obstacle height in mm

Front seat heightin cm

58 / 60

1)

230 x 60 (9“)

Driving speeds in kmh
Motor performance W
365 x 84 (14")
6 / 10 km/h
50
Max. driving range 2)

Turning radius in mm

830

Length with leg supports in mm

880 - 1000 Weights in kg

Length w/o leg supports in mm

750 / 810

Empty transport weight min.

Width in mm

640 / 660

Empty wheelchair weight

120 - 130

User weight max.

90 / 70 1)

Height with head support in mm

1050

Transport dimension Length in mm 750 / 880 Permitted overall weight

110

230

Permitted gradient

10
6 / 10
200 / 300
35 / 30
12%

Form of steering

indirect

Seat angle adjustment electric
Seat angle adjustment mechanical
Seat lift in cm 1)

0 - 15°

Reflectors

0 - 15°
30
ja

Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54), Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45), Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61), Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch
1) on Code 27

2) under testing conditions 6 km/h with battery 56 Ah (20h) / 52 Ah (20h)

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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EXCELLENT strengths - super power
Optimus 2 2.322

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Driving outdoors

●● Adjusting the seat width

●● Unmatched performance

●● Baggage box

●● Bad roads
●● When there are many

kerbstones to conquer
●● For secure driving on chal-

lenging roads
●● For longer drives or steep

inclines
●● Long ways to work or

shopping
●● Driving on unpaved roads

or paths

●● Selection of suitable arm

rests and seating systems
●● Choice of different seating

systems for optimally suitable care
●● The speed selection can be

adapted to the user profile
●● Sockets for additional ac-

cessories to the basic model
●● User weight up to 150 kg
●● Suspension
●● Lower shank length adjus-

table
●● Driving style is program-
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mable
●● Back and seat tilt adjustable

and versatility, with proven
R-Net Technology - Standard Delivery
●● Easy gliding joystick and

keypad with optical and
tactile messaging makes
for comfortable operation
of the wheelchair
●● The CAN BUS offers a

circumferential program of
special controls
●● Optimised chassis geo-

metry facilitates the best
driving characteristics.
●● Removable parts and

fastening loops make
transport easy.

●● Baggage rack
●● Rear-view mirror
●● Horn, reinforced
●● Pelvic belt with buckle
●● Powered elevating leg rests
●● Powered tilt-in-space func-

tion
●● Powered reclining back rest
●● Walking aid holder
●● Special controls
●● Head rests

10 advantages of the Optimus
• Range up to 100 km
• User weight up to 150 kg
• Good driving performance, high
agility through perfect alignment of
chassis and tyres
• Simple to exchange seating systems
• Optimally sprung wheel suspension
front and back
• Excellent track stability through servo
steering with reduced turning radius
• Halogen headlights with doubled light
output
• Integrated attachment jig for additional equipment
• Patented powered elevating leg rests
with integrated length adjustment
• Baggage box swivels to the side to
make it easy to reach

Power
Standard
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Contemporary outfitting - impressive strengths - super power
Optimus 2 has stepped into the legacy of our internationally successful street wheelchair Optimus. Tried and true concepts have
been retained, since they have already proven their worth.
The enormous maximal distance of up to 100 km allows for extensive tours and the optimal chassis proves itself in rough landscape as well. Four wheel suspension makes for secure grip and a firm stand.
Excellent traction and cross-country mobility allows Optimus 2 to travel uneven routes without problems and to cross kerbstones.

Technical data
Seat width in cm

38 - 56
50 / 45-49 / 48-53

Seat depth in cm 1)
Back height in cm (w/o cushion)
Shank length in cm

1)

Arm rest height in cm

1)

Front seat height in cm

1)

1)

Transport dimension Length in mm 1) 1340 / 1160 / 1260 Max. additional load
Transport height min. 1)

720 / 760 / 800

Front wheel size

360 x 120

Driving speeds km/h

38-52 / 41-55 / 42-56

Rear wheel size

320 x 100

19-25 / 22-28 / 23-29

Max. obstacle height in mm
Turning radius in mm

Motor performance W

550 / 550 / 700

110

Max. driving range km

3)

100 / 90 / 75

1200

Permitted gradient

1160

Weights in kg

Length w/o leg rests in mm

1030

Empty transport weight min.

Width in mm

680

User weight max. 3)

150 / 150 / 120

Permitted overall weight 3)

330 / 330 / 300

1170 / 1050 / 1130

6 / 10 / 15
3)

Length with leg rests in mm

Height w/o head rest in mm 1)

Performance

64 / 55 / 64

61 / 58 / 65

10

18%

Form of steering
4)

150

Seat camber adjustment electric
Seat camber adjustment
mechanical 1)

direct
1)

7-22° / 5-20° /
20-35°
7-22° / 5-20° /
20-35°

Dimensions in cm / mm (inch 1:2,54), Weights in kg (pd 1:0,45), Speed in kmh (mph 1:1,61), Tolerance ± 1,5 cm / 0,59 inch
1) Seatsystem ERGOSTAR / ERGOSEAT / RECARO, BASIC
2) under test conditions with battery 97 Ah (20h)			
4) without leg and arm support. Information with battery 97 Ah (20h)

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

3) On 6, 10 or15 km/h-Version		
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EXCELLENT strengths - super power
Optimus 2 2.322
Perfect sitting comfort - optimal adaptability

Basic
Anatomically shaped car seat
incl. mechanical back adjustment
Code 568

Seating comfort
Contoured ErgoSeat seating
system in various dimensions
(optional)
mechanical adjustment
Code 600
electric adjustment
Code 602

Seat system „Ergostar“
with adjustable lordosis rest and swivel-up,
angle adjustable arm rests, incl. mechanical back adjustment
Code 961

Recaro sitting comfort

RECARO seat unit Special S
incl. head rest (S=short seat
with little side formation for
ease of transfer.
Code 579 with manual chair
back adjustment
Code 567 with electrical chair
back adjustment
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Recaro seat unit special M
incl. head rest (M=long seat
surface with very long sides
for ease of transfer. The front
of the seat can be pulled out 4
cm to make a longer seat.
Code 580 with manual chair
back adjustment
Code 578 with electrical chair
back adjustment

Recaro seat unit special L
incl. head rest (L=long seat
surface with pronounced
sides. The front of the seat
can be pulled out 4 cm to
make a longer seat.
Code 581 with manual chair
back adjustment
Code 584 with electrical chair
back adjustment

Arm rests and seat widths

Powered reclining back rest
Code 602
The design was optimised by
integrating the back adjustment motor into the back
shell.
Drives on both sides facilitate
optimal power transfer.

Arm rests
Code 24
can be swivelled up, angle
and height adjusted in the
standard version.

Arm rests
Code 106 (optional)
height adjustable, removable
and length adjustable.
Possible on all seating systems.

Seat widths
Code 106
It is possible to adjust the
seat width via arm rest Code
106.

Seat angle adjustment
Powered tilt-in-space function
Code 118
Optimus 2 has a standard
mechanical tilt-in-space for all
sitting systems.
The powered seat tilt is easy
to add to all seating systems
thanks to its simple construction.

Power
Standard
WHEELCHAIRS

Back rest

Leg rests

Powered elevating leg rests
Code 86
The patented electrically elevating leg rests with automatic contacts has an integrated
length alignment, can be
swivelled away and removed
without having to disconnect
electrical contacts.

Leg rests
Code 93
The removable and swivelaway leg rests facilitate optimal rest.
Code 92
Manually elevating leg rests
with length alignment.

Reinforced firm leg rest
Code 99
The reinforced leg rest is
screwed onto the frame.
Their construction gives the
user lots of leg room around
the knees. It is especially
recommended for large seat
widths.
The screws can be loosened
and the leg rests removed
upon demand.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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EXCELLENT strengths - super power
Optimus 2 2.322
Safety

Suspension
The combination of optimised chassis and tyres with good grip
provide safe traction even on challenging surfaces.
The 4-wheel suspended vehicle with adjustable shock absorbers
in the front and single wheel suspension of the steering wheels
dependably prevents a loss of traction on hills.

Tyres
Outstanding traction and
terrain suitability with coarse
cleat profile. Uneven surfaces and kerbstones can be
crossed without difficulty.
The displaced location of the
cleats provides silent running
without loosing traction.

Lighting
Motor versions
Choose from two motor
variations: 6-10 km/h (550W)
and 15 km/h (700 W).
Longer distances can be covered at a speed of 15 km/h
in an acceptable time.

Lighting unit
The bright halogen headlights
with double light efficiency
provide increased safety in
traffic.
The lighting unit is integrated into the revetment and
therefore well protected. This
lighting and the generous rear
reflectors make for safe driving in the dark as well.
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Rims
Simple replacement of the
tyres due to divided aluminium rims. Refitting to
puncture proof tyres possible.

The joystick module
The joystick module has a
seven-segment-display for example. It displays speed, total
kilometres and daily. Special
control units can be attached
through the service socket.
Lighting is operated by the
keypad. Additional ports for
the connection of an external keyboard and an external
On/Off-key. For dealers an
integrated programming unit is
offered.
It allows best driving features
for the user to be set on site.

Baggage

Baggage box
Code 993 (optional)
The closed, lockable box is a
safe place to keep valuables.
The box is attached to the
back of the wheelchair and
can be swivelled to the front
next to the seat by the driver
upon demand, to make it
easily accessible.

Baggage rack
Code 994 (optional)
The convenient baggage rack
serves to transport shopping
bags, boxes, larger objects
and much more.

Additional equipment
Integrated brackets for additional equipment are standard features. It allows e.g.
a respirator to be attached
to the wheelchair. Tabs have
been welded to the frame for
this purpose.

Transport in a vehicle
With the help of four standard integrated transport
loops the Optimus 2 can be
secured without problems in
a vehicle.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Joystick module
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the new mobility
nemo vertical 1.595
The new multifunctional powered wheelchair

Fields of
application

Adjustment

EQUIPMENT

Accessories

●● For indoor and outdoor

●● The multifunctional seat

●● Size adapting seat unit

●● Head support

●● Back and leg supports can

●● Lateral supports

use
●● For independent mobi-

lity, for permanent and
all-day use, especially
for users with stronger
malfunctions, as e.g. high
acquired or congenital
paraplegia, craniocerebral trauma or muscular
diseases in advanced state
(e.g. Duchenne muscular
dystrophy), ALS, decubitus,
disorders of the pulmonary
function

unit convinces with most
individual adjustment possibilities via its design as well
as via specific programming
possibilities of the electric
adjustments

●●

●● The seat unit supports

long-term sitting and
ensures physiological sitting
and standing up in every
position
●● Modular design and various

possibilities of therapeutically required individual
adjustments, also with
numerous optional extras.

●●

●●
●●

●●
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be electrically adjusted in
combination as well as
independently
Back and leg supports are
equipped with automatic
length adjustment for
chair adjustments
The arm supports follow
electrically, their angle
adapts to the lying, standing and sitting position
Relaxing with the seat
tilting function up to 25°
Stand-up-function from
sitting position and optional also from lying position
Seat height adjustment of
30 cm plus further 15 cm
in connection with tilt-inspace

●● Pelvis supports
●● Chest harness
●● 4-point harness
●● Pelvic belt
●● Lumbar support
●● Therapy table
●● Abduction wedge
●● Accessory net
●● Custom-made holders for

oxygen cylinder or ventilator
●● Horn, reinforced
●● Numerous extra controls

3 years of development
Of course, good power
wheelchairs do already exist.
But that does not keep us
from searching for improvements. This needs a fair
amount of courage, willpower and visions as well as
the exchange with the people
affected, parents, therapists
and specialist dealers.
We are building wheelchairs
since 70 years and our knowledge is continuously growing.
We are striving for functional
perfection. With the nemo
we have come very close to
this target and we are happy
that we created something
which now raises a lot of
people and us as well. Because standing is healthy for
the body and good for the
psyche.

Power
Standard
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Frank Frühling: "Being a prisoner in the own body 20 years, it was very hard labour for me in the beginning, not to allow the
paralysis to spread to mind and willpower. But I have decided for me to follow a positive way with sense and hope. I let the colours of nature and rainbow into my body and experience new horizons.“

Technical data
Seat width Senior 1) in cm

32 - 54

Seat depth Senior in cm

43 - 55

Seat height in cm

56 - 86

Electric tilt-in-space

25°

Back height in cm

58

2)

Back tilt

5)

90 - 150°

Shank length Senior in cm
Armrest height Senior in
cm
Length with footrest in
mm
Width in mm

38 - 53
20 - 23,5
1200
660

Height without headrest
in mm
Transport dimension length
in mm
Transport width min.

1130
950
66

Transport height in mm

1050

Wheel size front in mm

356 x 84 (14")

Wheel size rear in mm
max. obstacle height in
mm 3)
Turning radius in mm

230 x 70 (9")

Weights in kg
Empty transport weight
min.

1) adjustable through the hip cushions by 22 cm 2) in connection with tilt-in-space up to 101 cm possible
5) Seat height rear, incl. cushion (front 57 cm at a seat angle of 2°)

70
700
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Client weight max.

100

Permitted overall weight

295

Additional loading max.

10

Performance
Driving speeds km/h
Motor performance W
6/10 km/h
Driving range max. 4) 6)
Permitted gradient

6 / 10
2 x 300
35 / 30
12%

Type of steering
indirect
Dimensions in cm/mm, Weigths in kg, Wheels
in mm, Tolerances ± 1 cm, ± 2°

3) 4 cm with additional support wheels		

4) 35 km at 6 km/h, 30 km at 10 km/h

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de or request our single brochure.
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the new mobility
nemo vertical 1.595
functions as a principle...

The nemo is customised for each user as already the basic equipment
allows a lot of mechanical adjustments:
Beginning at the top with the
head support, the ergonomic
back and seat unit, the trunk
and pelvis supports, the arm
rests, the seat depth, the abduction wedge, the calf cushions and ending at the bottom with the footplate.

Head support with
lateral hold.

Chest harness for the
trunk stabilisation.

Multifunctional
ergonomic seat unit with
high-quality seat and back
cushions.

Seat width change
by means of the pelvis
supports.

The calf cushions offer
comfortable hold. Knee
cushions with lateral shape
serve as a support when
standing. Removable in no
time.
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The front drive
wheels and the swivelling back wheels stand for
extreme manoeurvrability.
The optimal balance point
creates a stable driving
performance.

Here we take care of the right settings for
well-being.
Lying, sitting, standing and driving.
To get, for example, from the sitting position
to the lying position a number of adjusting
motors have been coordinated harmonically.
4 adjusting motors move the back to the rear,
lower the arm rests, convey the leg rests up,
while at the same time the automatic length
adjustment at back and leg rests slides out.
The back cushion is lowered and the seat surface is lifted.

Power
Standard
wheelchairs

always the right position...

nemo creates more quality of life...

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de or request our single brochure.
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Getting up in seconds
nemo vertical junior 1.595
nemo, the multifunctional electric wheelchair with seat unit for children.

Fields of
application

Adjustment

EQUIPMENT

Accessories

●● In school, at home and

●● The multifunctional junior

●● Size adapting seat unit

●● Head support

●● Back and leg supports can

●● Torso supports

during recreation indoors
or outdoors
●● For independent mobility

for permanent and all-day
use, especially for children
with stronger malfunctions, as e.g. high acquired
or congenital paraplegia
or also muscular diseases
in advanced state (e.g.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy), ALS, decubitus,
disorders of the pumonary
function

seat unit allows various
adaptations
●● Sitting positions with

90° knee and back angle
can be realised as well as
relaxed positions for longterm sitting and standing
up
●● Modular design and various

possibilities of therapeutically required individual
adjustments, also with numerous optional extras as
e.g. individually adaptable
special operating units

be electrically adjusted in
combination as well as
independently
●● Back and leg supports are

equipped with automatic
length adjustment when
adapted
●● Relaxing with the seat

tilting function up to 25°
●● Stand-up-function from

sitting position and optional from lying position
●● Seat height adjustment of

30 cm
●● Seat lifting by further 15

176

cm in connection with tiltin-space

●● Pelvis supports
●● Chest belt
●● Four-point belt
●● Pelvic belt
●● Lumbal support
●● Therapy table
●● Abduction wedge
●● Accessory net
●● Holders for oxygen cylinder or

respirator custom-made.
●● Horn, reinforced
●● Numerous extra controls

The optimal mobility...
The innovative chassis is the
basis. The front drive wheels
and the swivelling rear
wheels stand for extreme
manoeuvrability.
The optimal balance point
creates a stable driving performance.
The new mobility of nemo
does not only mean driving,
application areas
inside and outside, but also
all positions
one can think of.

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

Leonie Hansen - 8 years old: "Nemo takes me to my favourite animals. I think it´s great when I grow at the touch of a button.
Then I can reach things that I would otherwise not get, see thing that I would not see, and I can look into the eyes of my big
brother Jonas.“

Technical data
Seat width Junior 1) in cm

20 - 36

Seat depth Junior in cm

35 - 47

Seat height in cm

56 - 86

Electric tilt-in-space

25°

Back height in cm

58

2)

Back tilt

5)

90 - 150°

Shank length Junior in cm
Armrest height Junior in
cm
Length with footrest in
mm
Width in mm

29 - 45
17 - 20,5
1200
660

Height without headrest
in mm
Transport dimension length
in mm
Transport width min.

1130
950
66

Transport height in mm

1050

Wheel size front in mm

356 x 84 (14")

Wheel size rear in mm
max. obstacle height in
mm 3)
Turning radius in mm

230 x 70 (9")

Weights in kg
Empty transport weight
min.

1) adjustable through the hip cushions by 22 cm 2) in connection with tilt-in-space up to 101 cm possible
5) Seat height rear, incl. cushion (front 57 cm at a seat angle of 2°)

70
700
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Client weight max.

100

Permitted overall weight

295

Additional loading max.

10

Performance
Driving speeds km/h
Motor performance W
6/10 km/h
Driving range max. 4) 6)
Permitted gradient

2 x 300
35 / 30
12%

Type of steering
indirect
Dimensions in cm/mm, Weigths in kg, Wheels
in mm, Tolerances ± 1 cm, ± 2°

3) 4 cm with additional support wheels		

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

6 / 10

4) 35 km at 6 km/h, 30 km at 10 km/h
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Getting up in seconds
nemo vertical junior 1.595
functions as a principle... Nemo, the customised solution with various adjustment possibilities:
Whether head support, ergonomic back and seat unit, lateral and pelvis support,
arm supports, seat depth, abduction wedge, calf cushion or the footplate - the
nemo can be adjusted from top to toe.

Head support

Chest belt for the
trunk stabilisation.

Ergonomic seat with
high-quality seat and back
cushion.

Seat width change by
means of the pelvis supports.

The calf cushions offer
comfortable hold. Knee
cushions with lateral
shape serve as a support
when standing. Removable in no time.
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always the right position...
From the sitting position the seat
height can be adjusted by 30 cm to
reach higher objects. For relaxing
as well as for a better weight and
pressure dislocation the seat surface
can be tilted by 25°. After maximal
seat tilt the complete seat unit can
be lifted again by further 15 cm. In
connection with the lift column an
overall height of 106 cm is reached
then. Back and leg supports with
automatic length adjustment can

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

Here we take care of the right
settings for well-being.

nemo creates more quality of life...
be electrically adjusted in
combination as well as indepentently, until reaching
the lying function. For a
convenient care height
the lying surface can be
lifted up by 30 cm. The
standing position can be
reached from lying or directly from sitting. Nemo can
also be driven in standing position, for safety reasons at an
automatically reduced speed
of 3 km/h.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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T

he R-NET Wheelchair Control has been
advanced as an innovative technological basis to meet the high quality
requirements for driving properties and adaptability in our electric wheelchairs. The programmable open system allows for creative
freedom to be individually adapted to the user.
Our alternative operating concept has been
developed to allow for standard power
wheelchairs to be easily adapted to the individual abilities of a handicapped person.

.

Our competent representatives will be happy to assist you with any questions you may
have on alternative operating units.

9.

ELECTRONICS
portrait

ELECTRONICS

R-NET CONTROLer...........................182 - 183...................

SPECIAL CONTROLS.........................184 - 185.............................

Hotline SPECIAL CONTROLS

Ulrich Kollmeier
Any questions on alternative operating units?
Hotline: +49 (0) 5733 - 922 386
Sondersteuerungen@meyra.de

COMPATIBLE CONTROLer FOR GLOBAL MARKETS
R-Net System

ADVANTAGES
●● Self-explanatory, simple
operation
●● Unsurpassed performance
and versatility
●● High customer satisfaction
through proven technology
●● Extendable by a broad range of alternative controls
●● Optional c olour display

FIELD OF
APPLICATION

SPECIAL
CONTROLS

●● Extended driving functions
●● Max. 6 (NEMO: 8) electric
seat adjustment drives

●● Two operating modules
available (for driver and
attendant)

●● Max. 120A or 220A motor
current

●● Joystick for attendant with
personal driving profile

●● On-Board programming
with LCD operating
module

●● Various controls for attendant

●● Bluetooth module for PC
control

●● Programming with PC
service software

●● Alternative controls (also
global third party providers)

●● OMNI alternative control
module

●● Programming with handheld programming device
incl. cable set for R-NET,
VR2 and S-Drive

●● High-quality, adapted
models of iChair product
family MC1, MC2 and
MC3
●● OPTIMUS 3.322
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●● NEMO (expected to be
available from autumn
2011)

●● Environmental controls
(third party providers)

PROGRAMMING
Programming of R-NET
control:

Operating Module R-NET
with LED Display

Operating Module R-NET
with LCD Colour Display

Operating Module for
Attendant

OMNI Alternative Control
Module

●● Driving function with 5
speed levels

●● Driving function with 5
speed levels

●● Lighting and transmitter

●● Lighting, transmitter

●● Max. 6 electric seat adjustment drives

●● Max. 6 (NEMO: 8) electric
seat adjustment functions

●● Battery capacity indicator

●● Colour LCD display with:
– Battery capacity indicator
– Time
– Driving speed in “k.p.h.”
– Distance in “km”
– Choice of graphic speed
indicator or energy consumption indicator
– Plain text error messages

●● With battery charge
indicator, mode selector,
speed preset button and
toggle switch for attendant/driver operation
preset

●● With all LCD operating
module functions (without joystick) as basis for
various alternative controls
(e.g. chin or foot control),
with pressure sensor for
sip and puff controls, with
infrared remote control
functions, battery indicator
flash code (such as VSI and
VR2)

Power module 120 A / 220 A

Adjustment module

●● Error messages via battery
indicator flash code (such
as VSI and VR2)
●● Charging socket

R-NET CONTROLer

OPERATING MODULES

●● ON/OFF interface, MODE
button and adjustment
keyboard
●● Charging socket

CONTROLS AND ACCESSORIES

Programming device

Power module 90 A

●● With memory for various
sets of parameters and
diagnosis tools
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PC mouse control through the wheelchair
bluetooth and clickmaster
Bluetooth

clickmaster

Bluetooth is a communication aid for physically and
linguistically handicapped people. Communication is one of
the basic needs of the human being.
Physically and linguistically handicapped people are given the
possibility by Bluetooth to communicate with the help of a PC.
Bluetooth is a radio link between the wheelchair and PC that
can be achieved by the PC mouse control.

Click Master is an additional software that is installed onto the
PC with Windows operating system.

This link is achieved by a small additional device that can be
attached to the wheelchair without attracting attention. Per
joystick, chin or foot operation the mouse can be guided over
the screen.
The key functions of the mouse can be realised through a mini
joystick (key functions) or keys on the wheelchair. After the
first installation the wheelchair with its Bluetooth controller
is automatically connected. With the new "BLU“-menu item
the wheelchair can now be switched from wheelchair to PCcontrol.
Since many types of software can be controlled by the mouse
PC functions can be used without any problem.
Bluetooth helps physically and linguistically handicapped
people reintegrate into the job and in the office eases the
work with the PC, e.g. when writing letters and e-mails and
preparing spreadsheets, etc.
Also in schools or universities PCs are used more and more, so

Bluetooth is a great help for scholars and students.
In private for example when using the internet, life without a
PC is hardly imaginable, here as well Bluetooth is essential.
Bluetooth can be cost-effectively installed because the PC
does not have to be refit with expensive parts. Should the PC
/ Laptop not feature a Bluetooth port, it can easily be refitted
at little cost in most cases. The receiver is a module that can
be bought at low cost in computer stores. On wheelchairs
with a CAN BUS controller this function can be installed by an
update of the wheelchair software. (Function from Can-Bus
software version 12) The range of the radio link is up to 10 m.
Data is transferred digitally to the wheelchair, which makes
combinations with analogue joysticks possible.
We recommend Windows XP operating system
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The usual click of the mouse is automatically taken over by the
software. For this the click function that is to be activated is
selected previously with the mouse from the screen.
Advantage: Patients with extremely limited motorics can perform a mouse click without having to use keys.

208112200
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SpecialStandard
operating units

T

he pathfinder for your destinations.
The necessity for movement begins as
a child and remains our constant driving force in order to achieve personal goals.
When your legs get tired at some point in
time, but your mind is still alert - this is when
the Scooter is just the right thing because it
comfortably levels out physical deficits.

.

This way you can still participate and
maintain contact with friends and the great
wide world around you

10.

PORTRAIT
SCOOTER

SCOOTER

ORTOCAR 415 SP II/315 SP II ...188 - 189 ......
CITYLINER 415 / 315 .......................190 - 191 ..............
CITYLINER 415 XL .............................192 - 193 ..............
CITYLINER 412 / 312 .......................194 - 195 .............
CITYLINER 410+ ..................................196 - 197 ..............
CITYLINER 408 .....................................198 - 199 ..............
CITYLINER 406 .....................................200 - 201 ..............

The top models provide just the best
ortocar 2.563 und 2.564
IN
MADE NY
A
M
R
E
G

Fields of
application
Ortocar 315 and 415 SP II
meet all demands.
Here the seal „made in
Germany“ applies as both
scooters are manufactured
by the MEYRA-ORTOPEDIA
Group. Individual demands
and customised solutions are
a matter of course. With a
quality that can be seen and
driven. For good! With large
wheels and a comfortable
suspension also demanding
tracks can be mastered
conveniently.
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Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Steering column tilt,

●● Very easy operation

●● Trailer with light system

back tilt,
seat and arm support height are adjustable
●● The sitting position can be

adjusted via rails
●● Swivelling seat for easier

getting in and out
●● The Ortocar scooters can

be driven through rocker
levers, gas twist grip or gas
pedal
●● Basic adjustments of the

driving quality can be
carried out by the specialist
dealer without programming device.

●● Manual smooth steering
●● Rocker lever, gas twist grip

or gas pedal
●● Mechanical and electric

unlocking of the spring
pressure brake
●● Self-explaining display

with pre-selectable speed
option

including brake light and
indicator
●● Pelvic belt
●● Gas pedal
●● Gas twist grip
●● Walking aids holder
●● Rollator holder
●● Rear-view mirror right

●● Speedometre

●● Ram guard

●● Speed reduction when

●● Transport bracket

turning
●● Automatic brake light
●● Automatic indicator return
●● Cruise control

●● Adjustable wrist supports
●● Additional shopping

basket

• 15 km/h
• Range performance up to

306

scooter

max. 55 km
• User weight up to 150 kg
• Motor performance 700 Watt
• Suspended chassis
• Luxury seat with storageboxes
• Speed reduction when turning
• Inclination warning device
• Shopping basket
• Lighting acc. to Highway Code
incl. indicator, warning flasher
and brake light
• Speedometre/Mileage counter
• Aluminium rims
• Cruise control

Dimensions/Transport dimension
Length
Width
Seat height, adjustable
Seat depth
Seat width
Transport height
(folded steering column, w/o seat)
Chassis
automatic safety brake
Wheels
Wheel diametre front wheel
Wheel diametre rear wheel
Ground clearance
Max obstacle height
Turning radius
Electronics
Motor constant performance
Motor peak performance
Batteries
Controller
Performance
Range performance, max.
(under testing conditions)
perm. gradient (generally permitted)
Weights
Empty weight
permitted user weight
permitted overall weight
Speed
Speed, max.

143 cm (136 cm *)
63 cm
44 – 54 cm
48 cm
50 / 60 cm
70 cm

•

4 (3 *)
36 cm (31,5 cm *)
36 cm
13 cm
10 cm
1,7 m (1,6 m *)
700 W
2.800 W
60 Ah (5 h)
80 Ah (20 h)
140 A

55 km
11° (20 %)
148 kg (142 kg *)
150 kg
310 kg
15 km/h

Features/Options/Accessories
Colour
Aluminium rims
Trailer
Trailer bracket
Pelvic belt
Fender
Lighting
Turn signal
Brake light
One-hand operation
Rear shopping basket, additional
Foot speeder
Gas twist grip
Cane holder
Speed reduction when turning
Adjustable wrist support
Horn, enforced
Luxury seat with storageboxes
XL-Luxury seat with storageboxes
Ram guard
Rollator bracket
Rear-view mirror (pair)
Seat sliding rail
Inclination warning
Speedometre/Kilometre counter
Tie-down transport bracket
Warning sign
Cruise control

•

Standard

•

blue/silver

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Option

* Details for 3 wheel version model no. 2.563

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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the exclusives drive ahead
cityliner 2.663 und 2.664

Fields of
application
The Cityliner 315 and 415
stand out for their high
performance and special
equipment:
Cruise control, illuminated
cockpit, storagespace in
the back, mirror and multifunctional LCD display. They
are safe company, not only
because the hand brake is
designed as double drum
brake, because of pelvic belt
and brake light, but also
because of the solid manufacturing. Guaranteed driving
pleasure.

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● For better adataption to

●● Very easy operation

●● Walking aid holder

●● Manual smooth steering

●● Additional shopping

the user the back tilt, seat
and arm support height
are adjustable
●● The sitting position can be

adjusted via rails
●● Swivelling seat and adjus-

table steering column tilt
for easier getting in and
out
●● Basic adjustments of the

driving quality can be
carried out by the dealer
without programming
device
●● User weight up to 200 kg
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●● Rocker lever for thumb

operation
●● Mechanical and electric

unlocking of the spring
pressure brake
●● Self-explaining display

with stepless pre-selectable speed option
●● Speedometre
●● Cruise control
●● Speed reduction when

turning
●● Automatic brake light
●● Automatic indicator return

basket
●● Gas twist grip
●● Gas pedal

• 15 km/h
• Range performance up to max.

Dimensions/Transport dimension
Length
Width
Seat height, adjustable
Seat depth
Seat width
Transport height
(folded steering column, w/o seat)
Chassis
automatic safety brake
Wheels
Wheel diametre front wheel
Wheel diametre rear wheel
Ground clearance
Obstacle height, max.
Turning radius
Electronics
Motor constant performance
Motor peak performance
Batteries
Controller
Performance
Range performance, max.
(under testing conditions)
perm. gradient (generally permitted)

scooter
scooter

50 km
User
weight up to 180 kg
•
• Motor performance 650 Watt
• Illuminated LCD display showing
time, battery capacity, ...
• Luxury seat with storageboxes
• Speedometre/Mileage counter
• Shopping basket
• Lighting acc. to Highway Code
incl. indicator, warning flasher and
brake light
• Aluminium rims
• Hand brake
• Lockable storagebox in the rear
• Cruise control

138 (137 cm *)
68 cm
44 – 54 cm
48 cm
50 / 60 cm
70 cm

•

4 (3 *)
31,5 cm
31,5 cm
11 cm
10 cm
1,7 m (1,4 m *)
650 W
2.500 W
70 Ah (5 h)
79 Ah (20 h)
140 A

50 km
10° (18 %)

Weights
Empty weight
permitted user weight
permitted overall weight
Speed
Speed, max
Features/Options/Accessories
Colour
Aluminium rims
Lighting
Brake light
Shopping basket, additional
Foot speeder
Cane holder
Speed reduction when turning
Luxury seat with storageboxes
XL-Luxury seat with storageboxes
Integrated ram guard
Rear-view mirror (pair)
Rollatorhalter
Seat sliding rail
Speedometre/Kilometre counter
Warning sign
Cruise control
Anti-theft device
• Standard • Option

163,5 kg
180 kg
355 kg
15 km/h
red/silver

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

* Details for 3 wheel version model no. 2.663

**	perm. gradient max. 15 % (does not fulfil requirement of EN
12184) and reduced performance values
Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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THE EXCLUSIVE XL MODEL
cityliner 2.664

Fields of
application

192

The tried and tested
Cityliner 415 now also
available in an XL model.
Driving pleasure is guaranteed with this vehicle. The
Cityliner 415 XL is characterized by proven performance and special features:
speed control, illuminated
dashboard, storagespace in
the back, mirrors and LCD display with multiple functions.
It is a reliable companion, not
only because of its safety features, such as the hand brake
designed as double drum
brake, lap belt and brake
lights, but also due to its solid
construction.

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Standard weight of 200 kg

●● Very easy to operate

●● Walking aid holder

●● Manual free-moving stee-

●● Additional shopping

fulfills XL requirements
●● Optional XL seat has seat

width of 60 cm
●● Luxury seat with storage-

compartments, available in
two seat widths
●● Spacious legroom through

extended foot space

ring system
●● Thumb-operated control

lever rocker
●● Mechanical and electrical

spring pressure brake
release
●● Self-explanatory display

with continuously adjustable speed preset option
●● Speed indicator
●● Speed control
●● Speed reduction around

corners
●● Automatic brake light
●● Automatic turn indicator

switch-off

basket
●● Gas twist grip
●● Gas pedal

• 12 km/h
• Range performance up to max. 50

Dimensions/Transport dimension
Length
Width
Seat height, adjustable
Seat depth
Seat width
Transport height
(folded steering column, w/o seat)
Chassis
automatic safety brake
Wheels
Wheel diametre front wheel
Wheel diametre rear wheel
Ground clearance
Obstacle height, max.
Turning radius
Electronics
Motor constant performance
Motor peak performance
Batteries
Controller
Performance
Range performance, max.
(under testing conditions)
perm. gradient (generally permitted)

scooter
scooter

km
• User weight up to 200 kg
• Motor performance 650 Watt
• Illuminated LCD display showing
time, battery capacity, ...
• Luxury seat with Storageboxes
• Speedometre/Mileage counter
• Shopping basket
• Lighting acc. to Highway Code
incl. indicator, warning flasher and
brake light
• Aluminium rims
• Hand brake
• Lockable storagebox in the rear
• Cruise control

138
68 cm
44 – 54 cm
48 cm
50 / 60 cm
70 cm

•

4 (3
31,5 cm
31,5 cm
11 cm
10 cm
1,9 m
650 W
2.500 W
70 Ah (5 h)
79 Ah (20 h)
140 A

50 km
10° (18 %)

Weights
Empty weight
167 kg
permitted user weight
200 kg
permitted overall weight
375 kg
Speed
Speed, max
12 km/h
Features/Options/Accessories
Colour
silver
Aluminium rims
•
Lighting
•
Brake light
•
Shopping basket, additional
•
Foot speeder
•
Cane holder
•
Speed reduction when turning
•
Luxury seat with storageboxes
•
XL-Luxury seat with storageboxes
•
Integrated ram guard
•
Rear-view mirror (pair)
•
Rollatorhalter
•
Seat sliding rail
•
Speedometre/Kilometre counter
•
Warning sign
•
Cruise control
•
Anti-theft device
•
• Standard • Option
**	perm. gradient max. 15 % (does not fulfil requirement of EN
12184) and reduced performance values

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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for versatile application
cityliner 2.363 und 2.364

Fields of
application
Equipped with a "whisper
silent“ drive and suspension also longer tours
are a pleasure with this
Cityliner. The lighting system
with brake light and indicators allows safe driving also
in case of low
visibility. If three or fourwheel – the new Cityliners
combine safety and performance. The product improvements
make them a big profit in
this class.
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Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● The angle of back, back

●● The LCD display offers

●● Walking aid holder

extension as well as seat
and arm support height
are adjustable
●● The seat width can be

steplessly adjusted via the
arm supports
●● The seat has sliding rails

and can be swivelled by
360°
●● The scooter can be driven

through rocker lever, gas
twist grip or gas pedal

multiple functions, while
driving indicators can be
set on the right or left side
as suiting
●● Speed pre-selection ste-

pless via a potentiometre
●● For more safety on the

street the Cityliners 312
and 412 are equipped
with a lighting system according to Highway Code
including automatic brake
light and a reinforced horn

●● Additional shopping

basket rear
●● Gas pedal
●● Gas twist grip

• 6 up to 12 km/h
• Range performance up to max.

Dimensions/Transport dimension
Length
Width
Seat height, adjustable
Seat depth
Seat width, adjustable
Transport height
(folded steering column, w/o seat)
Chassis
automatic safety brake
Wheels
Wheel diametre front wheel
Wheel diametre rear wheel
Ground clearance
Obstacle height, max.
Turning radius
Electronic
Motor constant performance
Motor peak performance
Batteries
Controller
Performance
Range performance, max.
(under testing conditions)
perm. gradient (generally permitted)

scooter

35 km
• User weight up to 150 kg
• Motor performance 400 Watt
• Powerful, silent running motor
• Comfortable seat with
adjustable back
extension
• LCD display, illuminated
with multiple functions
• Suspended chassis
• Shopping basket
• Lighting acc. to Highway Code
incl. indicator with automatic
return, brake light and warning
flasher
• Aluminium rims
• Cane holder

122 cm (120 cm *)
64 cm
45 – 52,5 cm
43 cm
45 – 66 cm
72 cm

•

4 (3 *)
29 cm (26 cm*)
29 cm
10 cm
10 cm
1,5 m (1,1 m *)
400 W
1.600 W
43 Ah (5 h)
50 Ah (20 h)
120 A

35 km***
10° (18 %)

Weights
Empty weight
106 kg (105 kg *)
permitted user weight
130 kg (150 kg**)
permitted overall weight
260 kg
Speed
Speed, max
12 km/h
Features/Options/Accessories
Colour
Marrakeschbrown/silver
Aluminium rims
•
Pelvic belt
•
Lighting
•
Brake light
•
Shopping basket, additional
•
Cane holder
•
Integrated ram guard
•
Rear-view mirror (pair)
•
Seat sliding rail
•
Warning sign
•
Foot speeder
•
Gas twist grip
•

•	Standard •

Option

* Details for 3 wheel version model no. 2.363
** perm. gradient max. 12 % (does not comply with
	EN 12184) and reduced performance values

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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for versatile application
cityliner 1.364

Fields of
application
Equipped with a "whisper
silent“ drive and suspension also longer tours
are a pleasure with this
Cityliner. The lighting system
allows safe driving also in
case of low visibility. If three
or four-wheel – the new
Cityliners combine safety and
performance. The product
improvements make them a
big plus in this class.
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Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Adjustability of steering

●● Very easy operation

●● Walking aid holder

●● Manual smooth steering

●● Additional shopping

column tilt, back tilt, seat
depth, seat height, arm
support height, and seat
width. The seat can be
swivelled by 360
●● Indication: A provision

with a scooter applies
when the user is not sufficiently able to walk and
the underlying handicap
can not be compensated
differently. A residual ability to walk and the ability
of operating a scooter
properly are required for
the use.

●● Rocker lever for thumb

operation
●● Mechanical unlocking of

the spring pressure brake
●● Self-explaining display

with pre-selectable speed
option
●● Automatic brake light and

manual indicator return.

basket

Dimensions/Transport dimensio
Length
Width
Seat height, adjustable
Seat depth
Seat width, adjustable
Transport height
(folded steering column, w/o seat)
Chassis
automatic safety brake
Wheels
Wheel diametre front wheel
Wheel diametre rear wheel
Ground clearance
Obstacle height, max.
Turning radius
Electronics
Motor constant performance
Motor peak performance
Batteries
Controller
Performance
Range performance, max.
(under testing conditions)
perm. gradient (generally permitted)

scooter
scooter

• 6 km/h
• Range performance up to max.
35 km
• User weight up to 150 kg
• Motor performance 400 Watt
• Powerful, silent running motor
• Comfortable seat with
high back
• Adjustable
back extension
• Suspended chassis
• Shopping basket
• Lighting acc. to Highway Code
incl. indicator, warning flasher
and brake light
• Aluminium rims
• Cane holder

130 cm
63 cm
45 – 52,5 cm
43 cm
45 – 66 cm
68 cm

•

4
26 cm
26 cm
10 cm
10 cm
1,5 m
400 W
1.600 W
45 Ah (5 h)
38 Ah (20 h)
120 A

Weights
Empty weight
permitted user weight
permitted overall weight
Speed
Speed, max.
Features/Options/Accessories
Colour
Aluminium rims
Pelvic belt
Lighting
Brake light
Shopping basket, additional
Cane holder
Ram guard
Rear-view mirror
Seat sliding rail
Waring sign

•	Standard •

107 kg
130 kg
260 kg
6 km/h
silver

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Option

* perm. gradient max. 12 % (does not comply with
	EN 12184) and reduced performance values

35 km**
10° (18 %)

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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Introductory model for outdoor areas
cityliner 3.264

Fields of
application
The introductory model for
outdoor areas.
A low-price start for mobility
and independence again.
The four-wheel Cityliner 408
offers an optimal price-performance ratio.
Outdoors it is on the road
with a strong 210 Watt
motor. It has a lighting system
with indicator, warning flasher
and brake light according to
the Highway Code.
Thanks to its integrated
bumpers it is compact enough
for indoors and also fits into
smaller lifts.
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Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● The steering column tilt,

●● Very easy operation

●● Walking aid holder

●● Manual smooth steering

●● Additional shopping

seat and arm support
height and the seat suspension can be adjusted to
the user
●● The seat is suspended,

swivelling and arrests every
45° for easy and safe getting in and out, additionally it has sliding rails to
adjust the distance to the
steering column
●● User weight up to 130 kg
●● Dismountable for transport

●● Rocker lever for thumb

operation
●● Mechanical unlocking of

the spring pressure brake
●● Self-explaining display

with pre-selectable speed
option
●● Automatic brake light
●● Manual indicator

return

basket

• 6 km/h
• Range performance up to max.

Dimensions/Transport dimension
Length
Width
Seat height, adjustable
Seat depth
Seat width, adjustable
Transport height
(folded steering column, w/o seat)
Chassis
automatic safety brake
Wheels
Wheel diametre front wheel
Wheel diametre rear wheel
Ground clearance
Obstacle height, max.
Turning radius
Electronic
Motor constant performance
Motor peak performance
Batteries
Charger
Controller

scooter
scooter

32 km
• User weight up to 130 kg
• Motor performance 210 Watt
• Adjustable steering column
• Comfortable seat with
high back and adjustable extension
• Arm supports up-swivelling
• Shopping basket
• Lighting according to Highway
Code
• Aluminium rims
• Integrated Ram guard

122 cm
59 cm
45 - 52,5 cm
43 cm
45 – 66 cm
58 cm

•

4
26 cm
26 cm
10 cm
10 cm
1,13 m
210 W
700 W
38 Ah (5 h)
45 Ah (20 h)
6A
70 A

Performance
Range performance, max.
(under testing conditions)
perm. gradient (generally permitted)
Weights
Empty weight
permitted user weight
permitted overall weightt
Speed
Speed, max.
Features/Options/Accessories
Colour
Aluminium rims
Lighting
Shopping basket, additional
Cane holder
Ram guard
Rear-view mirror (Pair)

•

Standard

•

35 km*
10° (14%)
93,5 kg
130 kg
240 kg
6 km/h
silver metallic

•
•
•
•
•
•

Option

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de or request our single brochure.
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Introductory model for indoors
cityliner 1.164

Fields of
application
The introductory model for
indoors.
The small space wonder for
indoor application.
Optimal for indoors,
the Cityliner 306 sets the
trend for the second scooter!
The Cityliner 306 is not only
driven "childishly simple",
everything on it is "childishly
simple": the dismounting of
the scooter, the removal of
the battery pack with practicle handle and the transport
through the foldable and lockable steering column.
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Adjustment

Operation

●● Adjustability of the steering

●● Very easy operation

column tilt
●● Stepless seat width ad-

justment through the arm
supports
●● Seat height adjustment
●● User weight up to

114 kg
●● 15 Ah (20h) batteries
●● Only 40 cm transport height
●● Empty weight only 40 kg
●● This scooter is especially

suitable as second scooter
for take-along, e.g. into a
shopping centre

●● "childishly simple" dis-

mounting
●● Battery pack with practical

handle
●● Foldable and lockable

steering column

• 6 km/h
• Range performance up to max.

Dimensions/Transport dimension
Length
Width without seat
Seat height, adjustable
Seat depth
Seat width, adjustable
Transport height
(folded steering column, w/o seat)
Chassis
automatic safety brake
Wheels
Wheel diametre front wheel
Wheel diametre rear wheel
Ground clearance
Obstacle height, max.
Turning radius
Electronics
Motor constant performance
Motor peak performance
Batteries
Charger
Controller

scooter
scooter

17 km
• User weight up to 114 kg
• Motor performance 130 Watt
• Easy to dismantle
• Adjustable steering column
• Removable compact seat,
height adjustable
• Arm supports up-swivelling
• Shopping basket

102 cm
54 cm
48 – 53 cm
40 cm
43 – 55 cm
50 cm

•

4
20 cm
22 cm
6 cm
5 cm
97 cm
130 W
480 W
18 Ah (20 h)
2A
70 A

Performance
Range performance, max.
(under testing conditions)
perm. gradient
Weights
Empty weight
permitted user weight
permitted overall weight
Speed
Speed, max.
Features/Options/Accessories
Colour
Ram guard
Shopping basket, additional
Compact-seat, removable

•

Standard

•

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

17 km
3° (6 %)
47 kg
114 kg
171 kg
6 km/h
red

•
•
•

Option
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O

ver thousand years our sense of
shame and intimacy has been sensitised. Naturally, we have a different perception of privacy compared to the
passed generations. Especially our personal
hygiene -the daily use of the bathroom and
shower - needs an extraordinary privacy.
In order to provide elderly and disabled people an independent life, aids are needed: which enable the activities of daily life
and ease the work of care personnel. Aids
which enhance the self-confidence and independency.

.

11.

MCWET ...............................................................204 ...........

HCDA....................................................................205 ...........

SHOWER AND
PORTRAIT
TOILET COMMODES

SHOWER AND TOILET COMMODES

Shower and toilet commode
McWet Mod. 8013039, 8013040, 8013041

8013040 Shower and toilet
wheelchair with 5“ castors

8013041 Shower and toilet
wheelchair with removable
24“ wheels
Height adapter (8013059)
for overcoming toilet ceramics when using 24“ drive
wheels.
Height adapter (8013061)
when using 5“ wheels.

Modern functions
• Low weight.
• Low-friction, maintenancefree ball bearings.
• Swivel-up arm supports for
the lateral transfer.
• Height adjustable and swivelin leg support.
• Anatomically formed seat
and firm back cushion for
fatigue-free sitting.
• Removable back for easy
transport.
• Serial insertion cushion.
• Can be used as shower or
toilet wheelchair according
to need.
• Fits over standard toilet
ceramics.
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• Easy-care design, no dirt trap.
• 24“ drive wheels with
air tyres available if required –
also as retrofit kit.
• Swivel-in, firm leg support.

8013039 Shower and toilet wheelchair with 24“ drive wheels.
The series McWet is setting standards regarding durability. The frame, including arm and leg supports is made of
high-strength, corrosion resistant aluminium. All connecting
elements as screws, rivets, washers etc. are made of stainless
steel.
On the version 8013040 (5“ castors) the rear castors have
brakes, lockable in any direction.
When using a common toilet pail, e.g. our item 206 700 200,
the aid can be used as a mobile toilet chair. The bracket for
the toilet pail is serial on McWet chairs.

Technical data
Wheels
Width
Length with leg
support

Available in three versions:

• 2
 4“ drive wheels with firm
axle
• 24“ drive wheels with quickrelease axle
• 5“ steering wheels

24“

5“

63,0
54,0
swivelled- swivelled- swivelled- swivelledin
out
in
out
82
102
69
89

Height

95

92,5

Seat height

53

53

Seat width

43

43

Seat depth

42

42

Seat surface

43 x 42

43 x 42

Weight in kg

17,5

13

Max. load kg

120

120

Max. toilet height *
45
Weight in kg, dimension tolerances ± 1,5 cm
* with height adapter 5 cm higher

43,5

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de or request our rehab catalogue.

Removable back

8308098 HCDA Toilet wheelchair with 5“ castors.

Central lock

Toilet cushion, upholstered
Order no. 83 96 77 0

Serial equipment
• Serial equipment with
white seat plate, recessed
in the centre, upholstered,
closed seat cover and toilet pail
• 5“ wheels, rear ones with
lock
• Also with central lock for
front wheels (optional)
• Back removable
• Arm supports can be
folded down (automatically
lock into place when pulled
up)

Toilet seat, upholstered incl.
pail bracket
Order no. 84 11 19 9

The classic
HCDA, SB 45
Order no. 83 08 09 8
HCDA with central lock
Order no. 85 13 51 5
HCDA, SW 48 cm
Order no. 86 03 14 2

HCDA
Shower and Toilet Commodes

Toilet commode
HCDA Mod. 8308098, 8513515, 8603142, 8308099

T he well-proven
classic among the toilet wheelchairs!
Now also available
in XXL for tall and
heavy persons.

HCDA XXL, SW 60 cm
Order no. 83 08 09 9
Toilet pail with lid
Order no. 20 67 00 20 0
Height adapter 50 mm
Order no. 10 66 86 8

Technical data
Wheels
Width
Height
Max. toilet height *
(with height adapter)
Depth incl. leg supports
Seat width
Seat width XXL
Seat depth
Weight
Weight XXL
Load capacity
Load capacity XXL
Colour

5“
56
99
41,5
(46,5)
95
45
60
43
14 kg
15 kg
120 kg
160 kg
Chrome

Dimensions in cm

HCDA

83 08 09 9 HCDA XXL,
SW 60 cm

Weight in kg, dimension tolerances ± 1,5 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de or request our rehab catalogue.
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I

f a person without physical handicap sits, he continuously shifts his
weight. The more uncomfortable he
sits, the more often the position will change to maintain balance and comfort.
Handicapped people, who need to remain
in sitting positions for extended periods of
time, rely heavily on being able to vary their
sitting position, in particular if it is important
to avoid secondary diseases such as pressure sores, respiratory problems or contractures. Variations in sitting positions reduce
the pressure on vulnerable locations and
the tissue can be supplied with blood again.
Furthermore,
research
has
shown
that the spine needs exercise in order to enable the fluids in the intervertebral discs to circulate and exchange.

.

Without the transport of fluids the danger
of lesions and prolapses of the intervertebral
discs rises..

12.

SEAT
portrait
SYSTEMS

SEAT SYSTEMS

Ergoseat.........................................................208.............................

PHYSIOLITE BACK.......................................209.............................

Myseat.....................................................210 - 215............

ONE FOR ALL OCCASIONS
ErgoSeat
A stable and symmetric sitting position
is indispensable to guarantee a high sitting
comfort in the wheelchair.
The ErgoSeat seat system provides optimal hold
through its anatomic contours. At the same time
the elastic foam and the breathable cover enable
comfortable sitting. The ErgoSeat can quickly and
easily be fastened to the seat plate resp. back shell
with Velcro straps.

ErgoSeat
Compatible with iChair, Clever, Smart, Optimus 2 und Solero 2.

ErgoSeat
artificial leather cover - black

ErgoSeat SEAT AND BACK SYSTEM:
• Excellent lateral hold through strong seat cushion
contours
• Lateral contours of the back padding and slight
lordosis support
• The firm back shell provides an excellent sitting
stability, activates the body sensation and creates
safety
• Cold foamed material with different density for
seat and back padding create a high sitting comfort
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ErgoSeat
textile cover - check grey
black

ErgoSeat
incontinence cover - black

• Large-pore foam possesses optimal venting features as well as a high elasticity for adapting to
the body contours.
• Seat widths 38, 43, 48 and 53 cm
• Seat depths adjustable on the wheelchair, different contours corresponding to the seat depth

With its solid aluminium shell and its variable
thorax pads the Physiolite back provides a
maximum of sitting stability and safety.
A variety of adjustment possibilities of the easy
to mount back supports a suitable positioning in
the wheelchair.

SEAT SYSTEMS

OPTIMAL STABILITY FOR THE CLIEN
PHYSIOLITE BACK

PHYSIOLITE Back
Compatible with iChair, Clever, Smart und Optimus 2.
+20°

The thorax pads are
horizontally and vertically
adjustable and also length
adjustable.

-10°

The angle of the back
shell can easily be adjusted
fromv -10° to +20°.

The back cushion consists
of multilayer foam, which
provides the best possible
pressure relief and thus
prevents decubital ulcer.

PHYSIOLITE BACK:
• Trunk stability and safety through the solid back
shell and the horizontally and vertically adjustable
thorax pads
• The support of the sitting stability enables free
arm movement and thus an active participation in
life

• Adjustment of the seat depth and the height of
the back cushion with a few steps
• The breathable textile cover creates sitting comfort and optimal moisture transport
• Available in the widths 40 cm and 45 cm relating
to the wheelchair seat widths 43 cm and 48 cm

• Easy mounting on the back tubes of the
wheelchair
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ONE FOR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
MYSeat
mySeat comfort seat and back
combine excellent sitting stability with high
individualisation through optional positioning
parts. The multilayer structure combines several
material features in a sensible way. They
make the cushion an effective aid in terms of
decubitus prophylaxix and treatment.

S
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mySeat Comfort-seat and -back in combination with iChair
Compatible with iChair, Clever, Smart, Optimus 2 und Solero 2.

The zipper makes it possible to integrate all positioning parts into mySeat seat and back cushion with
the cushion cover.
different positioning parts.

MySeat SEAT AND BACK SYSTEM:
• The mySeat seat and back unit can be fixed to the
seat plate/ upholstery resp. back shell quickly and
easily with Velcro straps.
• Proven pressure relief prevents the development
of decubital ulcer
• Fast diversion of heat and moisture through
open-cell foam and breathable covers
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• Different positioning parts help stabilising and
supporting the posture
• Seat widths 43 and 48 cm
• Seat depths 40, 43, 46 and 49 cm
• Incontinence cover for the seat cushion available

Positioning parts
can be fixed on the top or
down side of the cushion with
Velcro straps according to
individual requirement.

Flexible and open-cell PU
foam individually adapts
to body form and weight,
absorbs load and thus reduces
the contact pressure.

Memory foam in the top
layer adapts to the body form.
With its open-cell structure it
distributes the pressure evenly
on the seat area and provides
high comfort.

Anatomically formed
wedges
relieve the especially decubitus endangered coccyx and
the coccygeal cornus.
The comfort foam urethane
offers apart from wideranging elasticity and pleasant
sitting comfort a high level of
breathability.

SEAT SYSTEMS

MATERIALS USED
mySeat SEAT CUSHION

Constructor foam on the
down side increases the
bottom rigidity and prolongs
the lifetime of the cushion.
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POSITIONING PARTS FOR THE
MYSEAT SEAT UNIT
Not everybody sits the same
Seat and back padding can be supplemented with a wide range of positioning parts according to individual requirement. This way the posture can
be corrected, stabilised and supported as suitable.

mySeat seat cushion

The leg stabilisation wedge
counteracts against the
adduction of the thighs and
improves the caused unfavourable hip situation. Available
in three different sizes.

The hemi balance wedge
compensates muscle tone
loss in the gluteal muscle in
case of an unilateral paralysis
and thus enlarges the contact
surface. Available in three
different sizes.

Outer leg stabilisation
wedges counteract against
the thighs falling to outer
sides (abduction). Thus they
improve the sitting stability
and reduce the negative
effects of abduction and
external rotation on hip and
knee joints.

The seat inclination wedge
supports the pelvis stability
and reduces the inclination to
the front. Available in three
different sizes.
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The sag minimiser works
against the sag of the seat
upholstery and creates a
straight plane, which restores
the balance of the pelvis.

POSITIONING PARTS FOR THE
MYSEAT BACK UNIT

SEAT SYSTEMS

The breathable cover
cushion is a standard
component of the back
padding. It provides
additional sitting
comfort. The tucks
on the cover cushion
can be used for the
adjustment of different
positioning parts.

mySeat back unit

The thoracic wedge
fills the gap caused by a
kyphosis and thus increases
the contact surface of the
back.

With the lumbar wedge
a backwards tilted hip is
compensated, the resulting
hollow is filled and the
support surface is enlarged.
This improves the pressure
distribution.

By means of the thorax pads
lateral trunk movements are
controlled and the posture is
stabilised. With this support
the pressure is distributed to a
larger area.

The lordosis cushion
compensates for a
lordosis. The natural
pelvis tilt to the front is
maintained.

All positioning parts which are required to adapt the seat system to the individual requirements of
the client are also available as a set. From this modular system the support can be modified at any
time as desired.
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COMPATIBILITY TABLE
POWER AND RECLINING WHEELCHAIRS
Seat unit

Power wheelchairs

Reclining
wheelchairs

iChair
MC1

iChair
MC2

iChair
MC3

Avantage 2

Champ
/Champ
Lift

Smart

Optimus
2

Solero
light

Basic















-

Ergoseat









-







Recaro seat unit















mySeat









-







Physiolite
back













-

Positioning possibilities
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Mechanical
back angle
adjustment

40°

40°

40°

30°

30°

30°

-

32°

Electric
back angle
adjustment

60°

60°

60°

30°

30°

60°

-

-

Electric
tilt-in-space

28°

28°

35°

23°

15/22°

22°

15°

-

COMPATIBILITY TABLE
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENT WHEELCHAIRS

Seaty Active*
Champi
seat system

Children and adolescent wheelchairs
Brix

Mex-s

Mex-x

Rox-s

Fx One
Junior

X2
Junior

Hurricane
Junior

Champi













-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Positioning possibilities
Mechanical
back angle
adjustment

15°

15°

15°

24°

24°

15°

-

45°

Electric
tilt-in-space

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15°

SEAT SYSTEMS

Seat unit

TILT-IN-SPACE
Tilt-in-space is the mechanical or electric adjustment of the whole seat unit to the front or rear.
The seat angle is created by selecting different front and rear seat heights (depending on the seat
depth). Tilt-in-space is an important aid for the positioning and fulfils, among others, the following
functions:
• Pressure relief in case of danger of decubitus and present decubitus
• Pain relief
• Relief in case of poor circulation
• Changes of the upright sitting position in case of flaccid or spastic paralyses
• M
 obility increase: overcoming obstacles
or hill descent with rear tilted seat unit
BACK ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
The mechanical or electric angle adjustment of the back is essential to ensure sitting comfort and
painless sitting:
• Relief of the trunk in case of pain through pressure distribution
• Position changes can be made independently
• Position changes in case of poor circulation

* Additional Information view page 128 - 129
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